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Preface
This book has been prepared to give in one publication the
information most likely to be needed by a business enterprise
planning to operate in South and Central America. The material on each is presented in summary form, and the profiles
serve as a general guide only. The assistance of professional
advisers is therefore recommended in dealing with specific
business and tax questions arising in practice. Inquiries may
be directed to our offices listed on pages 158 and 159 or to
any other Touche Ross International office.
The information contained in these profiles was compiled by
the Touche Ross offices in the countries concerned for the
use of Touche Ross clients and professional staff. Readers are
reminded that the information may be superseded by later developments. Suggestions for revisions should be sent to the
Touche Ross International Executive Office.
October 1979

© 1979 Touche Ross & Co., all rights reserved
Printed in the United States of America

Introduction
The Latin American region covers a vast expanse of territory spanning
both the North and South American continents. It stretches from Mexico
in the southern part of North America through Panama down to the tip
end of South America, where Chile and Argentina conjoin in Tierra del
Fuego. Throughout this region of slightly more than 322 million people
in 17 nations, only two languages are officially recognized—Spanish
and Portuguese, with the latter being spoken by some 120 million people
in Brazil.
Summaries of the diverse economies of most of the countries in Latin
America are presented in this book. For each country, businessmen and
investors will find useful information on investment and finance, exchange controls, taxation, and labor and trade practices.
The Latin American area is of increasing importance for both trade and
investors, and vital to the economies of most of these nations is the
uninterrupted inflow of foreign capital and technology. The need to
attract both capital and technology receives high priority by most Governments and has led to liberalization of some of the policies in the
region's trade blocs—LAFTA, ANCOM, CACM, and ESLA.* Remittances
of profits and import policies, for instance, have been eased by some
countries due to the general increase in local and regional industrial
activity and the consequent need for further foreign inputs. Others will
follow suit if there is sufficient increase in their exports in which foreign
inputs are vital. Capital-, technology-, and skill-intensive industries are
needed for the future economic development of the region, and most
countries offer preferential treatment for new foreign investment in
them. At the same time, these countries expect to sustain growth in
labor-intensive manufacturing sectors.
In spite of their many ties, important differences between these countries must be taken into account by foreign investors and businessmen.
Brazil and Argentina, for example, have vast territories and an abun*Membercountries of the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) are Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. The Andean Common Market (ANCOM) comprises Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador,
Peru, and Venezuela, and the Central American Common Market (CACM), Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua. The most recent trade bloc is the
Economic System for Latin America (ESLA), which comprises all the Latin American and
Caribbean countries.

dance of natural resources, and are among the major Latin American
markets. Bolivia, Paraguay, and Honduras, on the other hand, are less
developed economies and must look to the outside for raw materials and
many of their basic requirements. Similarly, each country offers differing
potentials to businessmen and investors.
Thus, the profiles presented in this book are intended to provide an
overview of the economies of the majority of the Latin American countries
to foreign businessmen and investors.
Linda S. Avelar
Director of International Publications
October 1979
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Argentina, situated in southern South America, has an area of approximately 1,080,000 square miles (2,792,000 square kilometers), to which
must be added the Argentine Antarctic and South Atlantic Islands with
375,000 square miles (971,250 sq. km.). Argentina is bounded on the
west by Chile, on the north by Bolivia and Paraguay, on the northeast by
Brazil and Uruguay, and on the east and south by the Atlantic Ocean. Its
long coastline extends 1,600 miles (2,574 kilometers) from Uruguay to
Tierra del Fuego at the tip end of the continent.

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish. Approximately one third of the estimated population of 26.5 million live in Buenos Aires, the capital, and its
environs.

Communications and Transportation
Telephone and telex link all major cities, as well as many of the smaller
cities. Private radio communications are authorized where public service is not adequate. Mail service is good. Due to the long distances
between the main commercial centers, air transportation is used extensively. Good railroad and highway systems also connect the major
industrial areas. Buenos Aires has excellent subway and bus services.

Business Hours
Normal business hours vary greatly from region to region due to the
wide range of climatic conditions. Government hours are usually from
12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Banks are open from
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Regular office hours are
from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., five
days a week.
1
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Sources of Information
Prospective investors and business enterprises may contact the Ministry
of Economy in Buenos Aires. Various chambers of commerce and industry and professional firms of accountants and lawyers are also helpful sources of information.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
The system of government, as established in the constitution, is similar to
that of the United States. It is divided into federal and state governments,
with the President, elected by general election throughout the country,
exercising executive power. Legislative, executive, and judicial powers
are constitutionally independent of one another.
Argentina is a member of the United Nations and Organization of American States.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross national product
(billion US$)
Industrial production
(1960 = 100)
Consumer price index
(1974 = 100)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply)

1974

1975

1976

1977

18.8

18.4

17.9

18.8

18.0

1978

226.8

220.4

210.5

219.4

Mar. 169.5
June 206.3

100.0
3,931
3,635

270.6
2,361
3,946

1,472.2
3,916
3,033

4,063.7
5,610
4,100

11,195.8
6,350
3,950

3.4

3.7

4.4

2.9

2.8 (est.)

Argentina is a member of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA).
Inflation. The rate of inflation has been at an extremely high level during
the last three years and in 1978 it reached an average of 150%.
Energy Resources. Argentina's oil fields supply roughly 90% of the
country's fuel requirements.
2

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
There are no exchange limitations on foreign currency, although foreign
investment itself is specifically legislated. In principle, authorization
from the Ministry of Economy is required for new foreign investment.
This authorization guarantees repatriation of capital and remittance of
profits, and except in special cases for which approval may be granted
by National Executive Power, foreign investors who do not comply with
this requirement may subsequently forfeit repatriation and remittance
rights. Both national and foreign enterprises are subject to the same
regulations regarding short-term borrowings. Long- and medium-term
loans by foreign-owned companies require Central Bank approval.

Repatriation Rules
Foreign capital investment, which has been authorized and registered,
may be repatriated after an initial period (usually three years) during
which no repatriation of capital is permitted. Remittance of dividends
and profits which are derived from the authorized investment is permitted. However, a special transfer tax is levied on remittances of aftertax profits that exceed 12% of the authorized and registered investment.
If the profits remitted are below that limit, the difference may be carried
forward for up to five years and applied to profits in excess of 12%, so
that when the average over the five years does not exceed the limit the
tax is not payable.
This special tax is levied at the following rates:
• From 12% up to 15% of the authorized investment—15%
• From 15% up to 20% of the authorized investment—20%
• On 20% and over of the authorized investment—25%.
Remittance of funds in respect of licensing arrangements and royalty
payments is allowed if the respective license agreement was approved
and registered with the Registrar of Contracts of Transference of Technology. In general, actual fees may be freely remitted.

Intercompany Current Accounts
Normal transactions between branches and subsidiaries and their foreign parents are permitted. Care must be taken, however, that such
transactions are not considered movements of capital or remittances of
profits.
3
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Imports and Exports
The Central Bank regulates all payments for designated imports of
capital goods which exceed a certain amount. The Central Bank also issues regulations affecting imports of intermediate and consumer goods.
Extended credit terms for payment of exports are discouraged and normally proceeds of shipments must be sold through the banking system
within a period of six months.

Controls on Outward Investment
Investment abroad from which Argentina will derive economic benefits
is permitted although subject to approval of the Central Bank. The
present trend is to liberalize foreign exchange, and individuals are allowed to make remittances of up to US$20,000 (or its equivalent in other
currencies) a day per person.

Foreign Currency
Foreign investments are registered in the currencies of origin and annual repatriation and remittances of profits are made in the same currencies at the exchange rate then in effect.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
The Government controls public services (sanitation, power and gas,
transportation, telecommunications, and postal services), and radio and
television are subject to government licensing. Oil extraction is also
reserved for the Government, although exploration may be undertaken
by private enterprise. New investment is also not permitted in banking,
insurance, and financial institutions and in newspapers, magazines, and
publishing companies. If a change in category were to result from
foreign capital investment in an existing national company, such
investment might be disallowed. Foreign investment which aims at, or
may result in, acquisition of national capital participation of any kind,
even when such investment will contribute to the country's economy,
may also not be allowed. The same criteria apply to the purchase of an
operating concern.

Locations
Because of the need to reduce the heavy concentration of population
and industry around Buenos Aires, no new industry may be located
within a radius of 37 miles (60 km.) of the capital. The establishment of
foreign enterprises within a zone parallel to the country's borders is also
controlled and restricted.
4
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INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The Government maintains a program of industrial promotion, by economic sector and geographical location, which includes foreign-owned
and foreign-controlled enterprises. However, the tax incentives granted
must not imply a transference of such tax benefits to foreign governments. Interest payable on foreign loans granted for the importation of
industrial equipment and machinery is exempt from tax, if the loans are
granted by international credit organizations and provided that the annual interest rate does not exceed 10% and the period of amortization is
not less than five years.

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
Permits are normally required for the construction of all urban buildings.

Registration
All business entities must register with the Registrar of Commerce.
Corporations, however, are subject to prior authorization from the General Inspection of Juridical Persons. Certain businesses may also be
required to register with other bodies, depending on the nature of their
activities.

National Participation
National participation in either share capital or company management is
not required.

FINANCE
Currency
Argentina's monetary unit is the peso ($), which is divided into 100
centavos. The current exchange rate is 1500 pesos to US$1.

Availability of Finance
Foreign-owned companies have no difficulty in obtaining short-term
credit and overdrafts. Medium- and long-term financing require approval of the Centrar Bank, which is usually granted. Consequently, bill
discounting, factoring, leasing, and installment purchase financing depend only on the relationship between the bank and the client. Due to
Argentina's high inflation, it is a general practice to revalue debts,
5
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nontaxable minimums, utility rates, unpaid taxes, and social security
contributions in accordance with the inflation rate after a certain amount
of time has elapsed.

Sources of Finance
The principal sources of finance are the banks and finance companies.

TAXATION
Principal Taxes
Corporations. The principal taxes on corporations are as follows:
• Gains Tax (Income Tax)—Corporations pay a flat rate of 33% on net
taxable income, plus 17.5% on remittances abroad of cash dividends.
Branches pay a flat rate of 45%. A new tax has been added to the
gains tax which purports to tax and thus reduce the gains resulting
from the country's inflationary effect on monetary items. The tax is at
a rate of 33% on the assessed 'inflation' profits.
• Value Added Tax—Value added tax is at a rate of 16%.
• Tax on Business Net Worth—The assessed net worth of a business is
taxed at a rate of 1.5%.
Individuals. A progressive tax ranging from 7% to 45% is levied on net
taxable income. A tax on the net wealth of individuals and their properties in Argentina is levied at a rate of from 0.5% to 1.5%. Individual
taxable income is determined after deducting from earned and unearned
income a 'nontaxable minimum,' which is intended to cover basic living
expenses plus family charge allowances. Employees and professionals
are allowed an additional deduction not granted to individuals whose
income is derived from an entrepreneurial activity or who receive unearned income such as rentals and interest.
Argentina follows the 'source' principle in taxation as opposed to the
'nationality' or 'domicile' principle. Taxes are therefore levied solely on
income derived from Argentine sources.
Provincial and Municipal Taxes. A turnover tax, or tax on gross revenues
of a business, is levied at a rate between 1.8% and 2.8%, depending on
the type of business enterprise and the nature of the business activity.
A land tax of between 1.5% and 4.5% is levied on fiscal valuations of land
and buildings which are close to market values. A stamp tax, generally of
1%, is levied on the value of taxable contracts and documents.
6
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Taxes on Dividends
Local shareholders pay no taxes on dividends. Foreign shareholders pay
tax at a rate of 17.5% on cash dividends or dividends in kind. Stock
dividends are not taxable.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Branches are subject to income tax at a 45% rate as well as to all other
taxes to which locally incorporated companies are subject. Subsidiary
companies have the benefit of being charged only 33% on taxable
income, plus 17.5% on dividends when remitted abroad.

Groups of Companies
Except for the requirement of keeping each company at 'arm's length,'
there are no special regulations applying to groups of companies.

Losses
Taxable losses may be carried forward for ten years and certain start-up
costs for five years. As of 1978, losses may be adjusted to reflect the
effects of inflation.

Tax Treaties
Argentina has a tax agreement with Sweden. An agreement with Germany is pending ratification by both governments.

Taxable Profits
Differences between book and tax profits follow the general principles
adopted in major countries. Conceptually, the criteria both for bookkeeping and for tax purposes are similar. Accelerated depreciation is not
permitted. Assets are revalued through the use of indices based on the
variation of wholesale nonfarming selling prices. Depreciation is calculated thereon and fully deductible. The higher value of the assets is
exempt from the gains (income) tax, but it is taxable under the capital
tax law.

Tax Incentives
There are no tax incentives of a general nature. However, certain exemptions and special deductions from taxable income are available to businesses and industries in geographic areas and unproductive sectors the
Government wishes to develop. Each case needs to be examined individually to see if it falls into these promoted sectors or areas. The
present government's policy tends to eliminate all tax incentives as
development factors, except in the exceptional cases.
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After-Tax Equivalents
An Argentine company manager, married, with two children, earning an
annual gross salary equivalent to US$20,000, has an after-tax income of
approximately US$18,990. Since the nontaxable minimum and family
charge allowances are adjusted on a monthly basis and the exchange
rate varies daily (at an annual average of 59%), these figures must be
considered as indicative only.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
Most foreign investors normally use the corporation (Sociedad Anónima) or the branch operation.

Minimum Capital
There are no minimum capital requirements for establishing any form of
business entity.

Formation
At least two founders are required who must subscribe the total of the
initial capital, 25% of which must be duly paid up. Capital may be
subsequently increased with no difficulty. After being approved, the
memorandum and articles of incorporation are registered with the Public Registry of Commerce.
Formation procedures are somewhat lengthy and, at present, may take
from one month to six weeks. It should be noted that during the summer
months of January and February most government offices are closed.
Incorporation services may be provided by firms of lawyers and accountants. Registration charges and notary public and lawyers fees may
run to about US$1,200, with higher costs for more complex corporate
structures. A stamp tax of 1% on the issued capital together with other
minor expenses must be added to the overall cost of incorporation.

Management Structure
Corporations are governed by a board of directors elected by shareholders, and the president of the board serves as the company's legal
representative. Alternate directors may be elected by the shareholders
so as to fill any vacancies which may occur. There is no requirement as
to the number of directors nor as to their residence. However, since
directors must be present at shareholders' meetings, the boards of
8
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directors of most corporations are normally formed by residents in the
country. A supervisory board, which by law includes three statutory
auditors, must appoint one of its members as a representative before
the board of directors. There is no worker participation on either supervisory or management boards.

Meetings and Votes
Board meetings must be held at least once a month; in many cases,
however, this is a simple formality and takes little time. General meetings of shareholders must be held annually to consider the financial
statements for the fiscal year ended, to elect directors, to appoint statutory auditors, and generally to consider the ordinary events of the
fiscal year. Extraordinary shareholders' meetings are convened to introduce certain modifications in the capital structure of the company or in
the articles of incorporation. All meetings must be held in Argentina and
within the legal jurisdiction of the company. Proxy votes are allowed,
although directors may not be named as such.

Publication of Information
Corporations must make their financial statements available to the public by filing them with the General Supervisor of Juridical Persons.
Shareholdings are not disclosed, but shareholders may examine the
shareholders' register book which must be kept by the corporation.

LABOR
Pay Rates
At present, the legal minimum wages, which are periodically adjusted to
allow for inflation, are between US$70 and US$80 a month. Although
wages and salaries are difficult to estimate due to the wide-ranging
effects of inflation, an average industrial figure may be given as US$450
a month and an average clerical salary as US$350 a month.

Working Hours
The legal maximum work week consists of 44 hours, although the usual
office hours are 40. Employees are given eight legal holidays a year with
pay. Vacations must be given between the months of October and April,
and depending on seniority, they range between two weeks and 35 days.

Overtime and Bonuses
Overtime must be paid at the rate of 150% of normal wages on regular
working days and 200% on Sundays and legal holidays. By law, an
9
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employee is paid a yearly bonus equivalent to one-twelfth of all remunerations received between January 1 and December 31 or January 1
and the termination date of employment if prior to year's end. Many
employers, however, pay additional voluntary bonuses.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
Social security contributions, provisions for vacations, holidays, and
other general benefits add between 65% and 72% to an employer's basic
payroll costs.

Termination of Employment
Upon termination of employment, workers who have been employed for
less than five years are entitled to one month's prior notice, given by
special telegram, and to two months' notice if employed for more than
five years. If no notice is given, the employee must be compensated by
one or two months' salary, plus a full month's payment if termination
occurs before the end of the month. In addition, an employee must
receive severance compensation equivalent to one month's salary per
year (or fraction thereof) for his total length of service. If compensation
procedures are adhered to, termination of employment may be effected
without difficulty.

Unions
Unions are organized by industry and by trade. The strength of the
unions has been closely related to political conditions and currently
must be considered as weak.

Work and Residence Permits
Generally, highly technical individuals and personnel with special skills
have no difficulty in obtaining work and residence permits, which are
issued by the immigration authorities and federal police. Although the
procedure is slightly more complicated for nontechnical workers, permits are obtained with relative ease.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include television, radio, newspapers, and
magazines.

Price Controls
Argentina has no price control legislation.
10
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Import Controls
The current government is gradually eliminating controls on imports
and lowering protective tariffs to levels which force local industry to be
competitive with foreign industry. Measures against dumping practices
are also included in the present policies.

Competition Laws
Restrictive trade practices are not allowed. The Government is intent on
achieving a fully competitive domestic market.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
A general reporting format is required for financial statements that are
submitted to the General Supervisor of Juridical Persons, and special
formats are also required for presentation to banks and finance and
insurance companies. Accounts must conform to general legal valuation
principles which require that they show a 'true and fair view' if valuations
are higher than market value.

Accounting
Revaluation practices are legally allowed in order to correct the effects
of inflation. Consolidated accounts are not required and are not usually
prepared.

Audit
If the statutory auditor is an accountant, there is no specific requirement
for a professional audit (statutory auditors must be either accountants
or lawyers). However, certification of the financial statements must be
performed by an accountant.

11
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Landlocked Bolivia occupies 424,000 square miles (1,098,500 square
kilometers) in the midwestern section of South America. It is bounded
on the north and east by Brazil and Paraguay, on the south by Argentina,
and on the west by Chile and Peru.

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish, although more than half the population
also speak Quechua, Aymara, and Guarani. Population is estimated to
be 5.4 million, and it is mainly concentrated in the Altiplano region—a
high plateau enclosed by two chains of the Andes and about 12,000 feet
(4,000 meters) above sea level.

Communications and Transportation
Adequate telephone and telex systems service the major domestic and
international cities. The one television station is owned by the State.
There is an 18,000-mile (28,962-kilometer) road network that extends
throughout the country. Lloyd Aereo Boliviano (LAB), the Bolivian national airline, handles most domestic air transport, and the major international airlines have regular service to La Paz and Santa Cruz. The
most widely used form of transportation for the movement of goods is by
railroad, and since Bolivia has no direct access to the sea, goods are
transported from cities in Chile, Peru, and Argentina.

Business Hours
Government and commercial hours are from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and
from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bank hours are
from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

Sources of Information
Foreign investors wishing to invest or establish a business in Bolivia
should contact the Ministry of Industry and Commerce (Ministerio de
13
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Industria y Comercio). Other sources of information include the National Institute for Investments (Instituto Nacional de Inversiones—INI),
the Central Bank, and the American Chamber of Commerce of Bolivia.
Professional firms of lawyers and accountants also provide information
on investment and trade.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
In August 1979, a new constitutional and democratic form of government was established in Bolivia. Executive and legislative powers are
exercised from the capital city of La Paz, and judicial authority is exercised by the Supreme Court of Justice, established in Sucre.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
1974
Gross national product
(at current pricesbillion US$)
Consumer price index
(1966 = 100)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply)

1975

1976

1977

2.1

2.4

2.9

3.5

294.4
576.4
390.1

317.9
462.7
557.9

332.2
578.1
587.6

359.1
651.1
665.9

7.3

6.3

4.2

4.2

1978

n/a
396.1
639.8
806.9
n/a

Bolivia is a member of the Andean Common Market (ANCOM), the Latin
American Free Trade Association (LAFTA), and the URPABOL Accord
(Cuenca del Plata).
Inflation. The current inflation rate is estimated at 18%.
Energy Resources. Most industries rely on electrical power, which is
totally produced in Bolivia. Others use diesel fuel, but its use is not
widespread.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
There are no exchange limitations on foreign investment in Bolivia.
Borrowings are regulated by local banking rules, and no special regulations apply to local loans by foreign enterprises.
14
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Repatriation Rules
At present, there are no restrictions on repatriation and remittances of
capital, loans, interest, dividends, branch profits, royalties, and fees.
However, the Bolivian Government has approved the Andean Pact agreement which, when in effect, will impose some restrictions on the repatriation of capital. To date, however, these regulations and restrictions
have not been applied.

Imports and Exports
No exchange regulations apply to either imports or exports, and payments for imports follow normal procedures.

Controls on Outward Investment
There are no restrictions on private investment abroad by Bolivian nationals. Companies, however, are restricted to a third of the company's
capital and reserves.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Industries
The oil industry is controlled by a government monopoly. However,
foreign companies may enter into exploration agreements with the Government on a participation basis of 40% to 60%. Other industries, such
as iron and steel, are reserved to the Government.

Locations
Foreign-owned businesses may set up anywhere in Bolivia.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
Aside from the numerous tax incentives offered (discussed more fully
in the section on Taxation'), the Government may grant approved industries land in areas where no industrial zones have been set up. It also
may make concessions of government land for agricultural purposes.

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
New trading and manufacturing companies must obtain permits from
the Internal Revenue Office (Dirección General de la Renta), the muni15
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cipal authorities, and the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. Trading
companies must also obtain a license from the National Chamber of
Commerce, and new manufacturing companies, a license from the National Chamber of Industry.

Registration
All business enterprises must register with the Commercial Registry
(Registro Comercial), and depending on the type of business activity,
certain enterprises must also register with other entities.

National Participation
At present, there are no requirements for national participation in either
share capital or management, although in respect of consulting contracts or public works, at least 30% local participation is necessary.
These requirements could be significantly altered, however, when the
Government decides to implement the regulations under the Andean
Pact agreement.

FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit is the peso boliviano ($b), divided into 100 centavos
(cents). Since 1972, it has remained at a constant exchange rate of
$b20.40 to US$1. The peso is freely convertible for current and capital
transactions.

Availability of Finance
Short-term loans, overdrafts, medium- and long-term loans, note discounting, factoring, leasing, and installment purchase financing are all
available to national as well as to foreign-owned companies.

Sources of Finance
The primary source of financing is through state-owned and private
banks. There is no stock exchange.

TAXATION
Principal Taxes
The principal corporate taxes are as follows:
• 30% tax on net taxable income.
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• 30% on profits remitted abroad.
• Municipal taxes, which, in most cases, are equal to 2% of gross income.
• 5% sales tax based on a value added tax concept.
Individuals are subject to income tax levied at a progressive rate on net
taxable income, with a maximum rate of 35%.

Taxes on Dividends
Shareholders are subject to withholding tax on dividends received,
ranging from 5% to 30%. Dividends remitted abroad are taxed at the rate
of 30%.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Branches and subsidiaries are both taxed at standard corporate tax rates.

Groups of Companies
There are no special rules for groups of companies. Holding companies
may be exempt from profits tax if the various companies in the group
have already been taxed.

Losses
Losses may be carried forward for four years, amortized at a 25% annual rate.

Tax Treaties
Bolivia has entered into double taxation agreements with the other
countries subscribing to the Andean Pact agreement (Venezuela, Ecuador, Colombia, and Peru).

Taxable Profits
There are no significant differences between book and tax profits. Depreciation and amortization rates for intangibles are fixed by decree.
Accelerated depreciation is allowed only rarely.

Tax Incentives
The 1971 Investment Law established special incentives for new foreign
and domestic investment and reinvestment in industry, mining, agriculture, manufacturing, construction, and tourism. The main purpose of
the incentives is to attract new technology, so as to raise the technological level of the country, decrease production costs, and reduce imports
while increasing exports. In order to extend incentive benefits to opera17
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tional enterprises in these sectors, the Government is currently studying
revisions to the Investment Law.
The National Investment Institute (Instituto Nacional de Inversiones—
INI) administers the Law under the supervision of the Ministry of Industry
and Commerce, and it classifies industries into three categories:
1. Mining/metallurgical industrial complexes, petrochemical complexes,
mechanical metals, basic chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and automotive, electric, and electronics industries.
2. Manufacturers of products used in the above industrial activities and
in agribusiness and the manufacture of consumer goods.
3. Any other company investments in industrial activities not included
above.
The incentives and benefits granted are as follows:
• For all three categories, a one-time exemption from all customs duties
and additional taxes on the importation of machinery and equipment
(together with spare parts) necessary for production, and on vehicles
required for such industrial production.
• Exemption from customs duties and the additional tax and surcharge
on the importation of raw goods and materials not produced within the
country. For industries in the first category, this is a 100% exemption
for seven years, reduced over the following five years by 20% annually; for the second category, a 75% exemption for seven years,
reduced over the following five years by 30%, 30%, and 40%; and for
the third category, a 50% exemption for seven years, reduced by 50%
over the following two years.
• For all three categories, a 100% rebate of import taxes on imported
raw materials and goods incorporated into exported products, if the
above exemption could not be taken. The rebate privilege is granted
through the National Investment Institute after prior approval of the
Office of Commerce of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce and
is issued in the form of a credit note by the Ministry of Finance
(Ministerio de Finanzas). This credit note is accepted by the taxation
authorities in payment of taxes.
• For all categories, exemption from personal property tax on all internal and external credits invested in an approved project.
• On that portion of manufactured goods intended for the export market, 100% exemption from national and local taxes on production and
sales for industries in the first category, 75% in the second, and
50% in the third category.
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• For all categories, the option of recording depreciation and amortization of fixed assets in amounts exceeding the normal limits: 10% on
buildings, 25% on machinery and equipment, 20% on furniture and
fixtures, 25% on transportation equipment, and 20% amortization of
organizational expenses.
• For all categories, exemption for ten years from national and local
taxes on the construction of buildings, and from profits tax and transfer taxes on real estate contributed to the business as capital stock.
• For the first category, 100% exemption from profits tax on that portion
of profits used to acquire additional share participation in an enterprise with foreign capital, until national participation has reached
51%. This exemption is reduced to 75% for the second category and
50% for the third category.
• If the industry is set up in undeveloped areas, it may be exempt from
tax on profits derived from the investment for a period of ten years.

After-Tax Equivalents
A Bolivian company manager, earning an average salary of $b306,000
(US$15,000) a year would receive a net income of approximately
$b245,299 (US$12,021), after allowances for spouse and two children.
Foreigners working in Bolivia generally do not receive any special tax
consideration, although in some cases involving government contracts,
tax relief may be obtained.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
Foreign companies generally use the corporation form (Sociedad Anónima— S.A.) and the limited liability company (Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada—S.R.L.).

Minimum Capital
There are no minimum capital requirements except for certain industries, such as banking. Minimum capital for the banking industry is
between US$2 million and US$3 million.

Formation
Formation costs and incorporation procedures depend to a large extent
on the complexity of the capital structure of the enterprise. On authorized and paid-in capital of a corporation, the minimum fee payable
19
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would be 0.3%, and on authorized capital of a limited liability company,
the minimum fee would be 0.2%. Other costs could amount to between
US$2,000 and US$5,000.

Management Structure
Corporations must have a board of directors and a comptroller or board
of comptrollers in addition to executive officers. A limited liability company is only required to have a manager. There is no requirement for
worker participation on management boards.

Meetings and Votes
Meetings of both corporate boards and shareholders must be held
within the country. Proxy votes and votes in writing are permitted at
shareholders' meetings. Votes in writing are not permitted for corporations, but may be permitted for limited companies.

Publication of Information
All business entities, with the exception of those companies that are
formed to undertake a single venture, are required to make their financial statements available to the public by filing them in the Commercial Register. The names and shareholdings of the members of
corporate boards must also be filed in the Commercial Register. The list
of shareholders must be furnished to the taxation authorities.

LABOR
Pay Rates
There are no legal minimum wages. Average industrial wages are approximately US$100 per month, and average clerical wages, approximately US$250 per month.

Working Hours
Legal maximum working hours are 8 per day and 48 for a 5-day week (40
for women). In practice, normal hours are 7 per day and 3 to 4 on Saturday. Annual vacation time ranges between 15 and 30 working days, depending on the length of service. There are 7 or 8 legal paid holidays.

Overtime and Bonuses
Overtime is paid at the rate of one and a half times the basic salary.
Employees are entitled to two monthly bonuses per year; one in July and
one in December. Based on company profits for the year, an additional
bonus may be distributed.
20
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Social Security and Fringe Benefits
An employer pays about 30% of basic manual workers' payroll costs
for social security contributions and other generally applied fringe
benefits.

Termination of Employment
Employees are entitled to three months' notice of termination of employment for whatever reason. They are entitled to one month's salary for
each year of employment, and may appeal to labor courts if they feel
justified in their grievances. It is rather difficult to terminate employment
due to the strength of the labor unions and government policies on
unemployment.

Unions
Labor unions are organized by industry and some are quite powerful.

Work and Residence Permits
All foreigners must obtain a work permit from the Ministry of the Interior.
A company may employ foreigners in a technical capacity only, and they
cannot exceed 15% of the company's total staff. It is relatively easy to
obtain a work permit if a contract of employment and other required
documents are submitted.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
The principal advertising media are radio and newspapers. Television is
not available in all states. The Government, which controls the one
television station in the country, is trying to improve reception in all
areas. Commercial television run by private enterprise may soon become available.

Price Controls
There is no price control legislation.

Import Controls
Certain commodities are subject to import and quota restrictions, and a
few products are subject to prior license.

Competition Laws
Monopolies and restrictive trade practices are prohibited under Bolivian law.
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ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
A standard reporting format is required for corporation and limited
liability company accounts. Financial statements must conform to legal
valuation principles.

Accounting Practices
Inflation accounting and revaluation practices are not allowed unless
specifically authorized by the Government. Consolidated accounts are
not required and are not usually prepared.

Audit
The tax authorities require that all companies with capital of more than
$b7 million (US$350,000) or with sales of over $b14 million (US$700,000)
have their annual financial statements audited.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Brazil is the largest country in South America and the fifth largest in the
world. With an area of 3.3 million square miles (8.5 million square
kilometers), it occupies almost half a continent, and except for Chile and
Ecuador, every country in South America shares its borders.

Language and Population
The official language is Portuguese. Population is estimated to be 120
million and is concentrated in the northeastern and southeastern states,
predominantly in those bordering on the Atlantic Ocean. Brasilia, the
capital, has a population of about one million.

Communications and Transportation
There is direct telephone service between most of the main cities and to
major countries worldwide. Telex and cable facilities are also available
in the larger cities. A comprehensive highway network covers the entire
country, although it is more developed in the southeastern states. There
is interstate bus and railway service as well as bus facilities to other
South American countries. All large cities have public transportation,
which includes one operational subway in São Paulo (work has already
begun on a second subway line), and a partially operative first subway
line in Rio de Janeiro.
There is good air service between the larger cities, especially between
Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, and a shuttle service is in effect between
Rio de Janeiro and Belo Horizonte. International airports are to be found
in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Campinas, Brasília, Manaus, Belém, Porto
Alegre, Recife, and Curitiba, and the Brazilian national airline, Varig,
offers worldwide service. Two domestic airlines, Cruzeiro and Vasp,
have connections to Uruguay and Argentina. Shipping lines offer regular service out of the major port cities of Recife, Salvador, Natal, Vitória,
Rio de Janeiro, Santos, Paranaguá, Manaus, Belém, and Porto Alegre.
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Business Hours
Office hours are normally from 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., and banks are
open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Government
offices are generally open from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday, although the hours vary with the different departments.

Sources of Information
There are no specific government departments which deal with foreign
investors or businesses wishing to set up in the country. Assistance is
usually obtained through auditing and law firms and the various foreign
consulates, embassies, and chambers of commerce.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Brazil is a federal republic consisting of 22 states, 4 territories, and a
federal district (Brasilia). Every city has a mayor, either elected by the
people or appointed by the state governor subject to approval by the
state legislature. Each state elects a chamber of deputies who, in turn,
elect the state governor. The federal chamber of deputies and senate are
elected by the people, and it is they who elect the President. The
President is elected for a six-year term and cannot be reelected for a
consecutive term.
Brazil is a member of the Organization of American States and the
United Nations.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross national product
(billion US$)
Industrial production
(billion US$)
Consumer price index
(1965-67 = 100)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

105.3

114.4

146.0

164.4

167.3

n/a

37.1

46.2

50.3

58.5

866 1,236
10,130 12,000
12,277 12,023

1,714
12,650
13,639

480
613
7,951 8,670
12,641 12,169

Brazil is a member of the Latin American Free Trade Association
(LAFTA) and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
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Inflation. In 1978 the official inflation rate was 41%, and will probably
reach 50% in 1979. As this is a national average, however, the rate of
inflation could conceivably be higher in the larger industrialized cities.
Energy Resources. Hydroelectric power is widely used for industrial
purposes, and the Government is increasing its emphasis on the development of electric power facilities. There is a huge consumption of
oil, yet only 20% comes from Brazilian sources. At present, the Government is trying to reduce oil consumption to 90% of what it was in 1978,
and risk contracts have recently been signed with international oil companies to explore oil in designated areas.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
There are no exchange limitations on foreign investment provided that it
is registered with the Central Bank. The acquisition of shares in existing
companies, either by nationals or foreigners, does not require prior
authorization of the Government. For publicly held companies, however,
the Government may impose certain restrictions at its discretion.
Loans may be granted by government institutions, but only to those
companies with at least 51% of their share capital held by Brazilian
nationals.

Repatriation Rules
All remittances to foreign countries require the authorization of the
Central Bank. This is usually granted, within limits, provided that the
original receipt of foreign currency was registered with the Central
Bank, or the agreements for technical, scientific, and administrative
assistance, as well as any other agreements that involve foreign currency leaving Brazil have been registered. Agreements providing for the
remittance of royalties and fees must be registered not only with the
Central Bank but also with the National Institute of Industrial Property
(Instituto Nacional de Propriedade Industrial-INPI). There are no restrictions on the repatriation of registered capital. Annual remittances of
dividends and branch profits are subject to a 25% withholding tax and
may not exceed 12% of the investment registered with the Bank. Interest
payments are not restricted, provided the loan has been registered and
the interest rate is not in excess of the normal rate prevailing in the
source country of the loan, plus a spread ranging from 1% to 3%.
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Intercompany Current Accounts
These are not allowed. Only loans made by the parent company for a
minimum period of five years are permitted, with interest payments
allowed to be remitted after 18 months.

Imports and Exports
All imports require prior authorization of the Foreign Trade Department
of the Bank of Brazil (CACEX), and a mandatory prior deposit, in cruzeiros, equivalent to 90% of the f.o.b. value of the imported goods must
be made with the Bank, where it will be maintained for one year, with no
interest or monetary correction. Recently, however, the Government
announced the phasing out of the prior deposit requirement until fully
eliminated by 1983. No restrictions apply to exports.

Controls on Outward Investment
All overseas investments by Brazilian nationals must have the prior
approval of the Central Bank.

Foreign Currency
The Central Bank exerts tight control overall foreign money operations.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Industries
The Government controls communications, transport, and public utilities, as well as a few other sensitive areas such as oil exploration. All
other industries and businesses are open to foreign investment.

Locations
Enterprises may normally be set up in any part of the country, although
the Government is encouraging large multinational firms and industry to
locate in the North. Foreign-owned businesses locating in rural areas,
however, must obtain the approval of the National Institute of Agrarian
Reform (INCRA). Businesses must also obtain permission from the
pollution control authorities prior to setting up.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The Brazilian Government welcomes foreign investment as a means of
obtaining foreign exchange, new technology, and export know-how. It
26
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especially encourages joint ventures. State and local authorities, too,
seek certain types of investment, particularly where unemployment exists.
Fiscal and other incentives are granted to investors and enterprises
meeting the Government's criteria for investment in Brazil. The National
Development Bank (BNDE) on occasion will subsidize interest rates on
approved projects or, through its subsidiaries, make capital grants available to companies 51% or more held by Brazilian interests. The total
costs of training programs offered by foreign enterprises may be deductible, under certain conditions, from taxable income. Additional benefits will be discussed in the section on 'Taxation,' under Tax Incentives.'

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
All new trading and manufacturing companies must register with the
Commercial Registry (Junta Comercial) and, depending on the type of
business, with various other government departments. The establishment of a branch in Brazil requires special authorization by the Government. A municipal license is required for the construction of all new
buildings, office premises, and plants.

Registration
All business entities must register with the Commercial Registry and
with the federal Finance Ministry, the state Finance Secretariat, and the
municipal Finance Secretariat.

National Participation
There is no requirement for national participation in share capital or
management. The only requirement is that the manager of a company
be a resident of Brazil.

FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit is the cruzeiro (Cr$), which is divided into 100 centavos. At September 1979, the exchange rate with the U.S. dollar was
approximately Cr$30 = US$1. It is a crawling peg currency, suffering
from almost monthly devaluation so as to adjust to the inflation rate.
The Government's system of monetary correction, or 'indexing,' is used
to protect the currency against internal inflation, thus serving to neu27
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tralize its effect on savings, time deposits, and long-term loans. Interest
rates are accordingly adjusted upward. Fixed assets, certain investments, and stockholders' equity accounts must be revalued annually.

Availability of Finance
Short- and medium-term loans, trade discounting, leasing, and installment purchase financing are available. Long-term loans for working
capital are more difficult to obtain, and interest rates can be as high as
40% to 78%. Since April 1979, all loans from abroad are subject to a 100%
freeze by the Central Bank. The release of these funds is made as
follows: a) 50% of the loan is made in three payments of 20%, 40%, and
40% each, payable in 150,180, and 210 days, respectively, from the date
of the receipt of the loan; and b) the remaining 50% is payable at the
time of the repayment of the debt. Interest during the freeze period is
borne by the Central Bank. The borrower bears the interest cost and the
exchange loss on the amount of the loan received, and the Central Bank
bears the exchange loss during the freeze period and on the 50% balance of the loan. Thus, interest costs on foreign loans are substantially
increased when such loans are taken out in Brazil. However, since
regulations change frequently, borrowers should check the latest available information.
Sources of Finance
Financing can be obtained from commercial banks and various financial
institutions. Stock exchanges are active in the capital cities of the principal states.

TAXATION
Principal Taxes
These are corporate and personal income taxes, a real property tax, a
value added tax, and a municipal tax. There are no inheritance, capital
gains, or gift taxes on personal property, although transfers of real
property are subject to a state tax.
Corporate Income Tax. Corporations (including stock corporations and
limited liability companies) are taxable on business income, including
capital gains, at a standard rate of 35%, plus an additional 5% on taxable
profits in excess of Cr$30 million. A proposal is before the Brazilian
Congress to change the corporate tax from a standard rate to a progressive scale rate.
Individual Income Tax. Individual income is taxed at progressive rates,
which range from 3% to 55%.
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Other Taxes. A 2% to 5% municipal tax is levied on services, and an
excise tax (IPI) ranging from 3% to 20% is imposed on foodstuffs and
basic goods. On luxury items, the excise tax may be as high as 55%. A
value added tax (ICM) at the rate of 14% is charged on the movement of
goods.

Taxes on Dividends
Dividend distributions by corporations are subject to withholding taxes,
as follows:
• Dividends on nominative shares of closed corporations paid to nonresidents—25%.
• Dividends on nominative shares of publicly held corporations paid to
nonresidents—25%.
• Dividends on bearer shares of closed corporations paid to undisclosed shareholders or to nonresidents—25%.
• Dividends on bearer shares of publicly held corporations paid to undisclosed shareholders—15%.
• Dividends on bearer shares of publicly held corporations paid to nonresidents—25%.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Branches of foreign companies are subject to the standard income tax
rate of 35% and, in addition, to a withholding tax rate of 25% on profits,
whether or not distributed. Subsidiaries are considered to be local entities and are therefore subject to the 35% corporate tax, paying the 25%
withholding only if profits are remitted abroad.

Groups of Companies
The Corporation Law regulates the formation of groups of companies
and requires the controlling company to be owned by individuals domiciled in Brazil or by local entities.

Losses
Losses may be carried forward and set off against profits for four years.
No carry-back is allowed. Formation costs may be deferred and amortized over a period of from five to ten years after the start of operations.

Tax Treaties
Brazil has tax treaties with Sweden, Japan, France, Portugal, Norway,
Belgium, Finland, Denmark, Spain, Germany, and Austria.
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Taxable Profits
There are certain expenses that are not tax deductible, including:
• Executive remuneration over certain amounts.
• Allowances for doubtful accounts over a certain percentage and other
provisions for which costs have not actually been incurred (e.g., inventory obsolescence, warranties, etc.).

Tax Incentives
Investments made in the form of capital goods for manufacturing may
be exempt from import duties provided that the investment was previously approved by the Industrial Development Council (CDI). The
Government may also grant incentives to certain industries in the form
of tax credits for expansion programs from time to time. Companies
engaged in agricultural and livestock industries may deduct up to 80% of
their taxable income for investments designed to improve or expand
their operations. In certain cases, accelerated depreciation may be allowed for tax purposes for a period of up to three years. Training costs,
also, may be considered an allowable deduction under certain circumstances.

After-Tax Equivalents
The after-tax income of a Brazilian company manager, married, with two
children, earning a gross salary equivalent to US$50,000, would be
approximately US$37,000.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The principal business entities used in Brazil by foreign investors are the
corporation (Sociedade Anônima or S.A.) and the limited liability company (Sociedade por Quotas de Responsabilidade Limitada, or 'Limitada').

Minimum Capital
There are no minimum capital requirements.

Formation
Two founder-members are required for both forms of entities. Estimated
total formation costs vary between US$1,000 and US$3,000, depending
on the amount of share capital, and incorporation procedures normally
take between two and three weeks.
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Management Structure
For publicly held corporations, the required management structure includes a board of directors (conselho de administração), with a minimum of three directors, and an executive management group (diretoria).
No rules apply to the number of members for the diretoria, and the
chairman of each of these bodies may be the same person. For closely
held corporations, the only requirement is for a diretoria, which for tax
purposes may have no more than seven members, all of whom must be
residents of Brazil. In addition, there may be an advisory board (conselho
consultivo) which may consist of nonresidents, although a salary limitation applies (for tax purposes), which is subject to withholding taxes. The
conselho consultivo cannot make decisions and serves a purely advisory
function. The limited liability company usually has only a diretoria, whose
members must either hold direct quotas or be nominated by the quotaholders. There are no requirements for worker participation in management.

Meetings and Votes
All meetings of corporate boards and shareholders must be held in
Brazil and proxy votes are allowed.

Publication of Information
All corporations must publish their financial statements in a newspaper.
In addition, publicly held corporations must file with the stock exchange,
and all other corporations must also publish their financial statements in
the Official Gazette. Limited liability companies do not have to publish
any financial information.

LABOR
Pay Rates
The legal minimum wage is approximately US$90 per month. Average
industrial wages for unskilled workers are US$150 per month, and average office salaries run between US$400 and US$700 per month. Salaries
for supervisory personnel are between US$1,000 and US$1,800.

Working Hours
Legal maximum working hours are 48 per week for a 5- or 6-day week in
smaller cities. In the industrialized centers, the 5-day, 40-hour week is
observed. Employees normally receive 30 days per year as vacation
time. There are ten paid legal holidays.
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Overtime and Bonuses
Employers are obligated to pay a 13th month salary, half of which is paid
at the time the annual vacation is taken and the other half, sometime
before December 20. The overtime rate is 120%, paid after 8 hours of
work per day and for all hours worked on Saturday. Sundays and
holidays are paid at a 150% rate. Overtime is limited to two hours per
day.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
An average percentage figure to be added to an employer's basic manual workers' wages for social security, paid leave, and other fringe
benefits is 60%.

Termination of Employment
Severance compensation operates through the Fund for Guarantee of
Time of Service (FGTS) in which the employer deposits monthly 8% of the
employee's salary in a blocked account in the employee's name. The bank
pays interest plus monetary correction on these deposits, and the
account may be used by the employee in the case of dismissal (without
just cause), unemployment, sickness, retirement, or for the purchase of
a home. When employees are terminated, they must be given one month's
notice, and may either work during this period at their regular salary or
collect the month's salary. In addition, they are entitled to a severance
payment, equivalent to 10% of the amount that has accrued in their FGTS
account. If the company makes this payment, employees have no
recourse to labor courts; although they may appeal to a labor court if no
severance payment is made by the company.

Unions
Unions are organized by industry and are relatively strong in negotiating
with employers. Labor-management relations, however, are considered
good, although in the last two years several work stoppages have
occurred.

Work and Residence Permits
A residence permit in the form of a temporary or permanent visa is
required in order to obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Labor. The
Ministry of Labor must approve the labor contract and, although certain
professions are restricted, work permits for highly technical personnel
are usually obtainable. All companies requiring expatriate labor,
however, must justify the need for such labor.
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TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include radio, television, and newspapers.

Price Controls
Practically every type of industry is subject to price controls.

Import Controls
Imports are controlled by the Government and require an import permit
(guia de importação) and a prior import deposit. The latter requirement
is gradually being phased out, however.

Competition Laws
Through antitrust legislation, restrictive trade practices are prohibited in
Brazil.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
The Corporation Law details the format in which accounts must be
presented. Basic statements include the balance sheet, statement of
income, statement of changes in financial position, statement of changes
in stockholders' equity accounts, and notes to the financial statements.
The format for the presentation of accounts to banks and other financial
institutions and insurance companies is regulated.
Accounts are required to conform to legal valuation principles; the most
important being:
• Monetary correction, which, in accordance with official inflation indices, must be applied to property, plant, and equipment and to related accumulated depreciation, investments and deferred assets, and
stockholders' equity accounts. The net result is charged or credited to
income and the resultant balance is either tax deductible or taxable.
Taxation of the credit balance may be deferred until realized.
• The equity method of accounting for investments in subsidiaries
under prescribed circumstances.

Accounting
Inflation accounting is mandatory. Revaluation practices are allowed for
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property assets over and above the monetary balances based on independent appraisals. The amount of the voluntary revaluation is taxable
when realized through depreciation, sales, or if the amount is used to increase capital stock. Consolidated accounts of publicly held corporations are required to be included with the publication of the financial
statements of the parent company for information purposes only.

Audit
A professional audit is required for publicly held companies and other
regulated companies such as banks, financial institutions, investment
funds, insurance companies, and leasing companies.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Chile stretches for some 2,650 miles (4,264 kilometers) along the southwest coast of South America. The country is never more than 250 miles
wide at any one point, although it has a total area of over 292,000 square
miles (756,280 sq. km.). Chile is bounded by Peru and Bolivia on the
north, Argentina on the east, and the Pacific Ocean on the west.

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish. Population is estimated at 11 million,
about half of which is concentrated in the metropolitan area of Santiago.
Almost 80% of the population lives in urban centers.

Communications and Transportation
International telephone, telex, and cable facilities are excellent. Urban
telephone services are good. The mail service, both domestic and international, is dependable. There are five daily newspapers in Santiago,
with some fifteen more throughout the provinces. About fifty radio
stations and four television networks reach most parts of the country.
A good highway system extends throughout Chile. Air service to and
from Chile is good, and there is a major international airport located in
Santiago. The country has domestic air transport, and its national airline, Lan Chile, offers international services to various countries. Chile's
long coastline has made shipping a vital force in the economy. Major
port cities are Valparaiso and Concepción.

Business Hours
Government and commercial hours are from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Bank hours are from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
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Sources of Information
The Foreign Investment Committee of the Ministry of Economy provides
information on foreign investment in Chile, and information on establishing a branch or agency is provided by the Superintendency of
Public Corporations. The Internal Revenue Service is to be contacted by
all prospective investors. Most Western countries have chambers of
commerce in Chile, and they, as well as professional firms of lawyers
and accountants, are helpful sources of information.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Chile is established as a centralized republic, with executive power
vested in the President, who appoints his ministers as well as the provincial governors. Legislative power is exercised by a bicameral parliament,
elected by direct vote, which is in abeyance at present. The judicial
branch is totally independent of the executive and is empowered to
exercise all judicial functions.
Chile is a member of the United Nations and the Organization of American States.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
1974
Gross national product
(1976 constant —
million US$)
Industrial production
(1960 = 100)
Consumer price index
(% increase over
previous year)
Exports
(1976 constantmillion US$)
Imports
(1976 constant—
million US$)
Central bank discount rate
at December 31 (%)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply)

1975

1976

12,898.2 12,329.3 12,887.1

1977

13,995.4

1978

n/a

111.1

85.0

95.4

104.2

113.3

375.9

340.7

174.3

63.5

30.3

2,081.9

2,223.3

2,557.5

2,802.9

2,791.5

2,322.2

2,012.6

1,891.3

2,715.7

3,077.8

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

8.3

16.2

16.8

13.2

3.1
13.1

Chile is a member of the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA)
and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
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Inflation. The current estimated rate of inflation is 25%.
Energy Resources. Chile's oil resources supply about 25% of the country's needs, although new wells recently put into operation should increase this figure to 40% by 1980. Hydroelectric power meets industrial
and consumer demands, and new power plants are being built as part of
a continuing program. There are significant deposits of high-grade
anthracite coal, from which oil may be extracted.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
Capital investment may be brought into Chile in the following forms:
• Freely convertible foreign currency, sold to the Central Bank or other
authorized entity at the highest exchange rate prevailing in the market.
• Tangible assets in any form, which will be valued in accordance with
the regular procedures applicable to imports.
• Technology, provided it can qualify as a capital contribution.
• Credits related to foreign investment, capitalization of foreign credits
and debits in freely convertible currencies, provided the indebtedness
has been duly authorized.
• Capitalization of profits which qualify for remittance abroad.
All foreign investments must be authorized by the Foreign Investment
Committee which states the period within which the capital is to be
brought into the country. That period cannot exceed eight years for
mining investments and three years for all others. The Committee may,
however, by unanimous agreement of its members, extend the period for
mining investments up to twelve years.
There are no restrictions on the acquisition of shares in a Chilean
company by foreign investors; however, the foreign exchange brought
into the country for their purchase must be registered with the Central
Bank to ensure subsequent repatriation and remittance of dividends.

Repatriation Rules
Foreign investors may repatriate their capital investment after three
years from the original investment. The foreign currency required to effect such repatriation can only be acquired, however, through the sale of
equity to a local investor or liquidation of the enterprise bought or
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created with such investment. Earnings, loan interest, dividends, and
branch profits are freely remittable, subject to prior approval by the
Central Bank. Remittances abroad in repayment of loans and in payment of royalties and fees must adhere to the provisions in the loan or
service contract originally approved by the Central Bank.

Intercompany Current Accounts
Transactions recorded in current accounts of branches and subsidiaries
with the foreign parent are limited to imports, exports, or charges for
services, all of which require approval by the Central Bank.

Imports and Exports
Imports and exports valued in excess of US$3,000 require Central Bank
approval, although this is generally a mere formality.

Controls on Outward Investment
Chilean nationals may not invest abroad without the prior approval of
the Central Bank. Approval is contingent on whether return on investment is deemed adequate and whether repatriation of Chilean capital
appears to be properly guaranteed.

Foreign Currency
Exchange rates for all types of transactions are set by the Central Bank
on a day-to-day basis and are announced one year in advance.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Industries
Some public utilities and services, such as electric power, telephone,
broadcasting, television, and railway transportation, are reserved to nationals or government agencies. Oil prospecting and drilling may be
undertaken by foreigners under government contract only.

Locations
Foreign investors are not permitted to buy any land within 6 miles (10
kilometers) of the country's borders.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
Incentives offered to foreign investors are in the form of special tax
treatment, which will be discussed under the heading of Tax Incentives.'
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FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
All new companies must obtain a 'taxpayer's permit' from the Internal
Revenue Service. Manufacturing companies must also obtain a permit
from the Ministry of Economy. All new construction requires a building
permit which is issued by the municipal authorities.

Registration
All business entities must register with the Commercial Registry at the
time of legalization of their corporate statutes or partnership agreement.
In addition, all business entities with one or more employees must
register with the local Social Security Bureau. Trading and manufacturing companies must join the appropriate local chamber of commerce.
Other entities are required to register with such ministries as of Mining,
Transportation, Agriculture, Public Works, and Public Health

National Participation
There are no requirements for local participation in share capital or
management. Only the accountant responsible for the company's financial statements and tax filings must be a qualified Chilean professional,
registered as such with the local authorities. However, at least 85% of a
company's total personnel must be either Chilean nationals or foreigners who have acquired residence status. This requirement does not
apply to technical personnel who cannot be replaced by Chileans.

FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit is the peso (Ch.$), which is divided into 100 centésimos. The rate of exchange for all currencies is set by the Central Bank
on a daily basis at the beginning of each calendar year. The 1979
exchange rate for the U.S. dollar began at Ch.$33.97 to US$1 and will
close at Ch.$38.96 to US$1 on December 31, 1979.

Availability of Finance
Both local and foreign-owned companies have free access to the money
markets in the form of short-, medium-, or long-term loans, bill discounting, leasing, and installment purchase financing. Bank overdrafts are
limited to minimal amounts and are virtually prohibited. Share capital
may be raised with prior authorization of the Superintendency of Common Stock Companies.
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Sources of Finance
Financing may be obtained from the many local banks, foreign banks
with agencies or branches in Chile (which include all major USA, European, and Japanese banks), or from any of a number of finance companies operating in the country. There are two stock exchanges, one in
Santiago and one in Valparaiso.

TAXATION
Principal Taxes
All taxes are levied by the Central Government. There are no state,
provincial, or local taxes, except for the municipal license tax, which is
levied on business entities. Principal national taxes are as follows:
• For business entities, an income tax, which is divided into three
categories:
1.

A 'housing tax' at the rate of 7% on net taxable income.

2.

A 'category tax' at the rate of 10% on net taxable income after
deduction of the 'housing tax.'

3.

For corporations only, an 'additional tax' at the rate of 40% on
net income after deduction of the two preceding taxes and addition of any income not subject to the 'category tax,' such as
interest and dividend income.

• Property taxes are levied at an annual rate of 2% on the assessed
value of land and buildings, which is usually 30% to 50% lower than
market value. For a business entity, property taxes paid on assets
used in the business are disallowed as expenditures for income tax
purposes, but constitute a credit to the income tax itself.
• Personal income taxes are charged at progressive rates, starting at
3.5% and increasing to 60%. Tax allowances, however, reduce the
actual rate to about 35% in the highest bracket. Taxes on salaries and
wages (sole tax—impuesto único) are withheld at source. Only those
individuals who have income from additional sources (interest, dividends, property, or professional services) must file an annual 'overall
income tax' return. Tax is applied at the same progressive rates as the
sole tax on all income received or accrued during the previous year
(excluding salaries and wages). A foreigner working in Chile on a nonresident basis (i.e., spending less than six consecutive months in Chile
during one calendar year or in two consecutive calendar years) is subject only to a special 'additional' tax of 40% on his earnings, with no
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allowances. This rate is reduced to 20% in the case of technical personnel, artists, and sports instructors.
• A value added tax is applied at the rate of 20% to virtually all transactions.

Taxes on Dividends
Dividend income is not subject to withholding tax and is excluded from
the taxable income of business entities. It is, however, included in the
personal income of individuals. Corporations are subject to an additional tax of 40% on net income after taxes, which is to be used by
stockholders as a credit against that portion of their personal income tax
which is generated by dividend income actually received from the same
corporation.

Taxes on Interest
Interest income obtained by a business enterprise is not subject to any
special tax and is not included in the computation of taxable income for
income tax purposes. Interest income obtained from commercial transactions, i.e., collected from customs or earned on loans, is considered
taxable income.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Chilean branches of foreign business entities are taxed as if they were
common stock corporations and come under the supervision of the
Superintendency of Corporations, a government bureau similar to the
Securities & Exchange Commission in the United States. Subsidiaries
are set up as limited liability companies, in which all of the partners may
be foreign entities or individuals. There are minimum capital and public
financial reporting requirements for branches, neither of which are required for subsidiaries. From a tax point of view, it is preferable to set up
a subsidiary, since the taxable income of a branch or agency may be
assessed on a proportion of the parent company's net profits allocated
to it, if the Chilean tax authorities feel that its reported income is below
the average for that particular industry.

Groups of Companies
There are no special rules for groups of companies. Each company is
treated as a separate entity.

Losses
For tax purposes, losses may be carried forward for five years, indexed
each year for increases in price levels. No loss carrybacks are allowed.
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Start-up costs are required to be deducted over a period of three to five
years; leasehold improvements, over the period covered by the lease
agreement.

Tax Treaties
Chile has no tax treaties with any country, except that Chilean income
taxes paid by a nonresident may be used as a credit against his home
country income tax liability, particularly in the United States and the
United Kingdom.

Taxable Profits
In arriving at taxable income, some expenses will be disallowed or
regulated: traveling, entertainment, and advertising considered to be
'excessive' or not relating directly to the business; excessive compensation of partners in a limited liability company; depreciation in excess of
what is considered normal procedure; inventory write-downs or writeoffs, if not properly substantiated; reserves for doubtful accounts, as
opposed to write-offs of specific accounts which have proved to be
uncollectible; and amortization of goodwill paid for in cash.

Tax Incentives
The main tax incentives are:
• Accelerated depreciation of all unused equipment purchased locally
and of all imported equipment. The estimated useful life of such
equipment (normally set by the tax authorities at 20 years for industrial machinery; 10 years for lighter equipment, vehicles, and office
furniture) may be reduced by two-thirds.
• Regional incentives, applying to entities set up in the country's northern and southern provinces.
• Tax relief for entities engaged in forestry.
• Tax relief for labor-intensive industries.
These incentives are available to both domestic and foreign investors,
with no distinction being made between the two.

After-Tax Equivalents
The after-tax equivalent of a gross salary of US$30,000, earned by a
married man with two children, is at present approximately US$23,000.
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BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The main business entities used in Chile are limited liability companies
or partnerships, common stock corporations, and agencies or branches
of foreign entities. Limited liability companies are the easiest to set up.

Minimum Capital
There is no minimum capital requirement for limited liability companies.
The capital requirement for common stock corporations depends on the
amount deemed sufficient by the Superintendent of Corporations, based
on a feasibility study conducted prior to formation.

Formation
The setting up of a corporation requires prior approval of the Superintendent of Corporations, and entails the filing of a prospectus describing
proposed activities (including a feasibility study, details of financing,
identification of prospective stockholders and board members) and the
retaining of 50% of the stated capital in bank deposits until the Superintendent's approval is obtained (which may take up to three months).
Formation costs of a corporation with a minimum capital equivalent to
US$50,000 would be about 4% of the stated capital. Any future capital
increases would require the Superintendent's approval and entail costs of
approximately 3% of the capital increase. Capitalization of reserves
created by legal restatement of equity and the subsequent issue of stock
dividends entail costs of about 1%. Formation procedures for establishing
a branch or agency of a foreign business entity are the same as those for a
corporation.
Limited liability companies are the simplest to set up. No minimum capital
or public financial reporting is required. On stated capital equivalent to
US$50,000 or more, total formation costs would not exceed 3% of capital.
Fixed costs would increase this percentage on a smaller capital investment. About three weeks are needed to form a limited liability company.

Management Structure
Only common stock corporations are required to have a formal management structure. This consists of a board of directors, elected by the
stockholders, and a chairman, who is the company's legal representative
and may be its chief executive officer. Day-to-day management is normally entrusted to a director or a company employee. Workers are
required to be represented on corporate boards by one director who has
no veto power over management decisions.
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Meetings and Votes
Stockholders' meetings and board meetings must be held within the
country in cases where they have to be attested to by a notary public.
Management board members are not allowed to delegate their powers at
board meetings. Stockholders may be represented by proxy votes in
writing.

Publication of Information
Common stock corporations, banks, and finance companies are required to publish their financial statements, together with the names of
members of their management boards and chief executive officers, in the
newspapers, as well as to file them in the Commercial Register.

LABOR
Pay Rates
The monthly legal minimum wage is expressed as the equivalent of 2.5
'tax units,' which are indexed every month in accordance with the cost-ofliving index. In October 1979, the value of one tax unit was Ch.$1,369
(US$32.55), which results in a minimum wage of Ch.$3,131 (US$81.38)
per month. All wages and salaries must be restated every quarter by
application of the cost-of-living index. Average industrial wages are
about twice the minimum wage, while average clerical salaries are about
three times the minimum wage.

Working Hours
The legal maximum work week is of 48 hours, although a 40-hour, 5-day
week is normal. Usual vacation leave after a year of service is 15 working
days. There are also 12 paid holidays.

Overtime and Bonuses
Overtime pay is time and a half for weekdays and double time for
Sundays and holidays. Maximum overtime is two hours per working day.
Business enterprises are required by law to distribute to their employees
a bonus equivalent to 30% of their net profits before taxes, but after
deduction of 10% of invested capital. This legal bonus is limited to the
equivalent of three months' pay per year, an amount usually paid to
employees irrespective of an employer's profit figure.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
Social security contributions, vacation pay, bonuses, and other fringe
benefits can add an average of 70% to an employer's basic weekly
manual workers' payroll costs.
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Termination of Employment
In all cases of dismissal, except where gross negligence or other reasons
can be proven in court, an employee is entitled to severance pay equivalent to one month's wages upon termination. Labor contracts in most of
the larger companies provide for cumulative severance pay of up to one
month's wages for each full year of service, usually with limitations as to
the number of workers who may benefit from this provision in one given
year or to the minimum completed period of employment. Workers may
appeal to a labor court upon dismissal, and usually an additional severance payment of a month's wages for each full year of service is granted.

Unions
In general, labor unions are organized by industry, the exception being
maritime workers and those employed in the construction, hotel and
restaurant, textile, and shoe and leather industries. The unions, however, are far less powerful than those in the industrialized nations,
although laws are gradually becoming liberalized.

Work and Residence Permits
A signed work contract with a Chilean employer will enable a foreigner to
obtain a temporary residence visa valid for one year, after which he may
apply for permanent residence. Both visas allow him to be gainfully
employed in Chile. Businessmen with investments or interests in the
country will be given a one-year temporary visa, renewable once. After
the second year, permanent residence must be applied for.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Advertising media include newspapers, magazines, radio, and television.

Price Controls
Price controls are in effect for electricity, oil, natural gas, low-grade
gasoline, kerosene, and public transportation.

Import Controls
Imports require prior approval of the Central Bank, which normally
issues an import registration within 24 hours with no restrictions. There
are no import quotas. Import duties are expected to level off to 10% ad
valorem except on luxury items.
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Competition Laws
Restrictive trade practices are not permitted by virtue of the Government's antimonopoly commission.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
All common stock corporations must publish their financial statements
in a standard format designed by the Superintendent of Corporations,
which follows closely the USA standard. All business entities must attach a trial balance sheet to their annual tax returns.

Accounting Practices
Inflation accounting is used in the form of 'monetary correction,' which
the income tax law requires to be applied to various accounts. This
method tends to eliminate the distortions caused by high inflation in
financial statements. It requires the revaluation of fixed assets, inventories, foreign currency receivables and payables, and equity. The main
object is a fairer presentation of a business entity's financial position and
operating results and the exclusion of paper profits from taxable income.
Consolidated accounts are not required and are not customary for public
reporting purposes.

Audit
An independent audit is required for all banks and finance companies,
as well as for all common stock companies whose shares are traded on
the stock exchange or which publicly sell financial paper.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Colombia is situated in the northwest corner of South America. It is the
fourth largest country on the continent (also the fourth most populous
Latin American nation), with an area of 440,000 square miles (1,140,000
square kilometers). It has coastlines on both the Pacific Ocean and the
Caribbean Sea, and it borders Venezuela, Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, and
Panama.

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish. Approximately 24 million people are
concentrated on the high Andean plateaus and the central strip to the
west of the Andes. Three of Colombia's largest cities are Bogotá, the
capital, Medellin, and Calí.

Communications and Transportation
Telephone and telex communications overseas are excellent, and direct
dialing service is available to major cities worldwide. The mail system is
considered to be the best in South America. A highway network extends
throughout the country, but roads are narrow, and the Government is
resurfacing and, in general, improving their condition. Most of the larger
cities have taxi and bus service. The Colombian National Railways
operates a rail system which links all the main cities except Barranquilla
and Cartagena. The railroad reaches the Pacific at Buenaventura and
the Caribbean at Santa Marta. Colombia has several international airports—the major ones located in the cities of Bogotá, Barranquilla, and
Calí—and three national airlines provide domestic as well as international service.
A shipping company jointly owned by Colombia and Ecuador operates
worldwide. The chief seaports are Buenaventura on the Pacific and, on
the Caribbean, Cartagena, Barranquilla, and Santa Marta.
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Business Hours
Government hours are normally from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Commercial hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., and
from 2:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bank hours, Monday through Thursday, are from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., and on Friday, to
3:30 p.m. On the last day of the month, banks close at noon.

Sources of Information
The Department of National Planning (Departamento Nacional de
Planación) offers assistance to foreign companies wishing to become
established in the country. Trade information is provided by the Colombian Institute of Foreign Trade (Instituto Colombiano de Comercio
Exterior, INCOMEX). Assistance may also be obtained from several
binational chambers of commerce. In addition, professional firms of
accountants and lawyers may be helpful.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Colombia gained its independence from Spain in 1819. It has a democratic form of government, headed by a President who is elected for one
four-year term only. Legislative power is vested in a bicameral legislature which is also elected every four years. The country is divided into
departments (states), each having a Governor, appointed by the President, and an elected assembly. Municipalities are ruled by municipal
councils, elected by the people and headed by a Mayor, who is appointed by the Governor. The Mayor of Bogotá, the capital city, is
appointed by the President.
Colombia is a member of the United Nations and the Organization of
American States.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics follow:
1974
Gross national product
(million US$)
Industrial production
(million US$)
Consumer price index
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
Central bank discount rate
at December 31 (%)
Unemployment
(% of labor force)
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11,949.6

1975

1976

1977

12,973.9 14,954.4 19,085.6

1978
n/a

6,242.8
26.9
1,417
1,597

6,494.7
17.9
1,465
1,495

7,753.5
25.9
1,745
1,708

n/a
29.3
2,560
2,666

20-25

20-25

20-25

20-25

30

10.4

10.6

10.4

9.4

8.9

n/a
17.3
3,213
3,412.8

Colombia is a member of the Andean Common Market (ANCOM) and
the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA).
Inflation. The official rate of inflation is expected to reach about 34% by
the end of 1979.
Energy Resources. The main source of industrial fuel is oil, which is
produced in Colombia, although not in sufficient quantities to fulfill the
country's needs; the remainder must be imported. There are large reserves of coal—the most abundant on the continent.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
Foreign investment or foreign loans must have prior approval of the
Department of National Planning and be registered with the Exchange
Office of the Central Bank. Certain sectors are closed to foreign investment, including public utilities and services, the insurance and telecommunications industries, radio and television, the press, and banking
and finance companies. Reinvestment of profits by foreign enterprises is
considered to be new investment and as such requires prior approval;
however, up to 7% of the registered foreign capital may be reinvested,
each year without such approval. Foreign enterprises may not acquire
shares in existing companies unless they contribute to the expansion of
a company's capital base, thereby retaining national capital participation. Local borrowings by foreign companies have a maximum term of
three years.

Repatriation Rules
Capital investment and loans duly registered may be repatriated in
foreign currency. Interest remittance is limited to rates stated in approved contracts. Remittance of dividends and branch profits is limited
to 20% of the foreign capital registered as of January 1 of the respective
year. Remittance of royalties and fees is limited to approved amounts.

Intercompany Current Accounts
No regulations affect the payment of current accounts of branches or
subsidiaries with their foreign parents, provided prior approval is obtained of the exchange control authorities.

Imports and Exports
Under exchange control regulations, all export sale proceeds must be
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sold to the Central Bank. Foreign currency for the payment of licensed
imports is made available by the Central Bank.

Controls on Outward Investment
Any outward investment by residents, including companies, is subject to
prior approval of the Department of National Planning.

Foreign Currency
The Government controls all foreign exchange in the country, and it is
practically all held by the Banco de la Republica, Colombia's central
bank. Any contract involving payments in foreign currency must be
approved by a special 'royalty committee.'

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Businesses
Foreign investment is not allowed in public utilities, insurance and
communications industries, the press, and banking and financial institutions. Investment in business or trade activities adequately covered by
local firms is also not permitted. The railways are government owned.

Locations
There are no restrictions as to the location of a foreign company.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The major incentives offered by the Government are of a tax nature.
Under an import and export program, called the 'Plan Vallejo,' all or
a percentage of raw materials or semi-finished goods which are to
be processed or packaged for subsequent reexport in the form of
finished products may be imported duty free. Free trade zones located
in the major cities provide benefits for importers, exporters, and manufacturers established in them, including free importation of raw materials.
Other incentives are detailed under the heading of Tax Incentives.'

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
Any corporation or branch of a foreign company requires a permit in
order to start operations, which is issued by the Superintendent of
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Companies. A permit from the municipal authorities is required to operate an establishment open to the public. The construction of new
buildings also necessitates the acquiring of a permit issued by the
municipal authorities.

Registration
Any entity or person engaged in commercial activities must register
with the Commercial Registry (Registro Mercantil). Importers and manufacturers must also register with the sales tax authorities.

National Participation
At least 15% of the share capital of an enterprise must be held by
nationals. A percentage of local participation must also be reflected in
management. Employers engaging more than ten employees may not
employ foreigners in excess of 10% of their number of unskilled workers
or in excess of 20% of workers in other classifications.

FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit is the peso ($), divided into 100 centavos. The present
rate of exchange with the U.S. dollar is pesos $42.80 to US$1.

Availability of Finance
Only short- and medium-term loans, for periods of not more than three
years, are available to companies with more than 50% foreign capital.
Long-term loans are prohibited.

Sources of Finance
Commercial banks and finance companies may provide short-, medium-,
and long-term loans, factoring, leasing, and installment purchase financing, with the banks providing also overdrafts and note discounting.
Housing and savings corporations may provide loans for construction or
purchases of property. Two active stock exchanges are in operationone in Bogotá and one in Medallin.

TAXATION
Principal Direct Taxes
Corporate Tax. Corporations pay a 40% tax on their worldwide income;
branches of foreign companies are subject to a 40% tax on Colombian51
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source income only. Limited liability companies and general partnerships are levied a 20% tax on their worldwide income.
Individual Tax. Individuals are subject to income tax, ranging from 10%
on the first 27,000 pesos of net taxable income to 56% on taxable income
in excess of 1 million pesos. They are subject also to a net worth or
patrimony tax at a rate of 6% on net worth of from 110,000 pesos to
210,000 pesos up to 20% on net worth in excess of 3.3 million pesos.
Rates and income levels are adjusted annually to the inflation rate.
Local Taxes. A municipal tax is levied which varies with the municipality
and the activity of the enterprise. In some cases, it is based on sales or
services; in others, it is based on assets.

Sales Tax
A sales tax is charged at the rate of 6% on most items. For services such
as parking, international telephone, telex, and telegrams, film development, copies and photocopies, and insurance premiums, the tax rate is
15%. Luxury items such as cars, planes, and pleasure craft are taxed at a
rate of 35%.

Taxes on Dividends
Shareholders are taxed on dividends accrued to their accounts at individual income tax rates. Dividends paid or accrued to foreign companies are subject to a 20% tax.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Branches are subject to income tax at the 40% corporate rate and to a
20% dividend tax on profits remitted to the parent company.

Groups of Companies
There are no special rules for groups of companies. Every company is
considered a separate legal entity.

Losses
Losses may be carried forward for five years. This applies also to formation expenses, although the period may be extended in certain cases.
Losses cannot be carried back.

Tax Treaties
Colombia has no tax treaties with any country.
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Taxable Profits
Tax and book profits may differ as follows:
Any provision that is recorded in the books, but which is not related to a
specific expense is not deductible for tax purposes until the expense is
actually paid. For tax purposes, accelerated depreciation is permitted.

Tax Incentives
The main tax incentives include:
• Depreciation—Productive assets acquired after January 1, 1976, and
not previously utilized in Colombia, may be depreciated over a threeyear period.
• Exports—Tax Credit Certificates (CATs) are issued to exporters of
items not traditionally exported by Colombia (traditional exports include coffee, oil, bananas, leather). The credits range from 0.1% to
12%, depending on the product exported. CATs are tax exempt themselves and may be used to pay taxes.
• Tourism—Investors in new or substantially improved hotel facilities
receive Tourism Development Certificates equivalent to 15% of the
investment. These certificates are accepted in payment of income and
sales taxes.

After-Tax Equivalents
A Colombian company manager, married, with two children, earning an
annual gross salary equivalent to US$30,000, has an after-tax income of
approximately US$17,750.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The principal business entities used in Colombia by foreign enterprises
are corporations (Sociedades Anónimas), branches, and limited liability companies.

Minimum Capital
There are no minimum capital requirements.

Formation
At least five shareholders are required to organize a corporation and at
least five are required at all times. Formation costs may be as low as 2,000
pesos for a limited liability company to 20,000 pesos for a corporation.
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Formation of a corporation and establishment of a branch may take up to
four months, which includes obtaining approval of the Department of
National Planning and securing a permit from the Superintendent of
Companies.

Management Structure
A corporation requires, in addition to the general shareholders, a board of
directors and a legal representative. A branch must have a legal representative who is a resident of Colombia. A limited liability company
operates in much the same way as a corporation. The corporate board
must have a minimum of three directors, and a manager (gerente) is
normally responsible for conducting the affairs of the company.

Meetings and Votes
Board meetings must be held at least once a month in Colombia, but
annual shareholders' meetings need not be held in the country. Proxy
votes and votes in writing are both permitted at shareholders' meetings,
but not at meetings of directors.

Publication of Information
Corporations must file their annual financial statements with the Commercial Registry, which is open to public inspection. All business entities must disclose the names and shareholdings of their founder members through registration with the Commercial Registry.

LABOR
Pay Rates
The legal minimum wage in Colombia is 115 pesos per day. Average
industrial wages are 150 pesos per day, and office (clerical) wages are
8,000 pesos per month.

Working Hours
Maximum working hours are 48 per week; normal hours are 42 to 44 for a
5-day week. There are 18 paid legal holidays, and all workers are entitled
to a minimum of 15 working days of paid vacation a year, with Saturday
being counted as a working day.

Overtime and Bonuses
A semiannual bonus (prima), equivalent to half of one month's salary,
must be paid to all employees on June 30 and during the first 20 days of
December. Employees with three months' service in any six-month period
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must receive a proportionate share of the bonus. For tax purposes, the
legal bonus is deductible by employers and not taxable to employees.
Overtime during the day (6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.) is paid at the rate of
125% of the regular rates; night overtime, at 175%. Regular night work
must be paid a premium of at least 35%. There are no restrictions on the
number of hours that may be worked overtime.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
Approximately 40% of an employer's basic manual workers' payroll is
used to cover social security costs, paid holidays, and other generally
applied fringe benefits. Very often, however, the rate is much higher.

Termination of Employment
Employment terminated for retrenchment or other reasons entitles a
worker to 45 days' wages for one year or less of continuous employment, and for continuous service of longer than one year, to 45 days'
wages for the first year, plus from 15 days' wages for each year between
two and five years to 30 days' wages for each year of employment over
ten years. No severance payments are required if termination is considered justifiable.
Severance payments are in addition to seniority payments (cesantías)
which employers are required to make at the rate of one month's current
pay for each year of service, regardless of the reason for termination of
employment. If termination payments are not made, employees have
the right to appeal to a labor court, which may, if it rules in favor of the
worker, require the employer to pay the worker's salary until the court
decision was reached as well as the disputed payments.

Unions
The workers' right to organize is protected by the Government. Labor
unions are generally organized by industry. They are strong in their
negotiations with employers as well as in controlling their own members.

Work and Residence Permits
Work permits are required only for workers under 18 years of age.
Foreigners should obtain a residence visa from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, which requires presentation of an employment contract and
health and police certificates. Residence visas are usually easily obtainable and are issued for periods of up to two years, at which time they
may be renewed.
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TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include television, newspapers, and radio.

Price Controls
There is price control legislation on certain goods such as food products, pharmaceuticals, drugs, and gasoline.

Import Controls
Imports and exports are controlled by the Government, which through
the Foreign Trade Institute, INCOMEX, issues the necessary licenses for
imports. Imports are currently classified into two broad categories: those
requiring a prior import license and those on a free list. The latter,
however, may be subject to the approval of an import license. There are
no fixed quotas, although INCOMEX may impose limitations on certain
goods.

Competition Laws
Colombia enforces antitrust laws. Monopolies are prohibited by the
constitution except in special sectors. Mergers that result in products or
services obtaining a share of more than half the market are prohibited.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
A standard reporting format is required by entities reporting to the Superintendent of Companies and the Superintendent of Banks. They include
corporations, branches of foreign companies, banks, financial institutions, and insurance companies. Accounts are based on generally accepted accounting principles and are required to show a 'true and fair view.'

Accounting Practices
Inflation accounting and revaluation practices are not allowed. Consolidated accounts are not required and are usually not prepared.

Audit
Professional audits are not required. Very often, however, statutory
auditors perform professional audits. Statutory audits are required for
any company with foreign capital.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Costa Rica is located in Central America and has an area of approximately 20,000 square miles (51,800 square kilometers). It borders Nicaragua on the north, Panama on the south, and it has the Caribbean Sea
to the east and the Pacific Ocean to the west.

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish. In 1978 Costa Rica's estimated population was 2.2 million, with about 80% concentrated in the high plateau
area in and around the capital city of San José.

Communications and Transportation
Costa Rica has telephone, telex, and telegraph services to all parts of the
world, and it is estimated that 95% of the population has access to the
internal telephone system. Both domestic and international mail service
is dependable. The country is served by many air and shipping lines, and
a railway runs from the capital to both coasts. A national highway
system covers the entire country.

Business Hours
Government and banking hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Office hours are from 7:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Sources of Information
Exporters and investors should contact the Ministry of Economy, Industry and Commerce (Ministerio de Economía, Industria y Comercio)
in San José. Other sources of information are the Export and Investment
Promotion Center (Centro de Promoción de Exportaciones e Inversiones), also in San José, and the various industrial associations and
chambers of commerce, as well as banks and professional firms of
lawyers and accountants.
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GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Costa Rica has a democratic form of government, with a president and
unicameral legislative assembly, elected for four-year terms, and an
independent judiciary. The Republic was established in 1848, and the
present constitution was adopted in 1949, at which time the army was
abolished and replaced by a civil and rural guard. Costa Rica now has
one of the most stable political systems in Central America,

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross national product
(million US$)
Industrial production
(million US$)
Consumer price index
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1,498.6

1,890.8

2,331.2

2,976.6

988.5
30.6
440.3
719.6

1,200.3
20.5
493.3
693.9

1,426.8
4.4
592.9
770.4

1,794.9
5.2
738.3
628.1

n/a

n/a

n/a

4.4

Costa Rica is a member of the Central American Common Market
(Mercado Comun Centroamericano), to which Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and El Salvador also belong. In addition, the country has
bilateral trade agreements with Honduras and Panama which allow for
the free movement of goods between these countries at preferential
tariff rates or, in some instances, duty free.
Inflation. Inflation is currently running at about 25%.
Energy Resources. Hydroelectric power is used for industrial and consumer purposes.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
There are basically no restrictions on foreign direct investment in Costa
Rica. Investment is encouraged as a means of generating employment,
earning foreign exchange (either through exports or import substitution), and transferring new technology. The Central Bank, which is
responsible for the administration of foreign exchange regulations, has
eliminated the requirement for registration of foreign capital. Borrow58

ings from abroad are permitted and no deposits are required for such
borrowings. Local borrowings are also permitted, but only by companies at least 60% locally owned.

Repatriation Rules
At present, there are no restrictions on remittances of loan and interest
payments, dividends, branch profits, royalties or fees, or repatriation of
capital. However, the required foreign currency must be purchased at
the official exchange rate at the time of such remittances or repatriation.

Intercompany Current Accounts
Foreign exchange is available for all payments of obligations incurred
by branches and subsidiaries with their parent companies.

Imports and Exports
A license must be obtained from the Central Bank prior to the importation of goods valued at over US$300 from outside the Central American
Common Market. This is a prerequisite for obtaining the necessary
foreign currency. Also, in order to clear customs, an import form must
be completed. Exporters require, in addition to the usual documents, an
export license issued by the Central Bank. All export proceeds must be
exchanged for local currency at the official exchange rate.

Controls on Outward Investment
Investments abroad do not require prior approval of the Central Bank or
other monetary authority.

Foreign Currency
Costa Rica has an official currency exchange market with a fixed exchange rate set by the Central Bank and a legal free market where
currency may be purchased and sold at fluctuating rates.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
There are virtually no restrictions regarding activities of foreign interests, although certain areas are reserved for the Government or government enterprises. These include insurance companies; communications systems; production and distribution of drinking water, alcohol,
gasoline, and other petroleum derivatives; petroleum exploration; and
banks receiving deposits from the public. In general, companies that
provide essential services to the public are nationalized, and in instances where monopolies are created, these are usually nationalized.
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Locations
All enterprises are free to locate anywhere in Costa Rica.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
Costa Rica participates with Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua in
the Central American Industrial Development Incentives Agreement
(Convenio Centroamericano de Incentivos Fiscales al Desarrollo Industrial), which offers investment incentives to both national and foreign
manufacturing enterprises. The incentives are intended to encourage
greater industrial activity in Central America and are granted to three
categories of manufacturing enterprises:
• Group A—Producers of industrial raw materials, capital goods, or
consumer goods, provided that at least 50% of the value of the materials used is derived from Central American sources.
• Group B—Producers of consumer goods or goods-in-process which
benefit the balance of payments. These goods must derive a major
portion of their raw materials from outside the Central American area
and, during the industrial process, must have had significant value
added to the raw materials used.
• Group C—Producers which simply assemble or package goods, or
belong to any one of a specific list of industries set out in the Agreement.
Some of the benefits available to qualifying enterprises are exemption
from import duties on machinery and equipment, raw materials, semiprocessed goods, and packaging materials, and fuel used in the industrial process (gasoline or fuel used for transportation operations or
for generating energy when sufficient public supplies are available are
not exempt). Exemption from income taxes is also granted, except where
such income is subject to taxes in another country. Exemption from
import duties and income taxes is available to these enterprises in
varying degrees, however. Some are totally exempt and others partially
exempt for periods ranging from two years to ten years.
In addition, there is a provision that allows new industries to deduct from
taxable profits amounts which are subject to income or capital taxes and
which have been reinvested in machinery and equipment.
To assist local labor in acquiring specific skills, the Government has
established a program which offers training courses in various areas of
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industrial activity, and all enterprises are required to contribute 1% of
their payroll to help offset the cost of this program.

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
Certain permits are required for new trading and manufacturing enterprises. The type of permit needed, however, depends on the nature of
the business being established. Information and permits are available
from the Ministry of Economy, Industry and Commerce. There are no
permit requirements for the acquisition of shares in local companies by
foreign interests. Building permits required for new construction are
issued by the appropriate municipalities.

Registration
All businesses must register with the Commercial Section of the Public
Registry (Registro Público, Sección Mercantil) and with the Income
Tax Office (Dirección General de la Tributación Directa).

National Participation
There is no requirement for local participation in share capital. Local
companies are not permitted, however, to have more than two foreign
nationals at the managerial level. Furthermore, compensation to foreign
personnel may not exceed 15% of a company's total payroll, nor may
the number of foreign staff exceed 10% of its total work force.

FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit is the colon (¢), which is divided into 100 centimos
(cents). The official exchange rates for the purchase and sale of U.S.
dollars are ¢8.54 and ¢8.60, respectively.

Availability of Finance
The Central Bank is responsible for the administration of the banking
system, and it is extremely difficult at present for general commercial
and service enterprises to obtain loans from local banks. These companies must usually rely on nonbanking financial institutions which
charge interest at rates between 19% and 21%. Priority is given to
agricultural and industrial loans which may be obtained not only from
the commercial banks but also from two private development banks
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specializing in this type of loan. Overdrafts are not available, and shortterm loans are only available to certain enterprises offering required
guarantees. Working capital loans are difficult to obtain, although it is
relatively easy to obtain medium-term loans for machinery. Note discounting facilities are available, but are mainly used by exporters.

Sources of Finance
All local banks in Costa Rica are nationalized. Commercial loans are
available from these banks, but only to those companies at least 60%
owned by local interests. Foreign banks are allowed to set up branches
in Costa Rica, although they are not permitted to receive deposits from
the public.

TAXATION
Principal Direct Taxes
There are four principal direct taxes in Costa Rica: income taxes on both
individuals and businesses; property tax, which is levied on all property,
plant, and equipment; an education and cultural tax, levied on the net
worth of a business; and a tax on bearer shares.
Corporate Income Tax. Resident and nonresident business enterprises
are subject to tax solely on net taxable income derived from sources
within the country. For tax purposes, income from Costa Rican sources
is considered to be that derived from real estate located in the country,
capital investments, and commercial, industrial, or agricultural activities.
Taxable income is subject to tax at graduated rates. Income up to
¢200,000 (US$23,250) is taxed at a rate of 32%, averaging 23.35%,
gradually increasing to 40% on income of ¢1 million (US$116,250),
averaging 36.67%, and reaching 45% on all taxable income in excess of
¢1 million. Allowable deductions are similar to those of other national
tax systems.
Individual Income Tax. Both resident and nonresident individuals are
subject to tax on their net taxable income derived from Costa Rican
sources only. Tax is applied at graduated rates, and starts at 5% on the
first ¢5,000 (US$600) of income to 50% on all taxable income in excess
of ¢350,000 (US$41,000). Taxpayers may elect to take a flat deduction of
¢26,000 (US$3,000) in lieu of substantiating all itemized deductions
claimed.
Property Tax. A property tax is levied on the assessed value of land,
including any and all crops, buildings, and installations. The value of the
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machinery and equipment that forms part of an installation is added to
the value of the installation itself. Partners in any corporation are equally
responsible for the payment of property tax; this does not apply, however, to shareholders of public corporations.
Education and Cultural Tax. This tax is payable by both national and
foreign companies, including agencies and branches, registered with
the Public Registry. When it is first formed, a company pays a flat
amount of ¢250, and annually thereafter, a tax ranging from ¢250 on
net capital of up to ¢250,000 to ¢3,000 on capital in excess of ¢2 million.
The tax is payable to the Central Bank.
Tax on Bearer Shares. This tax is levied so as to encourage corporations
to create nominative shares. Tax is levied at a rate of 3% of net capital,
but may not exceed ¢20,000 (US$2,325). This tax is not considered a
deductible item for income tax purposes.

Other Taxes
• Sales Tax. Enterpriseswithannualsalesinexcessof¢300,000(US$35,000)
are taxed on the sales of all goods and services (except real estate
sales and exports) at the rate of 8% of the net sales price. Certain
services provided by the Government, municipalities, and social institutions which have obtained prior authorization from the Treasury
Department are exempt.
• Real Estate Transfer Tax. A tax on the transfer sale of real estate is
levied at rates ranging from 1.5% on property valued at ¢400,000 to
4% on a sales value of over ¢1 million.
• Selective Consumption Tax. All imports of nonessential consumer
goods are taxed at rates ranging from 100% to 1000%. Raw materials,
semifinished products, packaging materials, machinery, and equipment (provided local substitutes are not available) are exempt from
this tax.
• Export Taxes. Taxes are levied on Costa Rica's major agricultural
products; in particular, on bananas, 1%; coffee, from 1% when exported to other Central American countries to 13% when exported
outside the Central American area; and sugar, from 1% to 18%, depending on the volume exported.

Taxes on Dividends
Resident taxpayers are taxed at a rate of 5% on dividends received, and
on dividends remitted abroad a 15% tax is withheld at source. Dividend
income is not added to other source income for income tax purposes.
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Branch versus Subsidiary
Branches of foreign corporations are required to pay a 15% dividend tax
on profits in addition to the corporate income tax. A subsidiary, which is
considered a national company, pays a 5% dividend tax, but only after
dividends are declared at the shareholders' meeting.

Groups of Companies
A group of companies majority-owned (51% or more) by the same
shareholder and engaged in similar or like activities must be consolidated for reporting purposes.

Losses
Companies engaged in industrial or agricultural activities may carry
forward operating losses for five years; carryback is not allowed. Commercial and service enterprises are not allowed any carryforward of
losses.

Tax Treaties
Costa Rica has no tax treaties with any country.

Taxable Profits
Differences between tax and book profits exist in certain areas, as for
instance, dividends received, which for tax purposes are not taxable as
income, but must be recorded for accounting purposes.

Tax Incentives
In order to develop exports of nontraditional goods, the Export Development Law of 1972 provides various incentives to firms exporting goods
wholly or partially produced in Costa Rica to markets outside the Central American area:
• Up to 15% of the f.o.b. value of nontraditional exports may be granted
in the form of Tax Credit Certificates (Certificados de Abonos Tributarios—CATs). The certificates, which are fully negotiable and taxexempt, are issued to bearer by the Central Bank, and may be used to
pay all national direct and indirect taxes. They can be used twelve
months after issuance and are valid for two years from that date.
• Exporters of agricultural and agroindustrial products with a national
content of at least 35% may be granted Export Certificates (Certificados de Incremento de las Exportaciones—CIEX). These certificates
are issued by the Central Bank, upon approval of the Export and Investment Promotion Center, and are fully negotiable and tax-exempt.
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• Tax Credit Certificates, or CATs, may also be obtained for activities
relating to the promotion of tourism and agricultural research.

After-Tax Equivalents
A Costa Rican company manager, married, with two children, earning
an average gross salary equivalent to US$24,000, has a net income after
taxes of approximately US$22,200. Foreign nationals working in Costa
Rica are taxed at the same rates as local residents.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The most common form of business entity adopted by foreign investors
in Costa Rica is the corporation (Sociedad Anónima—S.A.).

Minimum Capital
There is no minimum capital requirement.

Formation
The articles of incorporation must be drawn up and registered with the
Public Registry (Registro Público) and with the tax authorities (Dirección
de la Tributación Directa). For companies formed after April 1976, the
use of a foreign language in the company name, trademark, advertising,
and signs is prohibited. However, foreign patents, trademarks, and company names are excluded from this requirement. The formation process
takes about six weeks, and incorporation costs are contingent on the
amount of paid-in capital. The approximate cost to form a corporation
with a paid-in capital of US$10,000 would be US$500.

Management Structure
A corporation must have a president, a secretary-treasurer (who may be
the same person), and a statutory auditor. There is no legal requirement
for worker participation in corporate management.

Meetings and Votes
There are no requirements for meetings to be held in Costa Rica. Proxy
votes may be allowed if provided for in a firm's articles of incorporation.

Publication of Information
The articles of incorporation must be published in the Official Gazette
(Diario Oficial or Gaceta). Banks and financial institutions and com65
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panies registered with the Costa Rican stock exchange must make their
financial statements available to the public by filing them with the Public
Registry. Companies engaged in the communications industry must file
shareholders' names and holdings with the Public Registry, publishing
them also in the newspapers. Corporations must register nominative
shareholders' names with the Public Registry, notifying it of all transferrals of shares.

LABOR
Pay Rates
The legal minimum wage for each industry sector is set annually by the
Government. For 1979 these rates varied from a minimum of US$3.72 to
US$5.66 for an eight-hour day. Industrial wages in the private sector,
however, averaged US$5.93 per day, while office salaries averaged
US$232.50 per month.

Working Hours
Normal working hours are 8 per day, with a maximum of 12, and a per
week maximum of 48. After 50 weeks of continuous employment, an
employee is entitled to two weeks of vacation. There are six paid legal
holidays.

Overtime and Bonuses
Overtime rates are one and a half times the basic rate and double the
rate on Sundays and holidays. Firms with a net income of 0300,000
(US$35,000) or more must pay an annual Christmas bonus of one month's
salary to each employee, and those whose net income is less than
¢300,000, a half-month's salary. Additional bonuses of up to two months'
salary may be paid to qualified personnel.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
Social security contributions, bonuses, severance payments, paid leave,
and other generally applied fringe benefits can add about 42% to an employer's basic manual workers' payroll costs.

Termination of Employment
A worker terminated without just cause must be given 15 days' notice
and one month's salary for each year of service, up to a maximum of
eight years. Accrued vacation time must also be paid. In instances where
termination is justified, severance payments need not be made. Employ66

ment is easily terminated in Costa Rica, and an employee has no recourse to a labor court once notice of termination is given.

Unions
Some unions are organized by craft and some by industry. The most
prominent is the banana industry workers' union.

Work and Residence Permits
Permission to work in Costa Rica must be authorized by the Ministry of
Labor (Ministerio de Trabajo) and may only be granted to foreigners if
no qualified Costa Rican is available for the position. Residence permits
must be obtained from the Foreign Department of the Ministry of Public
Security (Departamento Extranjero del Ministerio de Seguridad Pública).

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include television, radio, magazines, and
newspapers. There are four television channels, one of which is statecontrolled, and fifty-two radio stations, four, state-controlled.

Price Controls
Prices of basic foodstuffs and products are controlled by the Consumer
Protection Laws.

Import Controls
In general, there are no restrictions on imports; however, goods imported under an industrial contract receive favorable customs duty treatment. Where a company has no industrial contract, authorization to
import raw materials and equipment must first be obtained from the
Ministry of Economy, Industry and Commerce and Ministry of Finance
(Ministerio de Hacienda). A certificate of origin is required for the importation of goods from within the Central American area. Exports are
controlled through the issuance of export licenses by the Central Bank.
An export tax of 1% of the value of products exported to other Central
American countries has been imposed by Costa Rica.

Competition Laws
Private monopolies are prohibited by law. State monopolies exist, but
their prices are controlled.
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ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
All companies are required to submit their annual financial statements
to the Ministry of Finance, and those companies under industrial contract must submit them also to the Ministry of Economy, Industry and
Commerce, using a standard reporting format. Although not legislated,
accounts must be presented in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. Company books must be kept on an accrual
basis.

Accounting Practices
Inflation accounting is not permitted, although revaluation practices are
allowed, particularly for real property. Consolidated accounts are required for groups of companies majority-owned (51% or more) by the
same shareholder and engaged in the same or similar activities.

Audit
Professional audits are not required in Costa Rica; however, when performed, they must comply with generally accepted auditing standards.
Statutory audits are required for all companies.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Ecuador, situated on the west coast of South America, is bounded by
Colombia on the north, by Peru on the east and south, and by the Pacific
Ocean on the west. Its area of approximately 106,000 square miles
(274,540 square kilometers) includes the Galápagos Islands in the Pacific.

Language and Population
Spanish is the official language. Ecuador has approximately 7.5 million
people, about half of whom live in the tropical coastal area, with the
other half living in the interior highlands. Few people live in the Amazon
basin. Population is fairly evenly distributed between urban and rural
areas, with Quito, the capital, and Guayaquil the most populous cities.

Communications and Transportation
Ecuador offers worldwide satellite telephone, telegraph, and telex communications. Direct dialing is available from the United States, and all
major cities are also served by automatic telephone systems. The country has nine television stations and numerous radio stations. Domestic
mail service is not always reliable, nor is international mail entering the
country. Outward mail service, however, is efficient.
There is a good paved highway system linking all the main cities, and an
ambitious program is underway which will provide better roads and
incorporate more agricultural regions into the system. The one railway
line, Guayaquil-Quito-San Lorenzo, is obsolete and rarely used. The
main seaport is Guayaquil. Ecuador is easily accessable by air, with
international airports located in Quito and Guayaquil. A number of
smaller cities are served by local aircraft.

Business Hours
Government and commercial hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and
from 2:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. However, many
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industrial enterprises are changing to a continuous workday, from 8:00
in the morning to 4:30 in the afternoon. Bank hours are from 9:00 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. Retail stores are usually open on Saturdays.

Sources of Information
Foreign investors wishing to establish in, or trade with, the country
should contact the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Investment, the
Central Bank, and the Superintendency of Companies. Good sources of
information include CENDES (Industrial Development Center of Ecuador), CICE (Foreign Information Office), and various chambers,of commerce and industry, as well as professional firms of accountants and
lawyers.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Ecuador has a history of civilian and military dictatorship regimes. Since
1970, the country has been governed by a three-man military junta,
which in August 1979 was replaced by an elected civil government. On
that date, a new constitution approved in a 1978 plebiscite became
active. The new constitution provides for the executive power to be
vested in a president and vice president, both elected for five-year terms,
who exercise power with a cabinet. The term of office for the members
of the new unicameral parliament, the Cámara Nacional de Representantes, is also of five years.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross national product
(billion US$)
Industrial production
(1970 = 100)
Consumer price index
(1970 = 100)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

3.5

4.2

4.7

5.7

6.9

149.0

161.8

177.5

198.7

226.4

205.4
962.4
829.7

236.9
897.2
806.8

262.2
1,127.3
860.7

296.4
1,191.6
1,288.7

330.9
1,493.8
1,401.9

Ecuador is a member of the Andean Common Market (ANCOM), the
Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA), and the Latin American Economic System (SELA). It is a member of OPEC, the International
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Coffee Council (Organización Internacional de Café), and the International Sugar Council (Organización Internacional de Azúcar).
Inflation. The official inflation rate is 13%; in actuality, the figure is close
to 15% annually.
Energy Resources. Ecuador is the smallest member of OPEC. Its production of petroleum, which started in 1972, continues to increase as
does its natural gas output. Exports of crude oil and, more recently, of
oil derivatives are still significant, although the domestic market has
begun to claim a larger share. Ecuador hopes to increase daily petroleum output from about 198,000 barrels in 1978 to an average of
245,000 barrels per day up to 1981. Proven reserves amount roughly to
1.7 billion barrels.
Electric power for industrial use is available in the main commercial
centers, and the installed capacity will soon increase considerably as
various hydroelectrical and thermoelectrical plants become operational.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
Foreign investment is encouraged in most sectors, with the exception of
retail commerce. Of particular interest to Ecuador's economy is private
investment in the petroleum industry and high technology industries
and in Andean Common Market activities exclusively assigned for production in Ecuador (e.g., chemicals, automobiles, trucks, and electrical
components). The acquiring of shares by foreign investors in a national
enterprise is not allowed, although foreign investment may be used for
incorporation of new companies or capital increases of existing ones.
Foreign investment may be made either at the official exchange rate or
at the free market rate, which represents a difference of approximately
10%. If investment is made through official channels, repatriation of
capital at the then prevailing official rate is guaranteed by the Government; otherwise, the exchange risk rests with the investor. Borrowings
within the country by companies with over 49% foreign ownership are
limited to short-term loans.

Repatriation Rules
Capital which has been duly registered may be repatriated when the
foreign investor sells his shares to national investors. Loans and loan
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interest may be remitted in accordance with the original approved loan
agreement. Remittance of approved dividends is limited to 20% of the
registered capital. Branch profits may be remitted without restriction,
although authorization to open a branch is not easily obtained at present.
Royalties may be remitted if the agreement has been authorized by the
Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Investment. There is no restriction
on remittance of fees, provided local income tax has been deducted.

Intercompany Current Accounts
There are no clear rules concerning current accounts of branches or
subsidiaries with their foreign parents.

Imports and Exports
Both importers and exporters must obtain licenses from the Central
Bank, which are easily granted. In the case of importers, certain prior
deposits, which vary with the type of goods, must be made with the
Central Bank. Foreign exchange is made available for payments of all
imports.

Controls on Outward Investment
No controls exist on outward investments by residents.

Foreign Currency
The exchange market in Ecuador is practically free. Foreign exchange
may be made through the banks or special exchange offices at a rate
approximately 10% higher than the official rate. Ecuador's Central Bank
has intervened to keep the free exchange rate fairly constant in the
range of S/.25 to S/.28 to the U.S. dollar.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Businesses
Currently, the only trade restricted to nationals is the owning and operating of retail stores. There are no government monopolies.

Locations
Foreign-owned enterprises may be established anywhere in the country,
although no land may be acquired within 30 miles (50 kilometers) of its
borders or the coast.
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INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
Incentives offered by the Government are basically for agriculture, industry, mining, and tourism and must be applied for. The Government
accepts applications for investments which it considers beneficial to the
country's economy. Companies engaged in industrial activities are eligible for low-interest loans (at rates between 10% and 13%), with grace
periods and up to ten-year repayment periods allowed by the Securities
Commission-National Finance Corporation (CV-CFN). Loans from
abroad for two or more years are exempt from income tax.
Certain exports are subsidized at an amount of up to 15% of the f.o.b.
value. Some goods may be exported under ANCOM and LAFTA trade
regulations to other member nations at preferential tariffs. Government
agencies are required to purchase from officially protected industries,
although this requirement is not enforced.
To encourage decentralization, the Government has also granted tax
benefits and developed infrastructure facilities away from the main industrial centers of Quito and Guayaquil.
All national companies (companies incorporated in Ecuador with local,
foreign, or mixed ownership) are eligible for these investment benefits.

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
To establish any new trading or manufacturing company, prior authorization must be obtained from the Superintendency of Companies. If
foreign interests are involved, the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and
Investment must give its approval. Building permits must be obtained
from municipal authorities.

Registration
All enterprises must be registered with the Commercial Registry. They
must also register with the taxpayers' registry (Registro Unico de Contribuyentes) and the city treasury (Tesorería Municipal). In addition,
certain industries, such as the fishing and oil industries, must register
with other government agencies.

National Participation
Local participation in share capital is encouraged by the Government
and, in accordance with the Andean Foreign Investment Code, limita73
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tions are placed on foreign ownership. Foreign companies are required
to offer their shares to nationals within twenty years of incorporation.
Management is also required to be exercised by nationals, although, in
practice, this clause is not enforced.

FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit is the sucre (S/.), divided into 100 centavos. It is
officially valued at about S/.25 per U.S. dollar in the free market.

Availability of Finance
The only types of financing available to foreign-owned companies are
short-term loans or overdrafts and short-term note discounting.

Sources of Finance
The main sources of finance are the commercial banks. Finance companies generally work on a medium- or long-term basis, and factoring
and leasing are rarely used. Industrial enterprises may obtain loans
from the CFN (National Finance Corporation), COFIEC (Escuadorian
Development Finance Company, S.A.), the Guayaquil Finance Company, FINANSA (National Finance Corporation), the Industrial and
Agricultural Credit Finance Company of Ecuador, and the South
Finance Company, S.A. The stock exchanges of Quito and Guayaquil
are minor sources of financing. Less than thirty local companies are
involved in the trading of shares, and purchase-sale of bonds is the
exchanges' major activity.

TAXATION
Principal Taxes
Corporations. The major tax on business income is the income tax, which
is at a rate of 21.76% on undistributed earnings and 42.64% on dividends
remitted abroad. The 21.76% tax is deductible from the 42.64% dividends
tax. A national 11% surtax and an 8% regional surtax (which applies only
to the provinces of Guayas and Manabi) applies to the tax on distributed
earnings. Tax is levied on net taxable income after deduction of a
compulsory workers' profit participation of 15%.
Individuals. Individual income is subject to a progressive tax and a
proportional tax. The progressive tax is a graduated tax on the aggregate
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income of individuals, which starts at a rate of 10% on taxable income up
to S/.40,000 to 50% on taxable income over S/.120,000. The proportional
tax is levied at various rates, depending on the nature of an individual's
source of income. Taxable income of professionals and independent
businesses is taxed at the rate of 6% of the excess over S/. 120,000. On
capital income, such as stock dividends, interest, and royalties, the tax is
18%. Finally, a surtax of 11 % is levied on the tax rates of individuals whose
annual tax liability is in excess of S/.4,200. The 11% surtax applies to both
the progressive and proportional taxes due. In addition, an 8% regional
surtax applies to the provinces of Guayas (where Guayaquil is located)
and Manabi.
Other Taxes. Commercial enterprises are subject to a nominal fiscal
capital tax, and a nominal city tax is levied on the capital of all registered
businesses. A sales tax is charged at a rate of 5% on sales and some
services. (The seller deducts from his tax payment the import tax paid to
his supplier or to customs, so that no more than 5% is paid, directly or
indirectly, on the final purchase price.)

Taxes on Dividends
Dividends distributed abroad are subject to withholding tax at a rate of
42.64%. Dividend income received by local shareholders is taxed at a
rate of 18%.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Branches are taxed at a flat rate of 42.64% of their net taxable income,
whether or not profits are remitted to the parent company. Subsidiaries
are taxed at the lower rate for national companies, 21.76%, except on
earnings remitted abroad (taxed at 42.64%).

Groups of Companies
Groups of companies are not officially accepted, nor will the Government accept consolidated balance sheets.

Losses
If formation costs are shown as organizational or experimental expenses, they may be amortized at a 20% annual rate. Losses may be
carried forward for setoff against profits for three years.

Tax Treaties
The only tax treaty that has been signed is with the German Federal
Republic, although it is not yet in force.
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Taxable Profits
Different presentations of tax and book profits are not common, although there are a number of deductions for provisions which are not
acceptable for tax purposes. These would include bad debt accounts,
receivable provisions beyond 5% of receivables, inventory write-offs
beyond a stated amount, deduction of organizational costs, and depreciation of fixed assets beyond certain limits.

Tax Incentives
The Industrial Benefits Law and the Law for the Development of Small
Industries and Crafts provide benefits to both new companies being
established in Ecuador as well as to existing companies which are
considered to be economically beneficial to the country.
To be eligible, the Government has classified companies into three
categories:
• 'Special' Companies—those developing approved projects deemed to
be of high priority to the nation.
• 'A' Companies—those involved in new or existing activities and which:
export 50% of their total production; use Ecuadorian raw materials
in the industrial process; produce semifinished goods, machinery, or
scientific products; are engaged in forestry, industrial, mining, or
fishing operations leading to import substitution and requiring considerable investment; and any other operations the Government feels
deserve assistance.
• 'B' Companies—those new or existing companies which the Government feels are useful to the economic development of the country.
Of added benefit to these companies is the requirement that all products
which they manufacture or produce be purchased by the Government;
that imports of similar products be limited or prohibited; that exemption
from customs duties of up to 70% be granted for the importation of new
machinery and parts; and that exemption from stamp duty and fees
(levied at the time of incorporation and on constitutional amendments)
be granted also. Tax credits are allowed by the Government on the
export of goods.
In addition, the Government has created special incentives for companies locating in what is known as the 'promotion zones,' i.e., industrially undeveloped areas. These incentives include significant tax
exemptions for up to ten years, according to the classification of the
company.
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After-Tax Equivalents
An Ecuadorian functional manager (marketing, financial, or production
manager), married, with two children, earning an annual gross salary of
US$40,000, has a net income after taxes of about US$24,000. A fringe
benefits package of some US$10,000, covering children's educational
costs, private car, etc., will give him an effective income of US$34,000.
No special tax treatment is accorded a foreigner working in Ecuador,
although his tax liability might be somewhat reduced if he has resided in
the country for less than a year.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The principal and most advantageous business form for a foreign enterprise in Ecuador is the corporation (Compañía Anónima). For smaller
enterprises, the limited liability company (Compañía de Responsabilidad
Limitada) may be used. Firms offering professional services must use
the limited liability form.

Minimum Capital
A limited liability company may be incorporated with a minimum capital
of S/.100,000. A corporation must have a minimum capital of S/.500,000.

Formation
Registration costs are based on a company's authorized share capital,
and total formation costs might be as high as 2% of the stated capital,
plus legal fees. It generally takes four to six months to form a corporation, but when foreign investment is involved, it is a much more lengthy
procedure.

Management Structure
Every corporation must have a legal representative who must be either
an Ecuadorian national or a foreign national resident in Ecuador. No
other requirements apply, and each company is managed in accordance
with its own organizational structure.

Meetings and Votes
Shareholders' meetings must be held within the country, and proxy
votes are permitted. Proxy votes are also allowed at corporate board
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meetings if this is stated in the bylaws, and these meetings may be held
outside the country.

Publication of Information
Government-protected industries must publish their annual financial
statements in a local newspaper. These are so abridged, however, that
they are practically meaningless to the general public. All corporations
and limited liability companies must disclose the names of corporate
board members and shareholders to the Superintendency of Companies
each year. The Superintendency must also be informed of the holdings
of each shareholder.

LABOR
Pay Rates
The legal minimum wage is set at S/.4,000 per month. Average industrial
wages and office salaries are approximately S/.6,000 per month.

Working Hours
Except for the mining industry, legal maximum working hours are 44 per
week. The normal work week consists of five days. Every employee has
the right to 15 days paid vacation, which, with years of service, may
increase to a maximum of 30 working days. There are twelve legal paid
holidays to which all workers are entitled.

Overtime and Bonuses
Usual overtime rates are 150% of basic wages for hours worked in
excess of 44, and 200% if overtime is incurred on Saturday afternoons,
Sundays, and holidays, or for nighttime work. Employers must pay
various tax-free bonuses to employees, including 13th, 14th, and 15th
month bonuses. In addition, an employer must deposit with the Social
Security Institute an amount equal to 1/12 of each employees' earnings
for the year, which is given to the employee upon retirement.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
A reasonable percentage figure to be added to an employer's basic
manual workers' wages for social security contributions and other fringe
benefits is approximately 100%.

Termination of Employment
An employee may be terminated for any reason, provided he is given 30
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days' prior notice and is paid 25% of his last monthly salary for each year
in the same employment. Summary dismissals can only be effected
through appropriate labor authorities. An employee who is a member of
a labor union is entitled to a relatively high indemnification, when it is
possible to discharge him.

Unions
Labor unions are organized by industry or are set up within individual
companies. Industrial unions are quite strong.

Work and Residence Permits
Work and residence permits for foreigners are not easily obtained.
Usually proof must be submitted that the individual possesses skills not
available locally. Work permits are issued by the Ministry of Labor, after
which a residence permit is automatically granted.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include newspapers, magazines, radio, and
television.

Price Controls
There is some legislation regarding price controls; however, it is usually
enforced only on a few basic staples such as sugar, rice, and milk and
on gasoline.

Import Controls
In addition to a prior import license for most goods, certain other
restrictions apply. Products which compete with products manufactured
or likely to be manufactured in the country and certain luxury items may
not be imported, and some primary products are subject to quotas and
government authorization.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
A standard reporting format is required for reports to tax authorities and
the Superintendency of Companies. Financial statements for official
purposes must conform to local tax regulations.
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Accounting Practices
Inflation accounting is not allowed, but revaluation accounting to the
cost of reacquisition may be permitted. Consolidated accounts are not
allowed.

Audit
Banks and major exporters are the only entities which require
professional audits. However, all corporations must appoint a statutory
auditor (comisario).
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Guatemala is the largest country in Central America, with an area of
approximately 42,000 square miles (108,890 square kilometers). It is
bounded on the north and west by Mexico, on the east by Belize and the
Caribbean Sea, and on the south by Honduras, El Salvador, and the
Pacific Ocean.

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish, although various Indian communities
throughout the country retain their historic dialects. Population is estimated to be 6.3 million, concentrated mainly in the high plateau area in
and around Guatemala City, the capital, and in the southern Pacific
coastal cities of Escuintla and Retalhuleu.

Communications and Transportation
Guatemala has good telephone, telex, and cable facilities to all parts of
the world. With both Pacific and Caribbean coastlines, international
shipping of goods and passenger service is provided at regular intervals.
Several trucking companies serve all of Central America, Mexico, and
Panama, as the railway system is poor. Domestic air travel and international service is good.

Business Hours
Government hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Business hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 2:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon on Saturday. Banks are open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

Sources of Information
Foreign investors wishing to invest or establish a business in Guatemala
should contact the Ministry of Economy, Foreign Trade Office (Ministerio
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de Economía, Dirección de Comercio Interior y Exterior), in Guatemala
City. Information regarding trade with the country should be obtained
from the National Center for Promotion of Exports (Centro Nacional de
Promoción de las Exportaciones—GUATEXPRO), also in Guatemala
City. Chambers of commerce and professional firms of lawyers and
accountants are also able to provide information on investment and
trade.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Guatemala has a democratic system of government with a President and
a unicameral legislative assembly elected for four-year terms. The republic was established in 1821, and the present constitution was adopted
in 1965. Guatemala is a member of the United Nations.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross national product
Current prices (million Q)
Industrial production
(million Q)
Consumer price index
(1975 = 100)
Exports (million Q)
Imports (million Q)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply in
Guatemala City only)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

2,300
901

2,353
1,062

2,527
1,040

2,738
1,106

2,737.5
n/a

88.4
582
705

100
641
735

110.7
784
897

124.6
1,189
1,249

134.5
1,160.4
1,258.1

n/a

n/a

n/a

25.7

31.7

Guatemala is a member of the Central American Common Market (Mercado Común Centroamericano), which includes El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and Costa Rica. Related institutions are the Central American Economic Investment Bank (Banco Centroamericano de Integración
Económica or BCIE) and the Permanent Secretariat of the General
Treaty for Central American Economic Investment (Secretaría Permanente del Tratado General de Integración Económica Centroamericana or
SIECA). Guatemala is also a member of the Interamerican Development
Bank and the Latin American Economic System (Sistema Económico
Latinoamericano or SELA).
Inflation. The inflation rate in 1978 was 8%.
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EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Foreign private investment is welcomed. However, the Government prefers investment from abroad to be on a participation basis with local
capital, even though the latter at times may be limited. There are no
exchange controls in Guatemala on inward or outward investments.
There are also no restrictions on borrowing from abroad or on other
foreign exchange transactions. The Guatemalan quetzal is accepted in
every Central American country on a par with the U.S. dollar and is
freely convertible.

Repatriation Rules
There are no restrictions regarding repatriation of share and loan capital
or remittances of interest, dividends, profits, royalties, or fees.

Imports and Exports
There are no exchange restrictions which apply to payment of imports.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Businesses
A foreign investor or company wishing to do business in Guatemala must
either establish a national enterprise or form a joint venture with a local
firm, after which it may engage in any type of business. A limited number
of activities are restricted, as for instance, banking. Foreign banks are
not permitted to set up branches; only local banks may be established,
and prior authorization must be obtained from the Monetary Authority
(Junta Monetaria).

Locations
There are no restrictions as to the setting up of a business anywhere in
Guatemala.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The main investment incentive in Guatemala is the total absence of
exchange controls.
In August 1977, Guatemala (together with Costa Rica, El Salvador, and
Nicaragua) approved the Third Protocol of the Central American Industrial Development Incentives Agreement (Tercer Protocolo al Convenio Centroamericano de Incentivos Fiscales al Desarrollo Industrial).
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Effective to December 31, 1983, the Agreement provides incentives to
three categories of manufacturing enterprises which contribute toward
the industrial development of Central America:
• Group A—Producers of industrial raw materials, capital goods, or
consumer goods, of which at least 50% of the value of the materials
used is derived from Central American sources.
• Group B—Producers of consumer goods or goods-in-process which
create a net benefit on the balance of payments. These goods must
derive a large percentage, if not all, of their raw materials from outside
the Central American area and must have had substantial value added
to the raw materials used through the industrial process.
• Group C—Companies that do not come under either category A or B
and which only assemble or package goods, or belong to any one of a
specific number of industries set out in the Agreement.
Companies in these categories are exempt from import duties on machinery and equipment, raw materials, processed goods, and packaging
materials. They are also exempt from import duties on fuels used in the
industrial process (with the exception of gasoline and fuel used in
transportation operations or for generating energy when sufficient supplies are available for public consumption). These exemptions are only
granted, however, if local substitutes are not available and then in
varying degrees and for specified periods.
Each of the countries subscribing to the Agreement may also grant
exemptions from income taxes on the revenue generated by the above
activities, if reciprocal agreements exist to that effect.

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
To establish new trading or manufacturing companies, foreign investors
must meet the requirements set forth in the Commercial Code in order
to obtain permits issued by the Ministry of Economy. Shares in existing
companies may be acquired by foreign interests. There are no permit
requirements for bearer shares, although nominative shares require a
permit from the Ministry of Economy. Building permits must be obtained
from the municipalities for all new offices, warehouses, plants, and
industrial buildings.

Registration
Business enterprises must register with the Commercial Registry
(Registro Mercantil) and with the Internal Revenue Office (Dirección
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General de Rentas Internas). Professionals and professional service
organizations are not required to register.

National Participation
There are no requirements for local participation in share capital. However, no enterprise may have more than two foreign nationals at the
managerial level, and 90% of all employees must be Guatemalan. An
enterprise's legal representative must be a Guatemalan national.

FINANCE
Currency
Guatemala's monetary unit is the quetzal (Q), which is divided into 100
centavos (cents). It is on a par with the U.S. dollar and is one of the few
Latin American currencies accepted by the World Bank.

Availability of Finance
Short-term loans or overdrafts, medium- and long-term or working capital loans, and note discounting are all available to both locally owned
and foreign companies. Installment purchase financing is also available,
and leasing as a source of finance is now being used.

Sources of Finance
Financing is available from commercial banks; the Eurodollar market,
through bank representatives; international banks (usually in Panama,
the United States, or the Bahamas), through their representatives or
directly; EXIMBANK; and FCIA funds. The maximum interest rate is 11%.

TAXATION
Principal Direct Taxes
The main tax is the income tax (impuesto sobre la renta), which is levied
at a progressive rate on both individual and corporate income. The basic
rate is determined from a progressive scale that starts at 5% and gradually
increases to 48%. A 10% surcharge is levied in addition to the base tax,
and if taxable income exceeds Q10,000, an additional 10% surcharge is
imposed on the total of the base tax plus the previous surcharge. (This
equals 12.1% in surcharges on the base tax.) Investment capital and
income from dividends and interest on certain types of securities are not
taxed in Guatemala.
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Other Taxes
A stamp tax (impuesto del timbre) is levied in two forms: as a sales tax of
2%, payable by the seller, on services or sales; and as a document tax,
whereby 2% is paid on the face value of any document issued in
Guatemala. Negotiable paper issued within Guatemala, but collectible
outside the country, is not subject to this tax.
During the first half of January, business enterprises are required to pay
an annual business tax (cuota anual de sociedades), which is based on
the last income tax return filed. The tax is from Q25 to Q500 for national
enterprises, and from Q500 to Q1,000 for foreign enterprises. Joint
ventures are taxable entities.

Taxes on Dividends
Dividends received are not taxed. However, the 2% stamp tax must be
paid on the value of the dividends. Nonresidents are subject to a 10%
withholding tax on dividends received or credited to their account, and
to an 11% tax if dividends exceed Q10,000.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Branches and subsidiaries are considered to be separate entities subject
to taxation. A subsidiary is considered a national entity and as such pays
the annual business tax at the lower rate established for national entities.
In addition, a branch must pay a Q1,000 registration fee to the Internal
Revenue Office at the time of initial registration.

Groups of Companies
Groups of companies do not exist in Guatemala.

Losses
Losses may be amortized at 15% annually on the balance of the losses,
but first they must be recorded as a deferred charge.

Tax Treaties
Guatemala has no tax treaties with any country.

Taxable Profits
Head office expenses allocated to a branch are limited to 1% of sales,
which is tax deductible; amounts over 1% are not deductible. Interest
earned is tax free; therefore, for tax purposes, it must be deducted from
book profits.
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Tax Incentives
A special deduction from amounts invested in fixed assets is allowed. It
is limited to 33% of the amount invested or 33% of the profits after
income taxes of the previous year, whichever is lower. However, if no
profits were realized in the previous year, no deduction is allowed.
Enterprises engaged in agriculture and cattle raising are allowed a 15%
deduction from income tax.

After-Tax Equivalents
A Guatemalan manager, married, with two children, earning a gross
salary of Q30,000 (US$30,000), would have an after-tax income of approximately Q28,000.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The main business form used in Guatemala by a foreign enterprise is the
corporation (Sociedad Anónima or S.A.).

Minimum Capital
The minimum paid-in capital requirement for a corporation is Q5,000.

Formation
To form a corporation in Guatemala, a lawyer must draw up the official
articles of incorporation. Formation costs start at Q400 and vary with the
amount of authorized capital. A certified copy of the articles is filed with
the Commercial Registry (Registro Mercantil), at which time provisional
registration is granted and the company may begin operations. A stamp
tax equal to 2% of authorized capital is payable upon registration, to
which nominal charges must be added. Incorporation procedures
normally take about two months.
A Guatemalan national must be appointed a corporation's legal
representative, and his name duly registered in the Commercial Register
together with the names and shareholdings of the corporate board
members.

Management Structure
The usual management structure includes a board of directors, a general manager, and other managers as required. No more than two for87
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eign nationals may be part of management. There is no requirement for
worker participation in corporate management.

Meetings and Votes
All meetings of corporate boards and of shareholders must be held
within the country. Proxy votes are allowed.

Publication of Information
The articles of incorporation must be published three times in one of the
daily newspapers and three times in the Official Gazette (Diario Oficial).
Foreign business enterprises, as well as national corporations, must also
publish their balance sheets in the Gazette at the end of the fiscal year.

LABOR
Pay Rates
Legal minimum wages are set by the Ministry of Labor and published in
the Official Gazette. Industrial wages currently average Q125 a month
and clerical wages, Q250 a month.

Working Hours
Hours for daytime workers are 8 per day, and may not exceed 48 per
week. Nighttime hours are 6 per day; maximum, 36 per week. All workers
are entitled to an annual paid vacation of 15 working days and to 12M?
national holidays.

Overtime and Bonuses
Overtime is paid at the rate of time and a half the hourly rate for hours
worked in excess of 8 per day, up to 12 hours. After 12 hours, double
time must be paid. By law, employers must pay a Christmas bonus equal
to one month's salary; half between December 1 and December 15, and
half between January 1 and January 15 of the following year. For employees working less than a full year, this bonus is proportionate to the
number of months worked prior to November 30.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
About 33% must be added to basic weekly manual workers' payrolls for
costs covering social security contributions, paid leave, and other
generally applied fringe benefits.
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Termination of Employment
When employment is terminated, an employer must pay the proportionate amount of the Christmas bonus due, plus accrued vacation time.
Severance payment equal to one month's salary for each year worked
must also be made at the employee's current salary rate. Employees may
appeal to a labor court if they feel they have just cause. However, if
severance and other payments are made, private sector employees may
be discharged without difficulty.

Unions
Unions are organized by industry, although union activity is limited.

Work and Residence Permits
To obtain a work permit in Guatemala, a work contract with a Guatemalan employer must be presented to the authorities together with a
certificate from the company controller stating that the company employs 90% Guatemalan nationals and that no more than two foreign
nationals are employed at the managerial level. Work permits are issued
by the Labor Department (Ministerio de Trabajo) when no qualified local
labor is available. Permits are usually issued for one year, but may be
renewed annually.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include television, radio, and newspapers.

Price Controls
All basic foodstuffs, as well as industrial and agricultural materials, are
subject to price controls established by the Ministry of Economy.

Export Controls
Basic goods, in particular, foodstuffs, cannot be exported until the local
quota is filled. In addition, there is a ban on certain exports, including
cottonseed, hides, and cattle.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
Financial statements must be published in the Official Gazette in the
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form of a T account. Accounts must be adjusted in accordance with legal
valuation principles, and although revaluation practices are allowed,
inflation accounting is not.

Accounting Practices
Consolidated financial statements are not legally required; however,
they are usually prepared.

Audit
The only requirement is for a statutory audit; professional audits are not
required.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Mexico, the third largest country in Latin America, has an area of 760,000
square miles (1,970,000 square kilometers) and is situated in the southernmost part of the North American continent. It is bordered on the
north by the United States, on the southeast by Guatemala and Belize,
and on the east, south, and west by the Atlantic (Gulf of Mexico) and the
Pacific Oceans.

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish. Approximately 60% of a total population of about 69.5 million live in and around Mexico City and other large
cities of Mexico—Guadalajara, Monterrey, Puebla, León, Ciudad Juarez,
and Veracruz.

Communications and Transportation
Mexico has an excellent internal and external direct dialing telephone
system. Cable and telex facilities are also efficient. Domestic and international postal service is slow, but dependable. An extensive highway
network links all large cities and connects with the road systems of the
United States and Guatemala. Domestic air service is available, and two
national airlines, Mexicana de Aviación and Aeromexico, fly to major
cities worldwide. Transport of goods is mostly via truck, but the railway
is also used, and although slow, it serves to connect the major port cities
with the interior as well. Mexico has one transatlantic shipping line, and
the state-owned oil company, PEMEX, has its own tankers. Other shipping needs are served by foreign carriers. Public transportation in most
urban centers is good, although in Mexico City it continues to be
inadequate for the large population despite the construction of a new,
modern subway system.

Business Hours
Most businesses are open Monday through Friday, from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00
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p.m., and sometimes on Saturday until 1:00 p.m. Bank hours are from
9:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and government office hours, from 8:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m., Mondays through Fridays.

Sources of Information
No agencies have been established by the Government specifically to
handle inquiries from prospective foreign investors and business enterprises. However, several chambers of commerce and professional firms
of lawyers and accountants are useful sources of information, as are
also the many banking institutions in Mexico City and elsewhere in the
country.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Mexico is ruled by a constitutional government, which is divided into
executive, legislative, and judicial branches. The President, who is the
chief executive, is elected by direct popular vote for one six-year term.
There is no Vice President, and the Cabinet is appointed by the President. Legislative power is vested in the Congress, which comprises a
House of Representatives and a Senate. The judicial system is headed
by the Supreme Court, whose members are appointed for life by the
President, subject to approval by the Senate.
The country is divided into 31 states and a federal district (in which
Mexico City is located). The President appoints the governor of the
federal district.
Mexico is a member of the United Nations and the Organization of
American States.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross domestic product
(current prices—billion Ps)
(constant prices-1960)
(billion Ps)
Industrial production
(1970 = 100)
Consumer price index
(1978 = 100)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
*Preliminary figures.
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1974

1975

1976

n/a

988.3

1.227.9

374.9

390.3

396.8

409.5

436.5

132.8

139.1

142.9

148.1

162.4

49.5
2,850.0
6,056.7

57.0
2,861.0
6,580.2

66.0
3,315.8
6,029.6

1977

1978*

1,676.0 2,111.7

85.1
100.0
4,450.8 5,831.9
5,842.2 8,051.2

Mexico has entered into bilateral trade agreements with several countries. It is a member of the Latin American Free Trade Association
(LAFTA), the Latin American Economic System (SELA), the international coffee cartel (Convenio Internacional de Café), and the international copper cartel (Convenio Internacional de Cobre).
Inflation. Current inflation is running at about 20%.
Energy Resources. The main source of industrial fuel is oil, with the
most important oil deposits located along the Gulf of Mexico. Oil reserves have grown at a faster rate than production, and proven reserves
of oil and gas equivalents have been placed at 40.19 billion barrels.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
No exchange restrictions are imposed on foreign direct investment and
the only requirement is that a permit be obtained from the National
Registry of Foreign Investment.

Repatriation Rules
There are no restrictions on remittances such as loan payments, branch
profits, repatriation of capital, or payments of dividends, trade debts,
interest, royalties, or fees.

Intercompany Current Accounts
There are no exchange rules concerning current accounts of branches
or subsidiaries with their foreign parents.

Imports and Exports
In general, there are no exchange controls on imports and exports.
Foreign currency is available for the payment of goods for which prior
import licenses were obtained. Certain exports also require licenses,
which are issued by the Ministry of Commerce, but these must first be
approved by the National Foreign Trade Bank which charges a nominal
fee on the assessed value of the exported goods.

Controls on Outward Investment
There are no controls on outward investment.
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RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Although Mexico welcomes foreign direct investment, the Government
encourages investment in certain industries and economic sectors to
which it has assigned top priority. Investment which introduces new
technology, contributes to import substitution, increases exports, or
generates new employment is favored by the Mexican Government.
Some of the more important laws promulgated by the Government which
are of direct interest to the foreign investor are the Law for the Promotion
of Mexican Investment and Regulation of Foreign Investment, the Law
on the Registration of the Transfer of Technology and the Use and
Exploitation of Patents and Trademarks, and the Law on Inventions and
Trademarks.
The first of these laws centralizes controls over foreign investment within
the National Commission on Foreign Investment and states that foreign
investment 'will be received when it helps to achieve the country's
objectives, when it acts to complement national investments and does
not displace existing business enterprises that operate satisfactorily.'
The other two laws require registration of certain technology transfers
and of all contracts and agreements involving the use of patents and
trademarks, with the Law on Inventions and Trademarks severely limiting patent rights and imposing a requirement that foreign trademarks be
'Mexicanized.' This law also specifies products that cannot be patented.
Sectors which are restricted to foreign investment and which are reserved exclusively for the Mexican Government are petroleum and hydrocarbons, basic petrochemicals, radioactive mineral exploitation and
generation of nuclear energy, certain mining activities, power generation and distribution, railroads, radio and telegraphic communications,
and postal services. Other areas of investment in which foreign nationals
are not allowed to participate are banking and credit institutions, insurance and bonding companies, investment trusts, radio and television
broadcasting companies, urban and interurban transportation, and
forestry exploitation.
In most other areas of activity, foreign ownership is limited to 49% of a
firm's total equity. Under the Law for the Promotion of Mexican Investment, prior approval must be obtained from the National Commission on
Foreign Investment for the acquisition of more than 25% of the capital
stock of an existing company or of more than 49% of its fixed assets.

Locations
Subject to government approval, foreign-owned businesses may be set
up anywhere in the country. Foreign nationals, however, are not per9 4

mitted to acquire property within 62 miles (100 km.) of the country's
borders or within 31 miles (50 km.) of the coastline.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
Foreign investors do not receive any benefits that are not available to
domestic investors. There are general financial benefits which include
tax incentives and subsidized credit. Major tax incentives consist of
reduction of certain taxes to encourage plant location outside of major
industrialized areas, tax rebates for selected manufactured exports, and
investment tax credit. Subsidized credit programs, usually run through
government-owned trusts, are generally not available to firms not
majority-owned by Mexican nationals.
As a means of generating employment in largely underdeveloped areas
of the country, as well as in those areas bordering the United States and
the coasts, the Mexican Government has adopted policies favoring the
establishment of 100% foreign-owned companies which process or assemble imported materials and parts for resale to the country of origin or
other parts of the world. These companies are allowed to import machinery and equipment, as well as materials, parts, and containers, on a
temporary basis free of customs duties, provided they are reexported
after assembly or the exported products still contain the elements of the
original materials in their processed state.

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
All new trading and manufacturing companies must obtain permits from
the Ministry of Commerce, the Ministry of Foreign Relations, and the
Ministry of Health and Public Welfare. If foreign investment is involved,
approval must also be obtained from the National Commission on Foreign Investment. Permits are required from local municipalities for all
new construction.

Registration
For protection under the law, all business entities must register with the
Commercial Registry (Registro Público de la Propiedad y del Comercio).
In addition, they must register with the Federal Registry of Taxes and the
local Tax Bureau, the Ministry of Commerce, the Social Security Institute, the National Housing Fund, the Budget and Planning Ministry,
and the appropriate chamber of commerce. Companies with any foreign
ownership must also register with the National Registry of Foreign
Investment.
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National Participation
By law, at least 51% Mexican equity is required, and although exceptions
are sometimes made, these are rare and only on a case-by-case basis.
Participation in management by Mexican nationals can never be less
than equity participation.
FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit is the peso ($), which is divided into 100 centavos
(cents). Outside of Mexico, the symbol Ps is sometimes used for clarity.
Since 1976, the peso has been allowed to float in the exchange market
against the U.S. dollar and other currencies. The rate of exchange for
the dollar has been fairly constant at about Ps$22.75 to US$1.

Availability of Finance
All types of financing are available to national as well as to foreignowned enterprises.

Sources of Finance
Short- and medium-term loans and factoring services are available from
commercial banks. Overdraft lines of credit are less commonly available.
Finance companies provide medium- and long-term loans and installment purchase and lease financing. Debt and equity financing through
public issues is increasingly available through the stock exchange, located in Mexico City.

TAXATION
Principal Direct Taxes
The main source of tax revenue in Mexico is the income tax (impuesto
sobre la renta), which is levied on both business entities and individuals.
Businesses. Mexican legal entities as well as branches and agencies of
foreign companies operating in Mexico are subject to income tax on
their worldwide income. Sales transacted or services rendered in Mexico
by foreign legal entities are taxable. Nonresident foreign entities are
subject to Mexican income tax solely on income generated from Mexican sources. Income tax levied is at graduated rates, starting at 5% on
taxable income of over Ps$2,000 up to 42% on income that is in excess
of Ps$1 million.
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Individuals. Mexican individuals, irrespective of their country of residence, and resident aliens are subject to tax on their worldwide income.
Nonresident aliens are subject to tax on income from Mexican sources
only. For tax purposes, a Mexican resident is an individual who establishes residence in Mexico and remains in the country for a total of
more than 183 days in a calendar year. The tax payable is determined
on a progressive scale which starts at 3.1% on taxable income of up to
Ps$6,250 to 55% on income in excess of Ps$1 million.
Other Taxes. A commercial receipts tax of 4%, withheld at source, is
levied on most sales, services, and rentals of real and personal property.
Special tax rates of 5%, 7%, 10%, 15%, or 30% are charged on sales of
certain merchandise and other commercial income. In 1980, this tax will
be replaced by a value added tax of 10%. Employers pay a 1% tax on the
amount of compensation paid to employees. A stamp tax is imposed on
contracts, documents, and transactions not subject to the commercial
receipts tax, at rates ranging from 2% to 8%. State and municipal taxes
include levies on property, loan interest, and real estate transfers.

Taxes on Dividends
Dividends received by one Mexican company from another are never
included in taxable income. However, such dividends are subject to a
withholding tax of 21%, which may be applied by the recipient company
toward other income tax liabilities. Dividends received by a resident
shareholder or partner of a foreign entity may either be added to the
recipient's taxable income or be separately taxed at a flat rate of 21%.
A 21% tax is also withheld on dividends paid to nonresidents and is a
final tax on income.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Foreign investors usually prefer to establish a subsidiary rather than a
branch because, in addition to income tax and profit sharing requirements, branches are subject to dividend withholding taxes on all profits,
whether or not remitted to the parent company. A subsidiary is subject
to dividend withholding taxes only when remitted to the parent company. In addition, merchandise acquired by branches from the foreign
parent company must be transferred at cost, a requirement which does
not apply to a subsidiary.

Groups of Companies
All legal entities are taxed separately, with the exception of development
and promotional enterprises (Sociedades de Fomento), which are re97
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quired to have 100% Mexican ownership and may be taxed on a consolidated basis.

Losses
Start-up costs incurred during the first three years of operations may be
carried forward for four years. Other losses may be carried forward for
no more than three years.

Tax Treaties
Mexico has no tax treaties with any country.

Taxable Profits
Certain income or expense items may be recognized for tax purposes:
tax depreciation by the straight-line method at rates prescribed by law;
foreign exchange gains or losses at the time the related foreign currency
receivable or payable is settled or the foreign funds are exchanged for
pesos; collection losses deductible only when the account is written off;
advertising expenses in a given year spread out over four years; obsolescence or market price losses in inventories not deductible until the
inventories are destroyed, sold, or otherwise disposed of.

Tax Incentives
In order to decentralize industrial activities, promote regional development, reduce unemployment, and increase productive investment, the
Government promulgated three new incentives decrees in February and
March of 1979. Benefits include loan facilities and tax credits granted in
the form of 'certificates of fiscal promotion,' which may be applied
toward any federal tax liability, and preferential rates on energy, utilities,
and public services. The extent of the tax benefits is dependent upon the
location of the business enterprise or plant facility and on the nature of
the activities. To be eligible for benefits, the primary requirement is that
at least 51% of the share capital be subscribed by Mexican nationals and
the majority of managers and administrators also be nationals of Mexico.

After-Tax Equivalents
A Mexican company manager, married, with two children, earning an
annual salary of Ps$600,000 (US$26,000), would have an after-tax net
income of about Ps$420,000 (US$18,300).
Foreign nationals, in general, are not accorded any special tax privileges. However, to avoid double taxation when income taxes are levied
by foreign countries, taxpayers are granted foreign tax credits.
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BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The principal business entities used by foreign investors setting up
businesses in Mexico are the corporation (Sociedad Anónima—S.A.)
and the corporation with variable capital (Sociedad Anónima de Capital
Variable—S.A. de C.V.).

Minimum Capital
The minimum capital requirement to establish a corporation or a corporation with variable capital is Ps$25,000 (about US$1,000), which
must be fully subscribed for at the time of incorporation. A company
employing foreign workers must have a minimum capital of Ps$1 million
if it is located in Mexico City and Ps$300,000 when located elsewhere.

Formation
The first step in the formation process for a corporation is to obtain a
permit from the Ministry of Foreign Relations, after which the articles of
incorporation are drawn up. A meeting of shareholders is then held to
adopt the articles, appoint corporation managers, and settle any other
organizational matters. The articles and all other documents must then
be filed with the Commercial Registry. In addition, all corporations must
register with the Bureau of Statistics and local and federal tax authorities,
as well as join the appropriate chamber of commerce or industrial association. The fees charged for incorporation services vary with the
amount of paid-in capital and the complexity of the corporate structure.
For a corporation with capital of Ps$25,000, fees would average about
Ps$6,000. The total formation process takes from five to six weeks.

Management Structure
Mexican law requires a minimum of five shareholders. Sole authority in
all corporate affairs may be vested in one administrator. Two or more
administrators may be appointed, in which case they function as a board
of directors. Administrators need not be shareholders.

Meetings and Votes
Shareholders' meetings must be held within the country. Meetings of
corporate boards, however, may be held outside Mexico if so stated in
the company's bylaws. Proxy votes or votes in writing are permitted at
both meetings.

Publication of Information
Insurance companies and banks are required to publish their annual
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financial statements in a newspaper. All foreign capital shares must be
registered with the Ministry of Foreign Investment. The names of the
founding shareholders must be disclosed in the Commercial Registry.
Financial statements are also required to be filed in the Registry by
corporations involved in mergers.

LABOR
Pay Rates
Legal minimum wages are established annually by the National Minimum Wage Commission for each of the 87 economic sectors and for
several areas of activity. The minimum wage for unskilled workers in
Mexico City is currently Ps$138 per day.

Working Hours
Legal maximum working hours are 48 per week. In practice, the normal
work week varies between 40 and 48 hours. After one year of service, all
employees are entitled to six working days of paid vacation. Two days'
vacation are added for each additional year of service for the next three
years, and, thereafter, two days are added for each five-year period.
There are nine paid legal holidays.

Overtime and Bonuses
Overtime is limited by law to nine hours a week—three hours a day,
three days a week—and is paid at double the regular hourly rates. If an
employee is required to work more than nine hours overtime in one
week, he must be paid at a rate equal to three times his regular wages.
An annual bonus of at least 15 days' salary must be paid to all employees
on or before December 20. In addition, a vacation bonus of 25% over
regular wages is also required. All employees are entitled to share in the
profits of a company. Generally, they must receive, in the aggregate, an
amount equal to 8% of the taxable income of the company. This profit
sharing is computed on the basis of an employee's wages (up to a
maximum of 120% of the highest salaried unionized employee) and on
the number of days he has worked during the year.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
Social security contributions and generally applied fringe benefits can
add an average of 25% to basic manual workers' payroll costs.

Termination of Employment
Upon termination of employment, an employee is entitled to a severance
payment equal to three months' wages, plus 20 days' wages for each
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year of service. In addition, a seniority bonus of 12 days' wages (for this
purpose, the daily wage cannot be more than twice the minimum wage)
for each year of service is payable to terminated employees, even on
voluntary resignation of an employee who has completed 15 years of
service. An employee may appeal to a labor court. If his appeal is
successful, he must be paid wages accrued from the dismissal date to
the date of settlement, in addition to the regular severance payments.

Unions
Labor unions are organized by both industry and craft. The most important group is the Confederation of Mexican Workers (CTM), with
approximately 3.5 million members.

Work and Residence Permits
Foreigners must apply to the Ministry of the Interior for work and
residence permits. If approved, a permit is issued granting temporary
status as an 'immigrant.' The permit must be renewed annually for five
years to obtain the permanent status of immigrant, and during that time
the immigrant's employment must be confined to the specific activities
indicated on the permit.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
The principal advertising media are radio, television, newspapers, and
magazines.

Price Controls
The Government sets price controls on various raw materials and all
basic foodstuffs. Prices of certain goods and services are controlled on a
general basis, while others are controlled on a case-by-case basis.

Import Controls
There are no import quotas, but a degree of control is exercised through
licensing requirements for certain imports.

Competition Laws
Restrictive trade practices are not permitted under the Constitution,
except for certain business activities restricted to the Government or
Mexican nationals.
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ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
All public companies are required to publish a balance sheet at the end
of their fiscal year; however, most large companies prepare full financial
statements. There is no standard reporting format required, but the
usual format is similar to the one used in the United States. Accounts are
required to conform to generally accepted accounting principles and to
be fairly stated.

Accounting Practices
Fixed asset revaluations are permitted but not required. Inflation accounting is under discussion at present by the Mexican Institute of
Public Accountants. Consolidated accounts are required under generally accepted accounting principles, but only parent company statements are permitted for certain legal purposes, such as reporting to the
tax authorities, or for shareholder approval of annual results of operations or apportionment of profits.

Audit
There are no legal audit requirements; however, companies listed on the
Mexican Stock Exchange must file audited financial statements prepared by a certified public accountant. Lenders also require audited
financial statements from large borrowers.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Panama lies at the southern end of the isthmus which forms the land
connection between the continents of North and South America. It is
bounded by the Caribbean Sea and the Pacific Ocean on the north and
south, and it borders Costa Rica on the west and Colombia on the east.
It has a total area of 29,760 square miles (77,080 square kilometers),
which includes some 550 square miles (1,400 sq. km.) of Panamanian
national territory, formerly known as the Panama Canal Zone. This tenmile-wide strip of land, five miles to either side of the Canal, was, until
October 1, 1979, under the jurisdiction of the United States.

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish. In the cities of Panama and Colon, a
high percentage of the population also speaks English, and Indian tribes
have retained their native tongue, speaking various dialects. Population
is estimated at close to two million, with more than half living in the
urban centers. Panama City, the capital, with approximately 600,000
people, is not only the most populous city but the hub of the country.
Colon, the second largest city, has a population of about 76,000 and is
located some 50 miles (80.5 kilometers) from Panama City.

Communications and Transportation
A microwave system connects the country both internally and with
Central America and cable and satellite telephone facilities link it with
the rest of the world. Telex service overseas is also available and dependable. Intracity telephone service is good, and domestic and international mail service is efficient. A good highway system connects Panama
City with all parts of the country. Air transport is available to points
within the country and overseas from Panama City's international airport. Shipping lines offer regular service out of the ports of Cristobal and
Balboa on the northern and southern entrances to the Canal.
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Business Hours
Most government office hours are from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Commercial banks are open from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.,
and all other banks and finance companies from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
and from 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, with the latter
also open on Saturday until noon. Office hours are generally from 8:00
a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Sources of Information
The Government has established certain organizations to provide information and assistance to foreign investors. These include the Ministry of
Planning and Economic Policy, which formulates and oversees investment programs and development plans, and the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry, which controls all aspects of the wholesale and retail trade
and industrial development. A department of the latter, the Center for
Research and Development of Investment and Exports (CIPIEX), provides information concerning investment and export opportunities and
available tax and financial benefits.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Panama became an independent republic in 1903, with a democratic form
of government. The Constitution of 1972 provides for universal, direct,
equal, and secret suffrage and divides the Government into executive,
legislative, and judicial branches. The President is elected by the National
Assembly of Representatives for a six-year term, and exercises his power
jointly with an eleven-member Cabinet appointed by him. Both the
President and Vice President, who is elected in the same manner, will be
elected for six-year terms by direct popular vote, beginning in 1984.
Coordination between the different branches and levels of government is
effected through the General Council of State, which has general advisory functions and includes all the members of the Legislative Council
and the heads of other government institutions, and through the Provincial Coordination Councils.
Panama has been a member of the United Nations since its formation and
is a member of the Organization of American States. In 1975, it became a
member of the Conference of Nonaligned Nations.
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Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross national product
(1974 constant-million US$)
Industrial production
(million US$)
Consumer price index
(1975 = 100)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1,834.7

1,844.6

1,838.8

1,900.4

1,952.3

745.8

951.0

903.7

958.5

n/a

94.9
204.3
755.7

100.0
280.2
815.6

104.2
226.5
772.1

109.8
243.1
777.8

115.3
n/a
n/a

5.6

6.4

6.7

8.7

9.1

Panama has preferential import tariff agreements with every Central
American country. These are binational agreements, however, as Panama is not a member of the Central American Common Market (Mercado
Comun Centroamericano). Panama also has trade agreements with some
Eastern European countries, including the USSR, Poland, and Yugoslavia, which allow for barter exchange of goods, thus providing a
wider market for traditional Panamanian exports.
Inflation. The official rate of inflation is 11%.
Energy Resources. Approximately 49% of the energy used in the country
is produced by hydroelectric power, while 51% is produced by thermoelectric plants. The energy program established for the next twenty years
will change these proportions to 95% hydroelectric and 5%thermoelectric.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
There are no exchange controls on foreign investment in Panama. Foreign investment is openly welcomed by the Government for it has played
and continues to play an important role in certain sectors of the economy.
No restrictions apply to local borrowings by foreign-owned enterprises,
and all investment is treated equally, irrespective of country of origin.

Repatriation Rules
All currencies are freely convertible and no restrictions apply to the
movement of funds—whether entering or leaving the country.

Controls on Outward Investment
Panamanian companies and individuals are free to invest abroad.
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Foreign Currency
Panama has no Central Bank; it has an international banking center
which operates freely in all currencies. In addition, there is a built-in
guarantee against the establishment of any foreign exchange regulations based on the fact that there is no national paper currency.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Businesses
The retail industry, including agencies, is restricted to Panamanians or
corporations owned by Panamanians. Public utilities are operated exclusively by the Government.

Locations
A foreign-owned enterprise may set up anywhere in Panama.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The standard mechanism in Panama for the granting of incentives is a
contract between the Government and the investor, by which the Government awards certain tax or other benefits and the investor undertakes to
carry out a given investment project. These incentives are discussed
under Tax Incentives.'

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
All new trading and manufacturing enterprises are issued commercial
licenses for an unlimited time, as follows:
• Type A—issued for wholesale businesses, banks, and insurance companies. This license permits foreigners to engage in business transactions in Panama.
• Type B—issued for retail businesses, but limited to Panamanian nationals.
• Industrial License—issued to manufacturing and construction companies.
Municipal building permits are required for the construction of new
business premises and industrial buildings.
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Registration
All business enterprises must register with the Commercial Section of
the Public Registry, the Social Security Institute, and the Income Tax
Bureau. Banks must register with the National Banking Commission and
insurance companies with the Superintendency of Insurance. Companies in the Colon Free Zone must register with the Colon Free Zone
Administration.

National Participation
There are no requirements for local participation in share capital or
management. Commercial and industrial enterprises, however, may not
employ more than 10% of expatriates, unless it is in a skilled or technical
capacity, in which case, a 15% limit applies. Foreign personnel may earn
no more than 10% of the total wages and salaries paid, although the
Ministry of Labor may exempt personnel dealing with confidential information, such as banking data, from this ruling. Specialized personnel
and technicians may not receive more than 15% of total wages and
salaries.

FINANCE
Currency
The official monetary unit is the balboa (B/.), which is at par with and
equivalent to the U.S. dollar. Panama has not issued paper currency,
and as the U.S. dollar is legal tender, it is used for all internal transactions as well as doubling as a unit of foreign exchange. U.S. currency
and coins and Panamanian coins circulate freely, at face value.

Availability of Finance
Short- and medium-term loans, overdrafts, and note discounting are
equally available to foreigners and Panamanian nationals. Long-term
loans are available for property mortgages, but not for capital purposes.
Leasing and installment purchase finance are available through vendors.

Sources of Finance
Short-term loans and overdrafts, medium-term loans, note discounting,
and mortgages are available through international and Panamanian
commercial banks, which represent the single largest source of domestic
finance. These commercial banks also provide international trade financing through the Colon Free Zone and between third parties as well as
financing of overseas transactions and ventures. Other sources of specialized financing are:
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• COFINA, or the National Finance Corporation. This organization's
main purpose is the strengthening of private, mixed, or state-owned
corporations engaged in activities with a high government priority,
such as manufacturing, tourism, transportation, and exploitation of
natural resources. COFINA promotes economic development through
credit grants to corporations for working capital, feasibility studies,
and acquisition of fixed assets.
• National Mortgage Bank, which finances national housing programs.
It also serves as the regulatory body for the savings and loan associations of Panama.
• Caja de Ahorros (savings bank). Its principal activity is home mortgage
financing. Both private home buyers and developers have access to
these funds.
• Social Security Institute. This institution plays an important role within
Panama's financial community since the investment portfolio of its
pension fund program has a significant volume.

TAXATION
Principal Taxes
Corporation Tax. This is levied on all taxable income produced from any
source within Panama. Taxable income is determined by deducting
allowable expenses and disbursements from gross income or revenues.
Tax is levied at a progressive rate, ranging from 20% on taxable income
under B/.30,000 to 50% on income over B/,500,000.
A special tax rate is in effect in the Colon Free Zone on earnings derived
from reexport transactions to third countries. The tax rate is on a graduated scale, starting at 2.5% on the first B/.15,000 of earnings to 8.5% on
earnings over B/.100,000.
Individual Tax. Tax is levied at graduated rates on all income earned by
an individual from Panamanian sources. The tax rates start at 2.5% on the
first B/.1,000 of taxable income up to 56% on income in excess of
B/.200,000. Dividends are taxed at a flat rate of 10%.
Capital Gains Tax. Tax is levied on the gains realized from the sale of
real estate. The applicable tax rate is determined by adding the averaged
annual profits from the property sale to the taxable income for the
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year from other sources. A real estate loss may not be deducted from
taxable profits from other sources. A 2% tax which is levied on the sales
price of all real property may be used as a credit toward the profits
(gains) tax on the real estate sale. Profits from the sale of capital stock
and other securities are taxable as ordinary income. Profits from the sale
of securities issued by the Government and by companies registered
with the National Securities Commission (Comisión Nacional de Valores
—CNV) are tax exempt.
Other Taxes.
• Import Duties. Import duties are levied on all goods of foreign origin
entering Panama, with the exception of goods imported by the Government or under special contracts or laws. Duty rates are regulated
by special tariff laws.
• Property Tax. Taxes are levied on the assessed value of all real
property (land and buildings) located in Panama. Rates range from
1.4% on B/. 10,000 to 2.1% on amounts over B/.75,000 of assessed
value. Property valued at under B/. 10,000 is tax exempt.
• Estate and Gift Taxes. Taxes are levied at graduated rates, ranging
from 4% to 33.75%, depending on the value of the assets received and
on the relationship of the recipient with the decedent or donor.
• Stamp Tax. Stamp taxes are collected by means of stamped paper
which must be used for all legal documents and which is sold and
controlled by the Government at a cost of B/.3 per sheet: The value of
the fiscal stamps affixed to the documents representing an amount
payable in cash, such as checks, drafts, notes, and invoices, depends
on the type of document and amount of transaction.
• Social Security and Education Taxes. A social security tax of 15.5%
is levied on wages and other remunerations; the employer pays 8.75%
and the employee 6.75%. An education tax of 2% is also levied on the
gross salary payable; the employer pays 1.25% and the employee
0.75%.

Value Added Tax (Sales Tax)
This tax is commonly known as the '5% Consumer's Tax,' and it applies
to sales of all types of goods with the exception of foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, fuel, locally produced carbonated beverages, sales to authorized U.S. agencies in the former Panama Canal Zone, and sales in
the Colon Free Zone. Negotiable instruments and securities of all types
are also exempt from this tax.
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Taxes on Dividends
A dividend tax of 10% is withheld at source. Dividend income is not
added to a recipient's income from other sources. If a corporation does
not declare dividends or if the amount declared is less than 40% of net
income after income taxes, the difference is subject to the 10% dividend
tax.

Branch versus Subsidiary
From a tax point of view, a subsidiary offers greater advantage since the
dividend tax payable would only be 10% of 40% of after-tax net income
as opposed to 10% of 100% for a branch.

Groups of Companies
For tax purposes, every company is considered a separate legal entity.

Losses
Organization costs may be deducted in the fiscal year in which they
were incurred or amortized equally over five consecutive years. Only
companies that have manufacturing contracts with the Government may
carry losses forward for three years. There is no provision for carryback.

Tax Treaties
Panama has no tax treaties with any country.

Taxable Profits
There are certain expenses which are not deductible for tax purposes.
These include amortization of intangible assets and expenses incurred
in establishing reserves, such as self-insurance and contingencies (except pension and retirement funds and seniority benefits when such
funds are managed through authorized institutions). Interest and royalty
expenses are deductible. However, royalties paid by companies located
in the Colon Free Zone to overseas residents are not deductible, nor is
the royalty income to the recipient taxable. Depreciation on taxable
income-producing properties and equipment, within the maximum limits allowed, is considered to be a deductible expense.

Tax Incentives
Under Panamanian tax laws, certain tax and other benefits may be
awarded to investors who undertake approved projects. Incentives
granted are primarily in the following main sectors: tourism, exports,
and manufacturing. In addition, tax incentives are granted to the reinsurance industry, the banking industry, and for the establishment of
facilities in the Colon Free Zone.
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Tourism. Incentives for investment in tourism are as follows:
• Total exemption on given projects from import duties and other taxes
affecting the importation of all machinery, equipment, construction
materials, furniture, and fixtures used on the project, as long as they
are carried out in areas designated by the Government as 'special'
tourist zones' and such goods are not manufactured in Panama.
• Exemption for the duration of a given contract from property taxes,
and exemption for a period of thirteen years from the date of the contract from income taxes as long as the project is located in a 'special
tourist zone.'
• Permission to carry forward losses for three years.
• Exemption for the duration of a contract from all taxes on the capital
and assets of the corporation with the exception of commercial and
industrial license fees.
• Total exemption for the duration of a contract from all taxes relating
to contributions, duties, or other levies for the use of docks and
airports built or rebuilt by the corporation.
To qualify for the foregoing tax incentives, a foreign corporation must
accept Panamanian legislation and the jurisdiction of the national courts.
In addition, a qualifying corporation must pay the Government of Panama an amount equivalent to 3% of the taxes, duties, and other levies as
exempted above.
Export Incentives. In Panama, an export is defined as any product sold
outside the national territory or within the domestic market if it is sold to
corporations exporting 90% of their output to foreign countries. Principal
tax incentives to exporters are:
• Total exemption from duties, other taxes, and levies related to the
importation of machinery, equipment, raw materials, semiprocessed
materials, and other materials such as packaging, fuels, and lubricants used in the manufacturing process.
• Total exemption from income tax on profits arising from exports, except where related to the extractive industries.
• Exemption from all taxes on exports as well as taxes on sales or on
the capital or assets of the corporation, with the exception of license
fees and property taxes.
Legislation provides for a payment equivalent to 3% of all the taxes and
fiscal charges exempted above by exporting corporations. In addition,
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Tax Credit Certificates, or CATs, may be granted to firms making nontraditional exports (all exports except those listed in the law) when the
national content is at least 20% and national added value is also a
minimum of 20%. For firms outside the metropolitan area, the content
requirement is reduced to 10%. CATs, which may be issued to bearer or
in the name of the beneficiary, are transferable and valid for four years.
They may be used to pay all national direct taxes as well as import
duties. Exporters meeting the requirements will get CATs in an amount
equal to 20% of the national value added to their exports.
Manufacturing. Tax incentives provided to manufacturers are:
• Exemption from all import duties and other taxes on raw materials,
semiprocessed materials, machinery, equipment, and other goods
used in the production process.
• Exemption from income tax on that portion of manufacturing profits
reinvested in fixed assets. The exemption is limited to that portion of
reinvestment that is in excess of 20% of net taxable income.
• Three-year loss carryforward.
• Ability to charge depreciation by either an annual charge of 12.5% of
the value of machinery and equipment or a fixed percentage applied
to the decreasing balance of the total fixed asset investment.
Manufacturing incentives are available to both individuals and corporate
entities of Panamanian or foreign nationality.
Reinsurance. In 1976, legislation was enacted establishing the National
Reinsurance Commission to regulate reinsurance operations in Panama. Through this Commission, the reinsurance industry is maintained at
a high standard of quality and both insurance and reinsurance companies registered in Panama may underwrite or place reinsurance in
Panama or elsewhere. The system provides for special treatment of
premiums and exempts them from insurance taxes in Panama and income taxes on profits arising from the reinsurance of foreign risks.
Banking. Offshore banking operations established in Panama are exempt
from Panamanian income tax. In addition, interest earned on loans to
the Government of Panama and any of its autonomous institutions is
also tax exempt, as is interest earned on savings and time deposits.
Colon Free Zone. The Free Zone serves as a center for the redistribution
of goods originating in the industrialized countries to importing countries, mainly in the Latin American region. The law regulating the opera112
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tion of the Free Zone allows for the handling of all types of goods,
including raw materials, semiprocessed and manufactured goods, and
other commercial goods, except certain goods prohibited in Panama.
Operations and transactions taking place in the Free Zone are subject to
special tax treatment whereby imports originating from other parts of
the world and reexports for third countries are exempted from any
import or export taxes imposed by the Republic of Panama. Also, special
tax rates apply to profits arising from reexport transactions to third
countries. The rates are given, under the heading of 'Corporation Tax,'
on page 108.

After-Tax Equivalents
A Panamanian company manager, married, with two children, earning
an annual gross salary equivalent to US$50,000, would have a net income after taxes of approximately US$36,000.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The most common form of business entity adopted by Panamanians and
foreign investors in Panama is the corporation, or Sociedad Anónima—
S.A.

Minimum Capital
There is no minimum capital requirement. Capital may be expressed in
Panamanian currency or in the legal currency of any country or both.

Formation
A corporation may be formed by two or more persons who need be
neither nationals nor residents of Panama. The articles of incorporation
may be executed in any language either within or outside of Panama.
Approximate costs incurred to organize a Panamanian corporation include a registration fee, which is based on the amount of capital and
may range from US$24 on capital of US$10,000 to US$1,725 on capital
of US$10 million; legal fees for professional services of about US$300;
notary fees of approximately US$75; and miscellaneous expenses, including translation of the articles of incorporation, amounting to approximately US$50.
Since January 1977, all national and foreign corporations registered with
the Public Registry must pay an annual tax of US$50. The law also
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requires that every corporation have a resident agent in Panama, who
must be an attorney or firm of attorneys. The annual fee for this service
is about US$200. Total formation procedures usually take between two
and three weeks.

Management Structure
A Panamanian corporation must have a board of directors, a president, a
treasurer, and a secretary. There are no requirements for worker participation in management or corporate boards.

Meetings and Votes
There are no nationality or residence requirements for directors, officers, or shareholders of a corporation, and neither meetings of directors or shareholders need be held in Panama. Proxy votes are permitted.

Publication of Information
Banks must file their financial statements with the National Banking
Commission; insurance companies with the Superintendency of Insurance; and companies registered with the National Securities Commission must file their financial statements with that organization. Names
and holdings of shareholders need not be disclosed to the public.

LABOR
Pay Rates
A minimum wage system, determined by district and economic sector, is
periodically adjusted. In 1977, minimum wage levels ranged between
US$0.55 and US$0.77 per hour, depending on the activity and location,
but were mostly for nonskilled labor. Average monthly salaries for 1978
ranged from US$314 for the manufacturing industry to US$492 for
banking.

Working Hours
Working periods are classified as daytime, nighttime, and mixed. Daytime hours are from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., and nighttime hours, from
6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. Mixed working hours include time worked in both
periods, provided that no more than three hours are worked during the
nighttime period. Every worker is entitled to a minimum of nine paid
holidays a year and to an annual vacation of thirty calendar days. Also, a
maximum of 18 days sick leave per year is allowed.
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Overtime and Bonuses
Over 8 hours per day and 48 hours per week for daytime workers, and 7
and 42 for nighttime workers, is considered overtime. Rates for overtime
are 125% for work performed during the day, 150% for night work, and
175% for a mixed working period started during the night. Employees
are entitled to a 13th-month bonus, which is payable in three equal
installments, although the second installment is paid to a government
fund.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
The cost of social security contributions, vacations, 13th-month bonus,
sick leave, and other fringe benefits amount to approximately 36% of
direct wages.

Termination of Employment
The Panama Labor Code of 1972 provides that an employee cannot be
dismissed after two years of continuous employment with the same
employer unless just cause for dismissal can be proved. This provision
of the Labor Code was amended in 1976 to the effect that, if an employer
cannot show justified cause for dismissal, he has the option of reinstating the employee in his job or compensating him at the rate established on a progressive scale of the Labor Code, based on the length
of service.

Unions
Labor-management relations in Panama are regulated by the Labor
Code of 1972 which aims to promote further unionization of labor by
encouraging workers to join any one of the existing unions with complete freedom. The Labor Code provides for special rights to union
organizers and representatives and also provides that workers protected
by those rights may not be discharged without previous authorization of
the Labor Courts. Unions in Panama are organized by both industry and
craft. Most unions are affiliated with one of the three national organizations of labor, called 'Centrales,' which represent the main international
labor movements. Unions may engage in collective bargaining and they
have the right to strike if an employer refuses to negotiate or when
conciliation measures fail.

Work and Residence Permits
In order to work in Panama, foreign nationals, regardless of their status,
must obtain a labor permit from the Ministry of Labor. Such permits are
issued for a period of one year and may be renewed for a maximum of
five years. To issue this permit, however, the Ministry of Labor requires a
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letter from the employee's home office, indicating the functions the
employee will undertake and specifying his technical capability. This must
be authenticated by the Panamanian consul in the country of origin.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include television, radio, and the press.

Price Controls
Price control legislation applies mainly to foodstuffs and pharmaceuticals.

Import Controls
Import controls and quotas are imposed on almost all foreign products
that compete with products manufactured locally.

Competition Laws
There is no antitrust legislation in Panama. Most monopolies are government-controlled; however, there are no laws restricting competition.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
A standard reporting format is required only for banks. Accounts are
required to present fairly the financial situation, results of operations,
and changes in the financial position of a company.

Accounting
Accounting standards in Panama are primarily based on international
accounting standards and USA generally accepted accounting principles. Current value accounting is required for public utilities.

Audit
A professional audit by an authorized public accountant (contador público autorizado—CPA) is required for banks, insurance companies, and
all companies registered with the National Securities Commission. A
CPA license can only be granted to Panamanian nationals.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Peru, with an area of 496,000 square miles (1,185,216 square kilometers),
is the third largest country in South America. It is bordered on the
north by Ecuador and Colombia, on the South by Chile, and on the east
by Brazil and Bolivia. Its 1,400-mile-long coast is flanked by the Pacific Ocean.

Language and Population
The national language is Spanish, but Quechua, a native Indian tongue,
has recently been recognized as an official language also. Population is
estimated to be 17 million, with 4.2 million in the capital city of Lima and
about 2 million distributed among the major cities of Arequipa, Callao,
Piura, Trujillo, Chiclayo, and Cuzco.

Communications and Transportation
Peru's telephone system is now 80% automatic; 75% of the telephones in
use are in Lima, which has good international service. Telex facilities link
all the main cities, and international telex and cable services are available. A good highway system with well-maintained, paved roads connects all the major cities and extends into adjoining countries. There are
two railway systems. Peru's principal port, Callao, is well equipped. Most
international air traffic is through the Lima-Callao airport, although two
other airports were recently expanded to handle jet airliners. All major
cities have airports servicing domestic carriers.

Business Hours
Government hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and banks are open
from 9:15 a.m. to 12:45 p.m., Mondays through Fridays. During the
summer months of January, February, and March, both opening and
closing hours are somewhat earlier. Commercial hours are generally
from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and office hours, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Monday through Friday.
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Sources of Information
Prospective investors may obtain information on investing or establishing a business in Peru from the National Commission for Foreign
Investment and Technology (Comisión Nacional de Inversiones y Tecnologías Extranjeras—CONITE). The Ministry of Industry, Commerce,
Tourism and Research (Ministerio de Industria, Comercio, Turismo e
Investigación—MICTI) and other government departments handle inquiries dealing with particular industries such as mining, petroleum,
fishing, transportation, and telecommunications. Professional firms of
accountants and lawyers also provide information on investment and
trade.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
The constitution of the Republic of Peru provides for three independent
branches. The executive is headed by the President, who appoints a
Prime Minister in charge of the Cabinet. A bicameral legislature comprises a Senate (Cámara de Senadores) and a House of Representatives
(Cámara de Diputados) and represents twenty-three departments which
are composed of provinces and districts. Judicial power is exercised by
the Supreme Court, with superior courts established in the department
capitals. Under the new constitution, the President, as well as senators
and deputies, will be elected by direct popular vote for five-year terms.
The President may not serve for more than one term.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
1974
Gross national product
(billion US$)
Consumer price index
(1973 = 100)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
Central bank discount rate
at December 31 (%)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply)

1975

1976

1977

1978

9.6

10.7

11.7

12.3

13.0

116.9
1,503.3
1,908.9

144.5
1,290.9
2,390.2

192.9
1,359.5
2,100.0

297.2
1,726.0
2,131.0

516.2
1,829.0
1,793.0

9.5

9.5

12.5

14.5

28.5

4.0

4.9

5.2

6.0

5.3

Peru is a member of the Andean Common Market (ANCOM).
Inflation. The official inflation rate for 1978 was 74% and the current rate
for 1979 is estimated at close to 80%.
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Energy Resources. Most industries use electrical energy, produced in
the country. Peru is becoming largely self-sufficient in petroleum, and
oil exploration and exploitation in the jungle and offshore areas is
accelerating.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
Foreign investment is regulated by the National Commission for Foreign
Investment and Technology, CONITE, although sector priorities for
investment are determined primarily by the Financial Corporation for
Development (Corporación Financiera de Desarrollo—COFIDE) and the
Ministry of Industry and Tourism (Ministerio de Industria y Turismo).
Foreign private investment is subject to restrictions on foreign ownership and to limitations on remittances of earnings. All foreign exchange
operations must be handled through the banking system.

Repatriation Rules
Foreign capital must be officially registered with the appropriate authorities as direct foreign investment. The net earnings of such investment are then allowed, with prior approval of CONITE, to be remitted
abroad in freely convertible currency, although they may not exceed
20% (after withholding tax) of direct foreign investment. Remittances in
repayment of foreign loans or loan interest initially approved by the
Central Reserve Bank are authorized. There are no restrictions on the
repatriation of registered capital.

Intercompany Current Accounts
There are no special rules regarding current accounts of branches and
subsidiaries with their parent companies.

Imports and Exports
Foreign currency is made available by local banks for payment of all
properly documented imports. Export proceeds which are received
through the banking system must be turned over to the Central Reserve
Bank.

Controls on Outward Investment
Foreign currency investments in multinational corporations are only
allowed under certain conditions and must have prior approval of the
Central Bank. However, there are no restrictions for investments made
through foreign currency bank certificates.
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Foreign Currency
Peru has two parallel exchange markets. One is officially controlled by
the Central Reserve Bank, and all movements of funds are carried out
through the banking system. The other is a free market, operating
through 'foreign currency bank certificates,' which are issued by the
banking system, made out to the bearer for not less than US$1,000 each.
The certificates are redeemable in cash for up to one year and earn taxfree interest at a rate of 7% to 9% annually. They are negotiable and
freely transferable within or outside Peru and are not subject to further
exchange controls.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Industries
No foreign investment or new foreign investment is permitted in public
utilities, insurance, banking and other financial institutions, domestic
transport, advertising, newspapers, domestic marketing, and certain
other activities. However, foreign investment in mining, petroleum, and
forestry activities is not only permitted but encouraged by the Government, although new foreign investment in these areas is preferred if
made jointly with state companies. In such cases, remittances of profits
are decided on an individual basis.

Locations
Foreign enterprises may not set up within 31 miles (50 kilometers) of the
country's borders nor within military zones.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The Government of Peru recognizes the need for foreign capital and
technology aimed at the economic development of the country, and it
therefore offers investment incentives in the form of import tariff reductions and certain other privileges to enterprises in approved industries
and undeveloped areas. The most important incentives will be detailed
under the heading of 'Tax Incentives.'

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
A license is required from the municipal authorities for the construction
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of any new buildings, although the authorities must approve the plans
prior to issuing the license.

Registration
Approved enterprises must register with the Mercantile Registry (Registro
Mercantil) and the Taxpayer's Registry (Registro Nacional de Contribuyentes). Commercial enterprises must also register with the Commercial Registry (Registro Comercial) and importers and exporters, with
the Foreign Trade Office of the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, Tourism and Research.

National Participation
With the exception of foreign companies engaged in certain activities,
such as mining, petroleum, and forestry, which are not required to
reduce equity to a minority position, national share participation in all
enterprises must be a minimum of 51%. National firms are defined as
those with 80% or more local capital. Mixed companies are defined as
having between 51% and 80% local capital. Firms with more than 49% of
their capital in foreign hands are considered foreign firms. All national
firms are required to have local management.

FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit is the sol (S/.), which is divided into 100 centavos
(cents). Currently, S/.235 equal US$1, but by December 1979, the rate of
exchange to the U.S. dollar is expected to be S/.255.

Availability of Finance
Foreign firms, i.e., those with more than 49% of share capital, may obtain
only short-term financing (for periods of less than one year) in amounts
not exceeding invested capital plus reserves. Exceptions include: loans
used to promote the export of manufactured goods; loans made to firms
which have signed a transformation contract with the State; and special
loans made through the Government.

Sources of Finance
The principal financing sources are private banks and finance companies. In addition, government banks specializing in various economic
sectors, such as manufacturing, housing, and mining, provide financing
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to national companies. The financing arm of the Government, the Financial Corporation for Development, or COFIDE, will occasionally
enter into joint investment ventures with foreign investors.

TAXATION
Principal Taxes
Taxes which affect business income and capital are the following:
• Income Tax. Income tax is levied on annual taxable income at progressive rates which start at 20% on the first S/.1,000 up to 55% on
taxable income in excess of S/.1 million.
• Tax on Business Capital (Impuesto al Patrimonio Empresarial). The
capital of a business plus reserves and retained profits are taxed at
progressive rates, starting at 1.2% on the first S/.3,000 up to 2% on
the excess over S/.10,000.
• Tax on Goods and Services (Impuesto a los Bienes y Servicios). This
tax is levied on most manufactured goods at the manufacturer level
or importation date and at the time of sale. The general tax rate is
22%, although this varies with the item or service. For example, alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages, jewels, perfume, cosmetics—42%;
cable, telex, and telephone services—10% to 18%; film distribution—
10%; international transportation—15%; interest and commissions
earned by banks and finance companies—17%; and rents—5%.
Individuals are subject to the following taxes:
• Income Tax. Income tax is levied on the taxable income of an individual at progressive rates which start at 5% on the first S/.50,000 up
to 65% on taxable income in excess of S/.8 million.
• Real Property Tax (Impuesto al Patrimonio Predial). Tax is levied on
the assessed value of real property, with the tax rate ranging from
0.2% on assessed value of up to S/.500,000 to 2% on assessed value in
excess of S/.12 million.
Individuals are also subject to other taxes such as a 1% to 2% tax on
remuneration, social security, and other minor taxes which vary from
province to province.

Taxes on Dividends
Resident individuals and businesses are subject to a 25% tax on dividends. On dividends paid to nonresident individuals, a 30% tax is with122
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held at source; to nonresident companies, a 40% tax is withheld. The
40% tax rate for nonresident companies may be reduced to 30% if the
Peruvian source dividends are subject to income tax at more than 30% in
the company's home country. The tax rate may also be reduced if the
total shares held directly or indirectly in the company by Peruvians is
less than 40% of the capital and the economic contribution made to the
country is considered to be in the national interest.

Branch versus Subsidiary
A branch of a foreign corporation is subject to the basic tax on business
income as well as to an additional tax of 30% on net income after
taxes. A subsidiary is not subject to the additional 30% tax until dividends are declared and remitted, whereas a branch must pay the 30%
tax on all profits at the close of each fiscal year, even when such profits
are not all remitted to the parent company.

Groups of Companies
There are no special rules regulating groups of companies.

Losses
For tax purposes, losses may be carried forward for four years; no
carryback is allowed.

Tax Treaties
A tax treaty is in effect between the countries of the Andean Pact
group—Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, and Peru. Peru also has
a tax treaty with Switzerland.

Taxable Profits
Tax profits are defined as the difference between gross income and
expenses related to the day-to-day operations of a taxable enterprise.
The principal limitations for tax purposes are as follows: Depreciation
may only be applied according to fixed percentages—buildings, 3%;
machinery 5% to 10%; furniture and fixtures, 5% to 15%; installations, 5%
to 20%; and vehicles, 5% to 30%. Annual depreciation is obligatory and
must be applied by the straight-line method. In special circumstances,
authorization may be granted to use another method. Interest on loans
for the purchase of income-producing materials or goods is deductible.
Interest paid abroad is not deductible if it corresponds to credits that
exceed four times the paid-in capital of the company; such interest may
not exceed legal limits. Deductions for overseas expenses are difficult to
obtain, since it is assumed that such expenses correspond to income
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obtained abroad. Inventories must be valued at their actual cost, determined by the FIFO method.

Tax Incentives
The Government has established a tax incentive program which applies
to various sectors of the economy so as to promote and develop different areas of activity. Companies engaged in shipping, manufacturing,
mining, fishing, and exportation of nontraditional goods, as well as
those companies setting up outside the industrialized areas and those
engaged in the development of the Amazon region are granted special
tax concessions. Principal incentives include accelerated depreciation,
exemption from income tax on reinvestment of profits, import tariff
reductions, and annual depreciation. Those industries establishing outside the Lima and Callao area receive greater benefits, with the most
benefits accorded enterprises in the Amazon region.

After-Tax Equivalents
A Peruvian company manager, earning a gross salary equivalent to
US$14,000 a year, has an after-tax income of approximately US$9,955,
after deducting allowances for a wife and two children.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The most common form of business entity used by a foreign enterprise
is the corporation (Sociedad Anónima—S.A.) and the branch (sucursal).

Minimum Capital
With the exception of banks and insurance companies, no minimum
capital is required for any form of business entity.

Formation
Formation procedures for establishing a local corporation are relatively
simple. A public deed of constitution must contain the corporation's
statutes and details regarding the subscribed and paid-in capital. The
deed must be registered in the Mercantile Register, and the cost of the
registration fee is approximately 0.3% of capital. Professional legal and
notary public fees vary with the amount of share capital. Total formation
time to set up a corporation is approximately ten weeks.

Management Structure
Businesses in Peru are managed by a board of directors
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(directorio),

who appoint and authorize one or more managers to represent the
company and control its day-to-day operations. Workers in various
industries have the right to be represented on the company's administrative council, with a minimum of one representative to a maximum of onethird of the total membership of the directorio.

Meetings and Votes
Meetings of shareholders and corporate boards must be held in Peru.
Corporation directors must comply with a residency requirement. Directors do not have to be shareholders. Proxy votes are allowed only at
shareholders' meetings.

Publication of Information
All corporations must publish a summary of their annual balance sheet
in the Official Gazette. In practice, this is done by giving global figures
rather than detailed accounts. Banks, finance companies, insurance,
and other credit companies must publish their balance sheet every six
months showing assets, liabilities, and investment accounts, as well as
revenues and expenses. Companies listed on the stock exchange (bolsa
de valores) must publish annual audited financial statements, which are
open to public inspection. Only magazine and newspaper companies
must make available to the public the names and shareholdings of their
corporate board members.

LABOR
Pay Rates
Minimum wage scales for industry and commerce and for agricultural
workers are established periodically by the Government. Monthly minimums range from S/. 10,530 to S/. 12,000 in industry and S/.9,780 to
S/.9,960 in agriculture. Although there are no published official figures
showing different salary or wage levels in the private sector, estimated
industrial wages are about double for both skilled and unskilled labor.

Working Hours
Maximum legal working hours are 44 per week, 8 hours per day. Most
businesses and industries have established a 40-hour work week. There
are 11 paid legal holidays, including two half-day holidays. In general,
after 260 days of continuous service, workers are entitled to 30 paid
vacation days a year, of which 15 must be taken as vacation time and 15
may be worked at additional pay.
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Overtime and Bonuses
Overtime rates are fixed by common agreement between the workers
and range from 25% to 100% of basic wages. There are no restrictions
on the number of hours that may be worked overtime. There is no
requirement for the payment of bonuses, although it is customary for
employers to give a bonus equivalent to 15 days' salary during the
national fiesta period in July and another 15 days' salary bonus at
Christmas time. If this voluntary bonus is given for more than two
consecutive years, or if it Is agreed upon at a general meeting, it then
becomes mandatory. In addition, all employees are entitled to profit
sharing, which, in the case of commercial enterprises, is in proportion to
their monthly salary. Industrial and telecommunications
corporations
must make a 10% profit distribution to employees; fishing operations,
8%; and the mining industry, 4% to 7%.
To offset the effects of inflation, the Government has established 'special cost of living bonuses' so as to adjust salary levels to the escalating
inflation rate. These bonuses, however, are not included in the regular
salary or wages of the employee, and must be shown as a separate
payroll item.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
Social security contributions, remuneration tax, vacation and holiday
pay, and bonuses amount to about 56.5% of an employer's basic manual
workers' payroll costs.

Termination of Employment
Upon termination of employment, workers are entitled to compensation
of 30 days' wages or one month's salary for each year of service, or part
thereof, whatever the reason for dismissal. If an employee is given 90
days' legal notice, which he accepts, he will receive his normal salary for
that 90-day period as 'summary dismissal' compensation.
Employees may seek assistance from the labor authorities at any time
regarding their legal rights. Under the job security law of March 1978,
persons employed prior to that date may only be terminated with the
prior approval of the Ministry of Labor. Workers employed after that date
may be terminated if they have less than three years of continuous
service with a company and receive 90 days' prior legal notice.

Unions
Unions are organized by industry, and within a particular industry there
may be separate unions for skilled and unskilled workers. The unions
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may be affiliated with other organizations of workers engaged in similar
activities, called 'workers federations' (federaciones de trabajadores), or
with other workers in the same department (federaciones departamentales). The individual unions and the federations may also belong to one
of the four national labor organizations, which are powerful and exercise
considerable control over their members.

Work and Residence Permits
Recent legislation has established strict regulations for foreign workers.
For the first three years of a company's operation, only 20% of its total
number of workers may be foreign, and from the start of the fourth year,
only 10%. To employ a foreign national, an employer must demonstrate
the need for such an individual and he must also prove that no suitable
candidate is available locally. If approved, the Ministry of Labor will
issue a work permit valid for up to three years, renewable for another
three-year period. This requirement does not apply to technicians or
highly specialized foreign personnel or to those on international business with the Peruvian Government.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media are newspapers with national circulation,
published in Lima, television, and radio.

Price Controls
The Government exercises tight control over prices of basic products,
such as certain foods, medicines, vehicles, and other items. Permission
to raise prices on any of these products must be obtained in advance,
although recently, approval for these price adjustments has been readily
obtained.

Import Controls
Industrial and commercial enterprises must prepare an annual estimate
of their import needs, but only those items on a special government list
may be imported. In January of 1979, however, an important policy
change was announced, removing all current restrictions on international trade in Peru through the establishment of new customs tariffs.

Competition Laws
There are no specific laws covering restrictive trade practices.
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ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
No special format is required for the presentation of financial accounts.
However, various enterprises in industry, construction, commerce, and
mining and the Central Reserve Bank are required to supply certain
statistical information which, in practice, is in the form of financial
statements, including a profit and loss account. In addition, commercial
and industrial entities with revenues of over S/.50 million (US$213,000)
and service companies with revenues of over S/.20 million (US$85,000)
must prepare their financial statements in accordance with regulations
established by the Government, one of which requires a 'reasonable
presentation of the financial situation of the business.'

Accounting Practices
Present legislation has not yet established any rules regarding the use of
inflation acounting. Since 1975, however, the Government has permitted the annual revaluation of fixed assets through the application of
indices set by law. The excess resulting from revaluation is subject to
taxation and must be capitalized if there are no accumulated deficits in
retained earnings. Consolidated financial statements are not required.

Audit
Businesses with capital in excess of S/.10 million (US$42,550) or with
gross revenues of more than S/.50 million (US$213,000) must submit
their financial statements audited by an independent certified accountant to the National Supervisory Commission of Companies and Securities (Comisión Nacional Supervisora de Empresas y Valores—
CONASEV).
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Uruguay, situated on the east coast of South America between Argentina and Brazil, is the smallest country on the continent. It has an area of
72,200 square miles (187,000 square kilometers).

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish. Population is estimated to be 2.8
million, with a heavy .concentration in a limited area. Approximately
1.3 million people, some 46% of the population, live in the capital city of
Montevideo alone. Other cities are Las Piedras, near Montevideo, Paysandú, and Salto.

Communications and Transporation
Mail service is adequate. International telephone and telex facilities are
efficient; however, the local telephone network is overburdened at present. Public transportation is mostly by bus, and there are taxis and car
hire services. A network of roads extends throughout the country, and
more than 31,000 miles (50,000 km.) of highways are linked to the
Argentine and Brazilian systems at several points. Some roads, however,
are narrow and, in certain sections, unpaved. There are close to 1,900
miles (3,000 km.) of railways with connections to the Brazilian system,
although the service is sometimes slow. Montevideo is served by most of
the international airlines operating in Latin America. The governmentowned airline, PLUNA, flies between Montevideo and Uruguay's other
major cities, making numerous connections with Buenos Aires, São
Paulo, and Rio de Janeiro. Many major shipping lines serve Uruguay.

Business Hours
Government hours are from 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m., and bank hours
from 12:00 noon to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Commercial
hours are from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., with additional hours on Saturday,
depending on the region.
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Sources of Information
There are no specific government agencies established to aid prospective foreign investors, but chambers of commerce, trade associations,
banks, and professional firms of accountants and lawyers are available
to provide needed information on investment and trade.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Uruguay is a republic with the President and the Cabinet exercising
executive power. The legislative function is administered by the National
Council. The Court of Justice heads the judiciary, whose judges are
appointed by the President.
Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross national product
(million N$)
Industrial production
(million N$)
Consumer price index (%)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

4,491

8,112

12,900

19,922

30,570

1,356
107.2
382.2
486.7

2,434
66.8
383.8
556.5

4,063
39.9
546.5
587.2

6,614
57.3
607.5
721.0

10,088
46.0
686.1
757.3

12.8

11.8

8.1

n/a

n/a

*Estimated
Note: The Central Bank discount rate has varied in the last five years. In 1979,
this type of discount was avoided and replaced by special credit lines. The last
maximum rate was equivalent to 90% per year.

Uruguay is a member of LAFTA, and has binational trade agreements
with Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, and Paraguay.
Inflation. The inflation rate is about 50% a year.
Energy Resources. There are two types of energy used in Uruguayelectricity and petroleum derivatives. Electricity is produced mainly by a
hydroelectric plant, and as of July 1979, a new plant, built in cooperation
with Argentina, will increase significantly its energy supplies. All petroleum must be imported, but it is processed and refined in Uruguay by
a government-owned plant (ANCAP).
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EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
In 1974, a change in government economic policy took place. The new
policy is based on a free market, and consequently, price and wage
controls are gradually being eliminated, while the promotion and diversification of exports is actively encouraged. Government policy is
favorable to all forms of investment from abroad and various incentives
are granted as stated in the Foreign Investment Law in effect since
March 1974.
There are no exchange limitations on foreign currencies nor is Central
Bank approval required for any form of investment. A company incorporated in Uruguay with foreign shareholders is considered to be a
national company, whether or not it has any national shareholders.
Investment may also be made by branches of companies resident abroad.
Local borrowings are permitted, and no exchange licenses are required
for foreign loans.

Repatriation Rules
Since 1974, there have been no restrictions on the repatriation of capital,
interest, dividends, branch profits, royalties, or fees. All may be remitted
freely and at any time.

Intercompany Current Accounts
No special rules apply to current accounts of branches or subsidiaries
with their foreign parents.

Imports and Exports
All import and export operations must be conducted through the commercial exchange market, which is regulated by the Central Bank.

Controls on Outward Investment
There are no controls over outward investment by resident companies
or individuals.

Foreign Currency
Uruguay has two exchange markets—a commercial exchange market
for import and export activities and a financial (free) market for all other
activities of residents and nonresidents. These two markets, however,
are very similar. The Central Bank follows a policy of periodic devaluation for the commercial exchange rate, to which the free market is
closely tied.
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RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Businesses
No businesses or industries are specifically restricted to nationals of the
country. Public utilities and national services such as the telephone and
postal service, power, railways, and petroleum refineries and the insurance industry are government owned or controlled, however.

Locations
Foreign-owned enterprises may be set up anywhere in Uruguay.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The principal incentives offered come under two laws:
• Industrial Promotion Law—Companies which qualify under this law
and are approved by the Government may obtain tax exemptions or
reductions and lines of credit with low interest rates.
• Foreign Investment Law—Approved companies may obtain permission from the Government for preferential exchange rates when repatriating invested capital and dividends.

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
No permits are required to establish new companies; only banks must
obtain approval of the Central Bank. The statutes of new corporations
and limited liability companies must be approved by the Ministry of
Justice and the General Inspector of Finance. Permission is required of
the municipal authorities for the construction of all new buildings.

Registration
All business enterprises must register with the Commercial Registry
(Registro Público de Comercio) and with the following entities:
• General Tax Office (Dirección General Impositiva)—Control
assessment and collection of almost all national taxes.

over the

• General Inspection of Finance (Inspección General de Hacienda)—
Control of corporations and branches of foreign companies in respect
of the fulfillment of the legal regulations governing the formation and
conduct of these entities.
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• National Institute of Labor (Instituto Nacional del Trabajo)—Control of
compliance with laws and regulations governing labor relations and
working conditions.
• Social Security Bank (Banco de Prevision Social or BPS)—Control
over the assessment and collection of state pension plan contributions.
• Administration of Health and Social Insurance (Administración de
Seguros Sociales de Enfermedad or ASSE)—Control over the assessment and collection of social insurance fees.
Industrial patents and trademarks must be registered with the Office of
Industrial Property (Dirección de la Propriedad Industrial). Registration
grants the exclusive right to a patent for a period of fifteen years and the
right to utilize a trademark for a period of ten years.

National Participation
There are no requirements for national participation in share capital or
management.

FINANCE
Currency
Uruguay's basic monetary unit is the new peso (N$), which is divided
into 100 centésimos. The new peso is equivalent to 1000 old pesos.
There are two exchange rates for the peso: the commercial exchange
rate for imports and exports (a fixed exchange rate set by the Central
Bank to March 31, 1980) and the financial exchange rate for financial
transactions in general (freely established by private and public banks).
The current exchange rate for the dollar is approximately N$8 per US$1
in both markets.

Availability of Finance
Bank financing is available to foreign-owned businesses, although longterm loans may be difficult to obtain.

Sources of Finance
Commercial banks are the main source of loans, bill discounting, factoring, leasing, and installment purchase financing. New banking houses,
with capital mainly from nonresident investors, were recently authorized
to operate in the Uruguayan market.
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TAXATION
Principal Direct Taxes
These are currently:
Taxation of Corporations. Tax on income of industry and commerce is
assessed at a rate of 25% on net income derived from Uruguayan sources
by any business enterprise, including corporations, limited companies,
and branches and agencies of foreign entities. No tax is levied on
income from foreign sources. Royalties and technical assistance fees
remitted abroad are subject to a 25% withholding tax. In addition, the
following are subject to a withholding tax of 20%:
• Profits of branches and agencies when such profits are remitted or
credited to the home office (cumulative to the 25% income tax levied
on the branch).
• Profits of Uruguayan partnerships paid or credited to foreign partners
(individuals or companies).
• Profits of foreign corporations engaged in international activities,
partially performed in Uruguay. These include insurance companies,
transport companies (land, sea, or air), film industry, and international
news agencies.
In addition to the 25% tax on income of industry and commerce, financial institutions pay a progressive tax on income derived from financial
operations, with net taxable income in excess of N$1,000 subject to a
rate of 18%.
An annual tax of 15% is levied on companies in the hydrocarbons
industry that have prospecting or production agreements with the Government. The tax is levied on the profits of the contracting company and
its owners, partners, or shareholders.
Under a special ruling of the Foreign Investment Law, the right to free
remittance of invested capital and related annual profits was guaranteed. At the same time, however, the Law created another tax on income
(cumulative to the 25% on income of industry and commerce), whereby
profits remitted abroad, irrespective of the year produced, in excess of
20% per year of the foreign capital invested, are taxed at a rate of 40%.
Capital Tax. Every Uruguayan company issuing bearer shares is subject
to a tax on capital. Branches, agencies, or subsidiaries whose head
offices are constituded abroad are also subject to this tax on their capital
invested in Uruguay. Legal entities resident abroad which are not repre134
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sented by a branch or subsidiary are subject to a withholding tax of 3.5%
on taxable capital. Tax is also assessed at the rate of 4.2% on anonymous bank deposit accounts, debentures, and bond notes. Individuals,
like corporations, are subject to capital tax.
Taxation of Foreign Investment Corporations. Companies whose main
activity is to invest directly or indirectly outside Uruguay in titles, stock,
shares, bills, debentures, drafts, bond notes, or real estate are subject to
a special law that restricts their operations or participation in national
activities. When the only asset held by these corporations in Uruguay
consists of shares in other foreign investment corporations and their
current account balances do not exceed 10% of their total assets and
titles of public debt do not exceed another 10%, the only tax these
corporations are subject to is a tax on capital and reserves at a rate of
0.3%. Deposits of foreign currencies by these corporations in local
banks are not considered to be investments within Uruguay, and if such
funds are not employed in activities within the country, these corporations are exempt from all other taxes.
Taxation of Individuals. Since 1974, Uruguay has had no personal income tax. Agricultural and cattle raising activities are subject to a personal tax on the minimum agricultural production (IMPROME), which is
levied at a progressive rate. At present, this is being modified.
Individuals are subject to capital tax, which is based on their net worth.
The tax is assessed at a progressive rate, ranging from 0.85% to 3.8%,
after the normal family and personal allowances have been deducted.
Nontaxable mínimums are set by the Government, and in 1978 these
were N$186,000 (US$26,355) for individuals and N$372,000 (US$52,710)
for families. Foreign nationals are subject to capital tax solely on their
capital in Uruguay.
Local Taxes. The principal local taxes are those levied on real estate and
vehicles.

Value Added Tax
Uruguayan corporations and business enterprises of legal entities constituted abroad are subject to a value added tax (VAT) on internal sales
of goods and services. The basic rate is 18%, and a minimum rate of 7%
applies to items of popular consumption, construction materials, medical products, fertilizers, fuel (except petroleum, which is exempt), and
some alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages. Exempted from VAT are all
exports, agricultural products, sale or rental of real estate, sale and
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interest on public and private bonds and securities, bank deposits,
financial investment companies, and the fishing industry.

Taxes on Dividends
Shareholders of Uruguayan corporations are exempt from taxation.

Branch versus Subsidiary
Branches are subject to tax at a rate of 25% on their net income from
Uruguayan sources only. They are also subject to an additional 20% tax
on remittances of profits to their foreign parents. Subsidiaries are not
subject to this additional 20% tax, but they are taxed on their worldwide
income. In addition, branches do not pay the value added tax on funds
received from the parent company which are in payment of services
rendered or are refunds of expenses incurred by the branch. All such
funds received by a subsidiary are subject to the value added tax.

Groups of Companies
Groups of affiliated companies are not considered as consolidated taxpayers, and it is not possible therefore to offset the losses of one
company against the profits of another. For tax purposes, a branch and
its head office are considered to be the same legal entity.

Losses
Formation costs and current losses may be carried forward for five years
to be set off against profits. No loss carryback is allowed.

Tax Treaties
Uruguay has no tax treaties with any country.

Taxable Profits
The following book losses are not deductible for tax purposes:
• Losses from nontaxable transactions.
• Withdrawals by owners, partners, and shareholders from profit participation or interest on capital investment.
• Profits held as capital reserves.
• Income taxes, taxes on profits (as per the Foreign Investment Law),
and capital taxes, as well as all sanctions incurred for tax infringement.
• Amortization of goodwill rights, donations, professional fees over
certain limits, and personal fees not declared to social security.
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• For real estate amortizations or depreciations, only 2% for urban
areas and 3% for rural areas is deductible.
The law permits a 15% deduction from profits on beginning inventories
up to a sum not exceeding 10% of final inventory. To offset the effects of
inflation, the amortization of fixed assets is affected by factors to be
applied to original cost values.

Tax Incentives
The main tax incentives are:
• An allowance of 50% on net taxable profits reinvested in the installation, extension, or renewal of manufacturing equipment.
• An allowance of 20% on net taxable profits reinvested in the construction or extension of industrial buildings.
• Exemption from taxes on income derived from the export of locally
manufactured or processed goods, even where the original raw materials were imported.
• Exemption from taxes on interest received from public bonds, adjustable national debentures with mortgage guarantees, and dividends
of Uruguayan corporations.
• Exemption from taxes on income of steamship companies and airlines.
• Exemption from taxes on income of industries declared to be in the
national interest.
• From October 1976 and for the first ten years of operation, exemption
from taxes at decreasing rates on income earned from the fishing
industry.
• Exemption from taxes, except for a 15% annual tax payable by development contractors, on income of the hydrocarbons industry.
• A 50% exemption from taxes on income of military industries.
• For capital tax purposes, industrial and agricultural machinery and
equipment are valued at only 50% of their taxable value.
• Balances of import payments, loans, and deposits in foreign currencies of individuals and entities residing abroad are not subject to
withholding tax.
• Depending on their distance from Montevideo, the Government may
grant a deduction of up to 25% of taxable capital for manufacturing
and extractive industries.
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• The following activities are exempt from capital taxes: industries
deemed by the Government to be in the national interest, graphics
industries, newspapers, radio, television, theaters, and film companies.

Individual Income Deductions
Uruguay has no personal income tax. The only deduction from salary or
wages is 12% for men and 13% for women, whether Uruguayan or foreign
nationals, which goes toward a pension fund.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The business entities mainly used by foreign investors are the corporation (Sociedad Anónima—S.A.), the limited liability company (Sociedad
de Responsibilidad Limitada—S.R.L.), and the branch office (Sucursal).
Limited liability companies are generally not used by medium or large
corporations, as the maximum capital requirement is too low.

Minimum Capital
The minimum authorized capital for a corporation is N $50,000 (US$6,250),
with a minimum paid-in capital of N$10,000 (US$1,250). For a limited
company, the minimum capital is N$5.00 (US$0.63), and the maximum is
N$50,000 (US$6,250). A branch's minimum authorized capital is N$10,000
(US$1,250), with a minimum paid-in amount of N$10,000 (US$1,250).

Formation
A corporation requires a minimum of three founding shareholders; there
is no maximum number. A limited liability company may have from two
to twenty shareholders. The cost to form a corporation ranges from
N$10,000 (US$1,250) on authorized capital of N$50,000 (US$6,250) to
N$54,000 (US$6,800) on authorized capital of N$1,000,000 (US$125,000).
This includes a 3% tax on minimum capital (20% of authorized capital)
that must be paid in before approval can be received from the General
Inspection of Finance (Inspección General de Hacienda). Incorporation
fees may run to about US$500 and are in addition to these costs. Total
formation time may take approximately 13 weeks, although corporations
with a name and standard bylaws may be formed immediately at an extra
charge of approximately US$300.
To establish a branch, a translation of the parent company's bylaws,
together with a certified copy of the board's resolution for its establishment and a certified copy of the minutes of the shareholders' meeting,
1 3 8

must be filed with the courts, after which the bylaws are registered in the
Public Register of Commerce. Formation costs are roughly equivalent
to those of a corporation, and total formation time also takes about 13
weeks.

Management Structure
Corporations and limited liability companies are governed by one or
more directors elected by the shareholders in general meeting. There
are no requirements as to nationality or place of residence. Branches are
operated by one or more attorneys of the parent company. Foreign
parent companies are liable for all debts incurred by their branches.

Meetings and Votes
Directors' meetings may be required by the bylaws to approve major
decisions, although no legal requirements exist concerning the meetings proper. Shareholders must convene annually in Uruguay. There are
no requirements concerning branches. Proxy votes are allowed at both
directors' and shareholders' meetings.

Publication of Information
Corporations, banks, and branches must file their annual financial statements with the General Inspection of Finance, after which they are
published in the Official Gazette. Corporations are required to disclose
the names of their directors when registering with the Social Security
Institute and the General Inspection of Finance. Shareholders' names
and holdings need not be disclosed.

LABOR
Pay Rates
The legal minimum wage is N$660.00 per month (US$82.50). Average
industrial and clerical wages are N$920.00 per month (US$115.00).

Working Hours
For manual workers, the legal maximum work week consists of 48 hours,
with a maximum of 8 working hours a day. For office workers, the legal
maximum work week consists of 44 hours, and a 71/2-hour day is usual.
Employees are entitled to paid annual vacations of twenty consecutive
working days (including Saturdays) after a year of service. For five or
more years of service with the same employer, they are entitled to one
additional day's vacation for each four full years of service. There are
five paid public holidays.
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Overtime and Bonuses
Legally, employers must pay a thirteenth month bonus equal to one
month's salary, payable half in June and half in December, plus a
vacation payment of approximately 30% of gross salary. Some employers, however, give a vacation payment of one month's salary (which
includes the legal payment) and a fourteenth month bonus. The legal
overtime rate is 150% of the regular rate for Sundays and public holidays.
Overtime is limited only in special trades.

Social Security and Fringe Benefits
Social security contributions and other benefits represent 44% of an
employer's basic monthly manual workers' payroll costs.

Termination of Employment
An employee dismissed for any reason other than proven misdemeanor
is entitled to a severance payment of one month's current salary for each
year or fraction of year worked (normally limited to a maximum of six
month's salary). Special payments are required for dismissal due to
illness. An employee may appeal to the National Institute of Labor for
nonpayment of severance wages or other legal benefits.

Unions
Since the dissolution of the National Workers' Union in 1973, labor
unions have become illegal in Uruguay.

Work and Residence Permits
A residence permit is required in order to work in Uruguay. It may be
obtained through a letter from a company or university. The permit is
valid for a period of two years, after which it may be renewed. A permanent residence permit may be issued to married individuals after three
years in the country and to single persons after five years.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include television, newspapers, radio, and
magazines.

Price Controls
Certain items such as pharmaceuticals, foodstuffs, and petroleum products are subject to price control legislation.
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Import Controls
In general, there are no restrictions on imports.

Competition Laws
Although the constitution provides for state control of monopolies and
trusts, no specific legislation has been enacted prohibiting such practices.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
A standard reporting format exists for corporations. Legal valuation
principles are only required for tax statements.

Accounting Practices
For tax purposes, revaluations of fixed assets are mandatory. Certain
fiscal regulations have been promulgated to lessen the effects of inflation and the legislative branch is currently considering a law which
would modify financial regulations.

Audit
There are no professional audit requirements in Uruguay. The tax authorities do not require the financial statements submitted with the tax
returns to be audited, although it is preferred.
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BASIC DATA
Location and Area
Venezuela is located on the northern coast of South America, and is
bounded by Colombia, Brazil, and Guyana, and by both the Atlantic
Ocean and the Caribbean Sea. It has an area of 352,150 square miles
(912,000 square kilometers), and a total coastline of 1,750 miles (2,816
kilometers).

Language and Population
The official language is Spanish. Population is estimated to be 14 million, with approximately 80% concentrated in the coastal and mountain
regions. The capital city of Caracas and the states of Carabobo, Miranda, and Zulia are the more densely populated areas.

Communications and Transportation
Venezuela has good telephone and telex facilities, and is implementing a
direct dial system to the United States, Canada, and Japan, as well as to
major countries in South America and Europe. Direct dialing is available
within the country. International mail service is fair. A good highway
network covers the entire country, and a public railroad connects Puerto
Cabello with Barquisimeto (the third largest city). Plans are underway to
connect all the major cities through the railway system. Public transportation within the city of Caracas is inadequate, and the Government is
trying to remedy the situation by constructing a subway system. Once
operational, it will greatly alleviate the present congested conditions.
Ferries connect the mainland with Margarita, the duty-free island of
Venezuela, and with the islands of Bonaire, Aruba, and Curacao, in the
Netherlands Antilles. Several major airports service international carriers and Venezuela's own national airline. Good shipping facilities
are available, and since Venezuelan ships have ready access to the
Panama Canal, goods are easily transported all over the world.
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Business Hours
Government and bank hours are generally from 8:00 a.m. to 12 noon and
from 1:00 or 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 or 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Regular office hours are from 7:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and from 1:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m., five days a week.

Sources of Information
Professional firms of lawyers and accountants and various chambers of
commerce are able to provide information on investing or starting a
business operation in Venezuela. The Venezuelan-American Chamber
of Commerce, for instance, is very active.

GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Form of Government
Venezuela has a democratic form of government with a two-party political system. The Government consists of three independent branches—
the executive, legislative, and judicial. Presidential elections are held
every five years, and no president may serve consecutive terms. The
country is divided into states, with each state headed by a governor
appointed by the President.
Venezuela is a member of the United Nations and the Organization of
American States.

Economic Factors
Significant statistics are:
Gross national product
(billion US$)
Consumer price index
(1968 = 100)
Exports (million US$)
Imports (million US$)
Unemployment
(% of labor supply)

1974

1975

1976

1977

30.4

29.8

31.5

36.4

137.5
15,755
5,123

156.3
11,775
7,227

167.5
10,044
9,040

184.9
10,696
12,705

2.59

4.40

3.13

2.53

Venezuela is a member of LAFTA (Latin American Free Trade Association), the Andean Common Market, the Amazon Pact, and SELA (Latin American Economic System).
Inflation. The official inflation rate is 10%, although the current rate is
closer to 25%.
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Energy Resources. Venezuela has an abundance of energy resources.
The principal are petroleum and hydroelectric power. The latter is used
extensively throughout the country and is exported to Brazil and Colombia. Venezuela is a major oil exporting country and is a member of
OPEC.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Controls on Inward Direct Investment
Provided that new technology is made available, foreign private investment is welcomed. All enterprises must conform, however, to the regulations of the Andean Pact, whereby the controlling interest in a company
must be held by Venezuelan nationals. Foreign investment entering the
country must be registered with the Office of Foreign Investment (SIEX).
Local borrowings by foreign-owned companies (companies formed before the Andean Pact agreement and owned 50% or more by foreigners)
are subject to specific regulations issued by the Central Bank. The
average amount in the net worth account of these companies, including
foreign liabilities with their head offices or affiliated companies, must
remain the same as at December 31, 1972. This average is subject to
periodic inspection by the Superintendency of Banks and the Central
Bank.
No foreign investor may acquire shares in existing companies without
the approval of the SIEX. An investor also requires the approval of the
SIEX if he wishes to divest himself of his shareholdings in a Venezuelan
company.

Repatriation Rules
For repatriation of capital, authorization must be obtained from the SIEX.
Repatriation of capital, however, can only be effected through total or
partial liquidation or the selling of shares to national interests. For
repayments of loans or interest, the loan agreement must be registered
with the SIEX. Credit contracts between head offices and branches or
between affiliated companies cannot have an interest rate exceeding 3%
over the prime rate. Remittance of dividends may not exceed 20% net of
taxes of the total foreign investment annually registered with the SIEX. A
company classified as a foreign company by the SIEX (mixed and
national companies have a limit) may increase its investment each year
by reinvesting 7% of its profits.
Branches are permitted to remit up to 20% of their annual profits.
No foreign-owned company is allowed to pay royalties or fees to af145
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filiated companies outside of Venezuela. Mixed companies may make
such payments by filing a royalty contract, subject to approval by the
SIEX, which has the right to limit any remittance. The penalty for failing
to comply with repatriation rules is an amount equal to that remitted
outside of the country.

Intercompany Current Accounts
Funds remitted by foreign parents or affiliated companies for payment
of local expenses and current accounts may be handled through the
commercial banks. All other movements of money are subject to approval by the SIEX.

Imports and Exports
Foreign currency is made available for the payment of all imports, which
are normally handled through letters of credit. Upon presentation of the
proper documents, payment may be effected through any commercial
bank.

Controls on Outward Investment
Foreign investment by Venezuelan companies and individuals is not
restricted in any way. However, no investments may be made abroad by
any company, domestic or foreign, receiving loans from Venezuelan
sources, except for the purpose of increasing exports. These companies
are also not permitted to extend any loans, directly or indirectly, to
entities or persons outside of Venezuela unless such loans would serve
to improve domestic exports. Bonds, also, may not be issued.

Foreign Currency
Foreign currency accounts are allowed, and no limitations are placed on
currency amounts either brought into or taken out of the country.

RESTRICTED BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES
Industries
All basic industries are reserved for the Government. Any industry or
business in which the transfer of new technology is made available is
permitted to have 49% foreign participation. Those enterprises of less
economic interest to the country are permitted no more than 20% foreign participation.
Since 1974, when the Andean Pact went into effect, most companies are
either 51% or 80% Venezuelan-owned and operated. Where the con146
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trolling interest is 51% held by Venezuelans, the company is considered
a mixed company; those in which Venezuelan nationals hold 80% of the
controlling interest are considered national companies. Companies
formed before the Andean Pact that are owned 50% or more by foreigners are considered to be foreign-owned companies and may remain
that way unless they are engaged in marketing, in which case they must
become national companies. In such cases, the shares are sold on the
open market, although permission of the SIEX and the National Securities Commission must be obtained.

Locations
No business enterprise may be set up in border areas or areas designated as national reserves (reservas nacionales). Coastal areas are government-owned, but business concessions may be made in these areas
although the land cannot be purchased.

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The Government has set up three funds for the agricultural, industrial,
and housing industries—the Fondo de Desarrollo Agropecuario, Fondo
de Desarrollo Industrial, and the Fondo de Desarrollo Urbano. Through
these, the Government can grant loans at low interest rates and may also
establish an interest-free period of from three to five years. Enterprises
offering training programs which have been approved by the National
Institute of Cooperative Education may deduct all expenses incurred
from the 2% payroll tax which is payable to the Institute. The Government also subsidizes the importation of certain goods, particularly basic
foodstuffs.

FORMALITIES FOR ESTABLISHMENT
Permits and Licenses
No new foreign trading companies may be established in Venezuela.
Under the Andean Pact agreement, all trading companies must be more
than 80% owned and operated by Venezuelan nationals. Manufacturing
enterprises set up as mixed companies, i.e., those with at least 51%
share participation by Venezuelans, must have received approval of the
SIEX prior to establishment. If an industrial enterprise, it must also
receive approval of the Ministry of Development (Ministerio de Fomento).
A license is required from the respective municipalities. The municipal
authorities also issue permits for the construction of any new buildings.
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Registration
All commercial companies must register with the Commercial Registry.
Manufacturing enterprises are required to register with the Ministry of
Development. Professional service organizations must register with the
Civil Registry. All business enterprises are also required to register with
the Social Security Institute, and if they employ more than five workers,
they must register with the National Institute of Cooperative Education.

National Participation
National participation in share capital must be at least 51%, and national
participation in management and corporate boards must be at least
equal to the amount of share capital.

FINANCE
Currency
The monetary unit in Venezuela is the bolivar (Bs), divided into 100
céntimos. At present, Bs4.3 equal US$1.

Availability of Finance
All types of financing are available without limitation to national or
mixed companies. Foreign-owned companies may obtain only shortterm loans.

Sources of Finance
Commercial banks and financial and leasing institutions offer shortterm loans or overdrafts, medium- and long-term loans, and share capital. Note discounting, factoring, leasing and installment purchase financing are also available. Loans may also be obtained through the
Venezuelan Development Corporation as well as through the various
government development funds already mentioned. There is also a stock
exchange whose activities are regulated by the Comisión Nacional de
Valores (the Venezuelan equivalent of the SEC in the United States).

TAXATION
Principal Direct Taxes
The principal direct tax on individuals and business entities is the income tax, which is calculated on a progressive scale for all income
derived from Venezuelan sources. Foreign-source income is not taxable.
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Corporations. There are five tax brackets for corporations, starting at
18% on net taxable income of up to Bs300,000 (US$69,800) to 50% on
taxable income in excess of Bs20 million (US$4,650,000). Income from
the exploitation of mines and royalties is subject to a fixed tax rate of
67.7%. Expenses must be incurred within Venezuela or in connection
with the exportation of goods in order to be deductible.
Branches are subject to the same tax rates as domestic companies. The
only difference is that branches pay 20% on the difference between the
taxable income reported less the tax cost, since it is assumed that this
difference is remitted to the head office and as such is considered a
dividend. If a branch receives dividends from investments in Venezuela,
these dividends must be added to its taxable income.
Individuals. Personal income is taxed at graduated rates ranging from
4.5% on the first Bs20,000 (US$4,650) to 45% on taxable income in
excess of Bs8 million (US$1.9 million). Nonresidents are subject to a flat
20% tax rate on Venezuelan income, which is withheld at source. Tax at
a rate of 30% is also withheld at source on all professional services'
income of nonresidents. Individual income derived from royalties and
exploitation of mines is subject to a fixed tax rate of 60%.
In addition to the normal allowances for self and dependents, resident
individuals are allowed certain deductions, which may not exceed, however, 30% of the taxpayer's first Bs200,000 (US$40,500) of gross income
and no more than 1.5% of gross income above that amount up to
Bs500,000 (US$116,300). High-level executives may claim only 80% of
salary received if they sign a receipt stating that the other 20% was used
for business entertainment expenses.
Local Taxes. All business enterprises are subject to a municipal tax on
gross revenue. The rate varies with the municipality, but the most common rate is 0.5%.

Taxes on Dividends
Nonresident individuals and corporations are subject to a withholding
tax at a rate of 20% on dividends received, whether in the form of cash or
shares. Dividends received may not exceed 20%, net of taxes, of the
registered capital. Dividends paid to resident individuals (for tax purposes, an individual who spends more than 180 days within a taxable
year in Venezuela is considered to be a resident) are considered to be
income and are therefore subject to the normal individual tax rates. The
payer must withhold 7% on the dividend paid. Resident corporations are
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not taxed on dividends received. All shares in Venezuela are in the form
of nominative shares; bearer shares are prohibited.

Branch versus Subsidiary
A subsidiary may defer the tax payment on dividends until such time as
dividends are declared. Branches are obliged to pay the dividend tax at
the end of the fiscal year in which the excess profit is received.

Groups of Companies
For tax purposes, each entity within a group of companies is considered
to be a separate entity and therefore liable for its own losses.

Losses
Losses and start-up costs may be carried forward for three years; they
cannot be carried back.

Tax Treaties
To avoid double taxation by transportation companies, there is a tax
agreement with Colombia, whereby all taxable income is taxed in the
country in which the company is domiciled, not in the country where it
carries on operations. These transportation companies are entirely
government owned.

Taxable Profits
There are differences between tax and book profits. Any reserve created
by the company, as for example, an allowance for doubtful accounts, is
not tax deductible. Dividends received by corporations are not taxed. All
income recognized in the books from affiliated companies is not taxable,
since each company is considered to be a separate entity for tax purposes. Also, remunerations paid to directors or managers of a company
cannot exceed 15% of its gross profits for tax purposes.

Tax Incentives
Manufacturing companies and those engaged in agriculture, cattle raising, fishing, transportation, light and power are allowed a tax credit
based on 15% of their net investment in new fixed assets (those not used
by any other company in the country). They have the right to carry
forward any amount in excess of this 15% that was paid for two years.
Those companies engaged in assembling, packing, bottling, or canning
are not granted this credit unless 70% of the cost of the product is
considered to be from national sources; i.e., the cost of the local materials used is equal to or exceeds 70% of the total cost.
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The Government may also exempt companies engaged in industry,
agriculture, stock raising, forestry, fishing, housing construction, and
construction of hotels and tourist and recreational facilities from interest
tax. This exemption applies to all national and mixed companies receiving approval of the SIEX and the Ministry of Development.
Accelerated depreciation has been allowed only in the oil industry.
Mining and hydrocarbon industries are allowed an investment tax credit
of 8% on fixed assets. When the investment is made in the exploration,
drilling, or recovery of hydrocarbons, or in the conservation and storage
of natural gas, or in anything that might increase the asset's value, an
additional 4% tax allowance may be granted. For the development of
agricultural, cattle raising, forestry, or fishing industries, a 20% tax
reduction may be allowed.
A tax advantage may be gained by establishing a limited liability company. If this type of company has taxable income not exceeding Bs180,000
(US$41,860), it may obtain a special tax rate. Instead of being subject to
the standard corporate tax rate of from 18% to 50%, the company would
pay 6.48% on the first Bs100,000 (US$23,255) of earnings and 8.10% on
the remaining Bs80,000 (US$18,600). On earnings of Bs180,000, the tax
rate would thus be lower than the minimum corporate rate (18%) on the
total amount. For limited companies with taxable income in excess of
Bs180,000 (US$41,860) up to Bs2 million (US$465,116), there is a 10%
reduction on the tax computed from the corporate rate scale.

After-Tax Equivalents
A Venezuelan company manager, married, with two children, earning an
annual salary of Bs236,500 (US$55,000), has an after-tax income of approximately Bs206,800 (US$48,000); the effective tax rate being 12.52%.
An individual residing in the country for less than 180 days in a calendar
year is taxed at a flat rate of 20%. Expenses are not deductible.

BUSINESS ENTITIES
Principal Forms
The main business forms are the Sociedad Anónima or Compañía Anónima, S.A. or C.A. (stock corporation), the Sociedad de Responsabilidad
Limitada, S.R.L. (limited liability company), the Compañía en Nombre
Colectiva (partnership), and the Compañía en Nombre Solidaria (sole
proprietorship).
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Minimum Capital
The only business form that has a minimum capital requirement is the
limited liability company or S.R.L. The minimum capital is Bs20,000
(US$4,650) and it is limited to a maximum of Bs2 million (US$465,116).
Also, the participation quotas may not be less than Bs1,000 each
(US$232.56) and must be divided into multiples of Bs1,000.

Formation
To form a company, two founders are required. The articles of
incorporation must be drawn up by a lawyer, registered with the Commercial Registry, and published in the municipal gazette or a local
newspaper. There is a 0.1% tax on capital to register the shares, and publication averages about US$465. Professional fees run about US$1,000,
plus another US$800 to US$1,000 depending on the type of documentation needed. Total formation time can take from one week to two months.

Management Structure
The normal management structure consists of a board of directors and
one or more administrators. There are no requirements for worker participation in management.

Meetings and Votes
All meetings of corporate boards and of shareholders must be held
within the country at least once a year. Proxy votes are permitted. In
order to have a legally valid meeting, 51% of the shareholders must be
represented.

Publication of Information
In accordance with the Commercial Code, the financial statements of
all business entities must be filed in the Commercial Register. The
names and holdings of the corporate board members and shareholders
of all companies must also be filed in the Commercial Register. In
addition, commercial banks, mortgage banks, and other financial
institutions must publish a trial balance as well as a listing of corporate
board members in the newspaper 15 days after the end of each month.
At the close of each six-month period, they are allowed 15 days in which
to publish in the newspaper their financial statements together with a
detailed profit and loss account. Insurance companies must file their
financial statements with the Superintendency of Insurance. After they
have been approved by the Superintendency, they are then published in
the newspaper.
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Pay Rates
The last minimum wage law was passed in June 1974, setting the minimum wages for all workers, except those in domestic service, at Bs15
(US$3.49) per day. Current wages, however, have tripled since then. The
average clerical wages are between US$450 and US$600 per month and
salaries for supervisory personnel are about US$2,000 a month before
seniority and other benefits.

Working Hours
Daytime working hours are between 5:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m., not exceeding 8 hours per day or 48 per week. Nighttime working hours are
between 7:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m., not exceeding 7 hours per day or 42 per
week. Overtime must be paid for any work in excess of these hours,
although overtime cannot exceed two hours per day or 100 days per
year. Every worker is entitled to 15 working days of vacation a year after
one year of service. There are ten paid legal holidays. In addition,
various religious holidays are observed.

Overtime and Bonuses
By law, employers must make a profit-sharing distribution equal to 10%
of the company's net income to all employees in proportion to their
earnings for the year, up to a maximum of two months' wages. For
employees with less than a year's service, the bonus is in proportion to
the number of complete months worked. For those companies which
suffered losses during the year, or for those that 10% of their net income
would be less than 15 days' wages, the minimum bonus allowed is 15
days' wages for each employee working a full year. This is normally paid
within the first fifteen days of December regardless of the company's
fiscal year-end. This profit-sharing bonus may not be withheld from an
employee under any circumstances. Employees have the right to request an audit of the computing method of the bonus if a majority (51%)
does not think it equitable. In practice, therefore, most companies will
simply pay two months' wages to all employees. Employers are also
obligated to pay an amount equal to one day's earnings per year of
service, up to a maximum of fifteen days, to every employee at the time
of his yearly vacation.
Overtime rates are 25% above the normal hourly wages. Also, night work
is paid 20% more than work performed during the day. Double time must
be paid for any days worked in excess of six days in one week or on a
holiday. In fact, some union contracts provide for payment of triple time
for work performed on those days.
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Social Security and Fringe Benefits
Social security contributions, bonuses, severance pay, and other fringe
benefits amount to about 35% of an employer's basic manual workers'
payroll costs.

Termination of Employment
If employment is terminated for retrenchment or other reasons, an
employee may continue working during his notification period (usually
of one month) and to receive his normal wages or salary. Otherwise, he
must be paid the wages for the notice period.
Employees build up acquired rights which are payable upon termination
of employment, even if the employee resigns. These seniority payments
as well as the severance payments to which employees are also entitled
are equal to fifteen days' salary for each year of service. Employers are
obligated to pay interest on accumulated seniority and severance
payments at a rate which is set by the Central Bank. These interest
payments are not subject to tax. Employees are also entitled to be paid
for a fractional vacation of one day for each completed month of service
during the year.
An employee may appeal to a Comisión Tripartita (a tripartite
commission under the auspices of the Ministry of Labor) if he feels he
has just cause. Should the commission decide in his favor, the employee
must be rehired or be paid double all the amounts stated above due him
when employment was terminated, plus his wages from the date he was
dismissed to the date that the commission reached its decision. Thus, a
company considering retrenching should state the reasons for its
decision before the Comisión Tripartita to avoid costly and timeconsuming settlements.

Unions
Labor unions in Venezuela are organized both by industry and by craft.
They are very strong in negotiations with employers and in controlling
their own members.

Work and Residence Permits
To obtain a work permit, a foreigner must have a work contract with a
company, which must be filed with the Ministry of Labor. It must be
proven that the company has a need for a person with those particular
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skills and cannot obtain a qualified individual from within the country,
and that a local person will be trained by the foreign worker in the
particular skills required. A visa is also necessary; it is usually granted
for a period of one year and is easily renewable. To establish permanent
residence in Venezuela, the temporary visa must be changed to a permanent one.

TRADE PRACTICES
Advertising
Principal advertising media include television, newspapers, radio, movie
theaters, and magazines.

Price Controls
There are price controls on many basic consumer goods, particularly
foodstuffs. Price controls also apply to certain automobile models,
cement, insurance policies, gasoline, cigarettes, and pharmaceutical
products.

Import Controls
All goods assembled or produced in Venezuela are normally protected
by import controls or quotas. Also, licenses are required to import
certain products.

Competition Laws
There is no legislation prohibiting monopolies or any restrictive trade
practices. In order to effectively control prices, however, most
monopolies are government controlled.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Financial Statements
Only insurance companies, banks, and other financial institutions must
comply with set rules for the presentation of their financial statements.
All other business entities comply with the generally accepted accounting principles established in the United States.

Accounting Practices
Inflation accounting and revaluation practices are not allowed. If revaluation exists, it must be disclosed in a note to the financial statements and
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in the auditor's opinion for presentation to the Comisión Nacional de
Valores, CNV. Consolidated financial statements are only required by
law for those companies which offer their shares to the public through
the stock exchange and therefore must register with the CNV. However,
consolidated financial statements are usually prepared to comply with
generally accepted accounting principles.

Audit
All public companies, i.e., those registered with the CNV, are required to
have a professional audit performed by an independent auditor. Also, all
public accountants must be registered with the CNV in order to sign the
financial statements.
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Touche Ross International
International Executive Office
Touche Ross & Co.
Mail: P.O. Box 778-Radio City Stn.
1633 Broadway
Telephone: (212) 489-1600
New York, New York, 10019, USA
Telex: 232419 TRCO UR
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Americas Regional Office
Touche Ross International
10 East 53rd Street
New York, New York 10022, USA

Telephone: (212) 489-1600
Telex: 232419 TRCO UR
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Argentina
López, González, Raimondi
y Asociados
Reconquista 609
1003 Buenos Aires, Argentina

Telephone: 31-4327/31-4857
Cable: LOGONRA or
TOUCHEROSS

Bolivia*
Augusto Ortega y Cía.
Edificio Herrmann, Ofic. 1703
Plaza Venezuela
La Paz, Bolivia

Mail: P.O. Box 341
Telephone: 369391

Brazil
Touche Ross & Co.
Avenida Paulista, 326
01000 - São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Mail: Caixa Postal 4875
Telephone: 288-8022
Telex: 1124215 RDRE BR
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Chile
Touche Ross & Co.
Teatinos 449
Santiago 1, Chile

Telephone: 63314
71-41-55, 71-63-39
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Colombia
Touche Ross & Asociados, Ltda.
Calle 45, No. 8-14
Bogotá, Colombia

Mail: Apartado Aéreo 16635
Telephone: 2326-394/414/257
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Costa Rica*
Camacho, Mendez & Cía.
3 Ves
Avenida 7 y 9, Casa 746
San José, Costa Rica
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Mail: Apartado 3036
Telephone: 21-86-91

Ecuador*
Stern, Contag & Asociados Cia. Ltda.
Leónidas Plaza, 171 y 18 de Septiembre
Quito, Ecuador

Mail: P.O. Box 5058
Telephone: 522-285
Cable: STERNASSOC

Guatemala
Touche Ross & Co.
Edificio El Centro, Apt. 9-09
7 Ave y 9 Calle, Zona 1
Guatemala, C.A.

Mail: Apartado Postal 8-A
Telephone: 53-47-81, 53-47-62
(int'l only) 51-95-03
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Mexico
Galaz, Carstens, Chavero,
Yamazaki y Cía.
Lagrange 103
México 10, D.F., México

Telephone: 395-0455
Telex: 1771621 TRI ME
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Panama
Touche Ross & Co.
Via España 124
Panamá 3, R.P.

Mail: Apartado 3105
Telephone: 64-4222
Telex: 2062 YOUNG TR
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Peru
Benjamín Callirgos & Cía.
Avenida Tacna 543
Oficinas 80-81-83
Lima, Peru

Mail: P.O. Box 1167
Telephone: 28-3096/7
28-1722/28-1148
Cable: TOUCHEROSS

Uruguay*
Auditoria Mariño
Cerrito 420, Of. 501
Montevideo, Uruguay

Mail: P.O. Box 6733
Telephone: 901767, 903925
Telex: MARINO UY 868
MARINO UY 6257

Venezuela
Cano, Pérez & Asociados
Edificio Selemar
Calle Real de Sabana Grande
Caracas 105, Venezuela

Mail: Apartado 51133
Telephone: 71.88.27/71.69.17
Telex: 23214 CPAUDIT
Cable: CPAUDIT

*Correspondent firm.
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International Publications
Business Studies
Australia (second edition)
Belgium/Luxembourg
Brazil (second edition)
Canada
Colombia
Common Market
(English, Japanese
and Spanish editions)
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Italy

Japan (second edition)
Malaysia
Mexico (second edition)
Netherlands/Netherlands Antilles
(second edition)
South Africa
Spain (second edition)
Switzerland/Liechtenstein
(second edition)
United Kingdom
United States (second edition)
(English and Japanese editions)

Tax & Trade Profiles
Bermuda, Bahamas and
The Caribbean
South and Central America
Western Europe

Investment and Taxation Guides
Austria
Denmark
Egypt
Kenya
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Sweden

Offices around the World
ABU-DHABI
Abu-Dhabi
Al-Ain
ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires
AUSTRALIA
Adelaide
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Canberra
Melbourne
Newcastle
Parramatta
Perth
Surfers Paradise
Sydney
Townsville
Wollongong
AUSTRIA
Vienna
BAHAMAS
Nassau
BAHRAIN
Manama
BELGIUM
Antwerp
Brussels
BERMUDA
Hamilton
BRAZIL
Belo Horizonte
Porto Alegre
Rio de Janeiro
São Paulo
BRUNEI
Brunei
CAMEROON
Douala
Victoria
CANADA
Calgary
Corner Brook
Cornwall
Edmonton
Fredericton
Halifax
Hamilton
Hull
Kelowna
Kingston
Kitchener
Langley
London
Mississauga
Montreal
New Westminster
Ottawa
Quebec
Regina
St. Catharines
Saint John
St. John's
Saskatoon
Sydney
Toronto
Vancouver
Victoria
Windsor
Winnipeg
CAYMAN ISLANDS
Grand Cayman
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Jersey
CHILE
Santiago
COLOMBIA
Bogotá
CYPRUS
Larnaca
Limassol
Nicosia

Esbjerg
Helsingør
Kolding
Odense
Skanderborg

KUWAIT
Kuwait City

Port Moresby
Rabaul

LEBANON
Beirut

PERU
Lima

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
Santo Domingo

LUXEMBOURG
Luxembourg

DUBAI
Dubai
EGYPT
Cairo
FRANCE
Lyon
Paris
FUJEIRAH
Fujeirah
GERMANY
Berlin
Bielefeld
Bremen
Dusseldorf
Frankfurt/Main
Hamburg
Hannover
Munich
Nuremberg
Stuttgart
GHANA
Accra
GREECE
Athens
GREENLAND
Godthaab
GUAM
Agana
GUATEMALA
Guatemala City
GUYANA
Georgetown
HONG KONG
Hong Kong
INDONESIA
Bandung
Jakarta
Medan
Surabaya
IRAQ
Baghdad
Basra
Mosul
IRELAND
Cork
Dublin
Limerick
ITALY
Milan
IVORY COAST
Abidjan
JAMAICA
Kingston
Montego Bay
JAPAN
Fukuoka
Hiroshima
Kobe
Kyoto
Nagoya
Naha (Okinawa)
Osaka
Sapporo
Sendai
Takamatsu
Tokyo
JORDAN
Amman

DENMARK

KENYA
Nairobi

Ballerup
Copenhagen

KOREA
Seoul

Århus

MALAYSIA
Alor Setar
Johor Baru
Kota Bharu
Kota Kinabalu
Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Trengganu
Kuantan
Kuching
Labuan
Malacca
Miri
Penang
Sandakan
Tawau
MAURITIUS
Port Louis
MEXICO
Mexico City
Monterrey
MOROCCO
Casablanca
NETHERLANDS
Alkmaar
Almelo
Amersfoort
Amsterdam
Arnhem
Beverwijk
Breda
Driebergen
Eindhoven
Enschede
Gouda
Groningen
Haarlem
Heerlen
Hilversum
Leeuwarden
Lelystad
Middelburg
Nijmegen
Rijswijk
Rotterdam
's Hertogenbosch
Terneuzen
The Hague
Tilburg
Zwolle
NETHERLANDS
ANTILLES
Curacao
NEW ZEALAND
Auckland
Christchurch
Wanganui
Wellington
NICARAGUA
Managua
NIGERIA
Benin City
Enugu
Kano
Lagos
Owerri
Port Harcourt
Warri
NORWAY
Oslo
Sandefjord

PHILIPPINES
Bacolod
Davao
Makati
Manila
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
QATAR
Doha
RAS EL-KHAIMAH
Ras El-Khaimah
SAUDI ARABIA
Dammam
Jeddah
Riyadh
SHARJAH
Sharjah
SINGAPORE
Singapore
SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town
Durban
Empangeni
Johannesburg
Pietermaritzburg
Port Elizabeth
Pretoria
SPAIN
Barcelona
Madrid
SURINAME
Paramaribo
SWAZILAND
Mbabane
SWEDEN
Stockholm
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Zurich
SYRIA
Damascus
THAILAND
Bangkok
TRINIDAD AND
TOBAGO
Port of Spain
TURKEY
Istanbul
Izmir
UNITED KINGDOM
Belfast
Birmingham
Bristol
Burnley
Cardiff
Chepstow
Dartford
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Leeds
Leicester
Liverpool
London
Lutterworth
Manchester
Newcastle upon Tyne
Newport

Anchorage, Alaska
Atlanta, Georgia
Austin, Texas
Baltimore, Maryland
Birmingham, Alabama
Boise, Idaho
Boston, Massachusetts
Buffalo, New York
Canton, Ohio
Charlotte, North Carolina
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Columbus, Ohio
Corpus Christi, Texas
Dallas, Texas
Dayton, Ohio
Denver, Colorado
Detroit, Michigan
Elizabethtown, Kentucky
Fresno, California
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Hackensack, New Jersey
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Honolulu, Hawaii
Houston, Texas
Jackson, Mississippi
Jacksonville, Florida
Kansas City, Missouri
Lansing, Michigan
Lincoln, Nebraska
London, Kentucky
Los Angeles, California
Louisville, Kentucky
Melville, New York
Memphis, Tennessee
Miami, Florida
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mobile, Alabama
Morristown, New Jersey
Nashville, Tennessee
Newark, New Jersey
New Orleans, Louisiana
Newport Beach, California
New York, New York
Oakland, California
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Omaha, Nebraska
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Phoenix, Arizona
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Pocatello, Idaho
Portland, Oregon
Richmond, Virginia
Rochester, New York
Sacramento, California
St. Louis, Missouri
Saint Paul, Minnesota
Salem, Oregon
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Texas
San Diego, California
San Francisco, California
San Jose, California
Santa Rosa, California
Seattle, Washington
Southfield, Michigan
Stamford, Connecticut
Steubenville, Ohio
Syracuse, New York
Tampa, Florida
Toledo. Ohio
Topeka, Kansas
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Washington, D.C.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Youngstown, Ohio
VENEZUELA
Caracas
Maracaibo
Valencia
YEMEN ARAB
REPUBLIC
Sanaa

PANAMA
Panamá

Plymouth
Shrewsbury
Stoke-on-Trent
Swansea
Wolverhampton

PAPUA
NEW GUINEA
Lae
Mount Hagen

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
Akron, Ohio
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ZIMBABWE (Rhodesia)
Bulawayo
Salisbury
Umtal

OMAN
Matrah-Muscat

YEMEN (PDR)
Aden

